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st louis waterfront thomas M easterly took this daguerreotype in
1848 nearly 90 percent of the approximately 70000 latter day saint
pioneers who immigrated to the church centers in missouri ohio illi
nois and utah between 1831 and 1869 traveled part of the way by
water courtesy missouri historical society



sail and rail pioneers before 1869
LDS immigrants trekking west by boat and train endured
harassment filthy accommodations hunger and accidents

before even starting their wagon journeys

stanley B kimball

some cultural myopia in zion blurs our views regarding our
sailrailtrail pioneer ancestry those who immigrated to utah
with the aid of boats and trains as well as wagons and handcartshandcarts
we seem to presume that only covered wagon experiences count
or make one a real pioneer and that travel to wagon trail heads
is unimportant or uninteresting the condescension toward saints
who traveled by rail especially after the completion of the trans-
continental railroad in 1869 can be seen in the pejorative term
pullman pioneer which was coined to distinguish those who

came primarily by railroad from real pioneers who came by
wagon yet most pioneers traveled by boat or rail from their ships
or other starting points in the east to places in the west where the
wagon trails began those important legs of their journeys were
sometimes well over a thousand miles long a real story a real
journey which was in many cases as hazardous and arduous as the
final trek across the plains

of the approximately 70000 LDS pioneers who between
1831 and 1869 immigrated to their various zions in ohio mis-
souri illinois and utah more than 90 percent traveled part of the
way by water a fact little noted nor long remembered in mormon
historiography 1 they traveled on the saint lawrence pecatonicaPecatonica
ohio mississippi missouri genesee hudson rock and illinois
rivers on the montezuma erie pennsylvania state ohio and erie
and miami and erie canals and on two of the great lakes lake
ontario and lake erie as well as on cayuga lake

BYU studies 35 no 2 1995 7
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they utilized the many forms of water transportation of their
day including sailing sloops and schoonersschoonensschooners steamboats of all sorts
especially side and stemstern paddle riverboatsriverboats and various canal
boats the slow line boats and the faster packets many steamships
and sailing ships operated on the great lakes steamboats were pre-
ferred for maneuverability but were not well suited to carrying
large cargoes so two masted schoonersschoonensschooners were also used

in addition a surprisingly large number of immigrants were
railtrailrail trail pioneers 2 between 1840 when mormon converts from
europe began sailing to the united states of america and febru-
ary 1855 93 percent of those immigrant companies entered the
united states at new orleans where they obtained passage on
riverboatsriverboats to their jumping off places for their journeys west 3

after 1855 however as railroad lines pushed farther west latter
day saint immigration patterns changed all european immigrants
then entered the united states at philadelphia new york city or
boston and took various railroads as far as possible to river ports
or trail heads in the midwest of the total of 148 latter day saint
companies sailing to the united states between 1840 and the com-
pletion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869 73 took railroads
all or part of the way from the atlantic coast to the mississippi and
missouri rivers in other words of the approximately seventy
thousand LDS wagon pioneers who crossed the plains some
thirty four thousand 49 percent traveled by railroad for at least
one stage in their journey to their waiting wagons and handcartshandcarts

thus travel by boat and train forms a larger piece of the west-
ward mormon migration than previous studies of the mormon
trail have noted 4 this article strives to correct that deficiency 5

the problem has not arisen because no rail and water
accounts occur in the diaries or letters of pioneers the problem is

that we as a people think in terms only of wagon or real pio-
neers not of water or rail pioneers 1I also get the feeling that the
immigrants themselves did not feel much like real pioneers either
until they got to their wagons hence historians and catalogerscatalogers
pick up only wagon reports no one trailed clouds of glory
while on a train or boat yet while rail and water travel was usu-
ally of shorter duration and not particularly conducive to long jour-
nal entries it was an important part of the total picture we are
very lucky to know what we do about it
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SailsalisailtrailsaivtrailsaintrailTrailtrall pioneers

water routes during the 1850s1830s mormonscormons were bent on
reaching kirtland ohio and various places in missouri en route
to kirtland they traveled from various starting points via lake
cayuga the montezuma and erie canals and lake erie to mis-
souri the preferred route was via the ohio mississippi and
missouri rivers

from 1840 through 1845 most mormonscormons traveled to nauvoo
from the east coast or from new orleans from the east coast
they mainly utilized the erie canal lakes ontario and erie and the
hudson saint lawrence ohio and pecatonicaPecatonica rivers from new
orleans they took the mississippi river As the mormonscormons left nau-
voo in 1846 many traveled the mississippi and missouri rivers to
the council bluffs iowa area

throughout the 1850s most mormon pioneers traveled the
ohio missouri and mississippi rivers mainly from new orleans
to various jumping off places at saint louis westport jefferson
city alexandria and churchill all in missouri keokuk and coun-
cil bluffs in iowa fort leavenworth and atchison in kansas terri-
tory and florence and omaha in nebraska territory 6

during the 1860s most mormonscormons were able to ride various
railroads from the east coast to saint joseph missouri where they
took riverboatsriverboats on the missouri upstream to council bluffs or
omaha in 1867 mormon western travel by boat almost com-
pletely ended when the chicago and northwestern railroad
reached council bluffs and linked up with the union pacific two
years later mormon immigrants could travel all the way from the
east coast to utah by rail

experiences of water pioneers As would be expected
with more than sixty thousand mormonscormons traveling for many years on
all kinds of lake river and canal craft they experienced about all
the good and the bad that normally went with water travel during the
nineteenth century for the most part mormon experiences on
the water were typical of their time and place bad weather wind
rain ice miserable accommodations in deck and steerage passage
heat insects accidents incidents of falling overboard insults dis-
turbancesturbances caused by the civil war and utah war episodes of being
left on shore seasickness cholera threats from a wicked crew
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comfortsdiscomfortsdis over slavery boiler explosions occasions of running
aground miscarriages stillbirths deaths quarantine islands snags
sandbars broken rudders breaks in canals slowness lack of shelter
and proper sanitation poor food stench and crowded conditions
characterized river travel in that day

not all aspects of travel by water were negative however
journal entries describe natural beauty church services preaching
invitations games cabin class accommodations organized activi-
ties boat races practicing phrenologists kind crew members and
friendly officers maids and waiters to name only a few of the
more enjoyable aspects of these trips

the first mormon grumpinggrumlinggrumping took place in 1831 on the erie
canal en route from new york to kirtland joseph smiths mother
lucy ran a tight ship quite literally and expected the immigrating
company she was leading to conduct themselves in a saintly man-
ner she chastised mothers for being careless with their children
anyone else for complaining about having left good homes and
the sisters for sitting around pouting and for flirting with gentle-
man passengers who were strangers and not members of the
church 7 the account of this boats daring departure from the buf-
falo harbor into an ice filled lake erie is one of the most thrilling
adventures of early mormon travel turning to the motley and har-
ried band of converts on her boat lucy called out

now bretheren and sisters if you will all of you raise your desires
to heaven that the ice may be broken up and we be set at liberty
as sure as the lord lives it will be done at that instant a noise was
heard like bursting thunder the captain cried every man to his
post the ice parted leaving barely a passage for the boat and so
narrow that as the boat passed through the buckets of the water
wheel were torn off with a crash which joined to the words of com-
mand from the captain the hoarse answering of the sailors the noise
of the ice and the cries and confusion of the spectators presented a
scene truly terrible we had barely passed through the avenue when
the ice closed together again and the colesvillelesvilleCo bretheren were left
in buffalo unable to follow us

As we were leaving the harbor one of the bystanders
exclaimed there goes the mormon company that boat is sunk in
the water nine inches deeper than ever it was before and mark it
she will sink there is nothing surer in fact they were so sure of it
that they went straight to the office and had it published that we
were sunk so that when we arrived at fairport we read in the papers
the news of our own death 8
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weather was a frequent problem bad weather and ice held
up canalboatscanalboats and sailing vessels on the great lakes records talk
of the heat on the lower mississippi and of rain on open and un-
protected decks

there was seasickness of course and much worse deaths
from cholera a waterbornewaterborne disease especially during the bad years
of 1849 and 1850 when some were quarantined near saint louis 9

corpses if not thrown overboard were buried in the riverbank
riverboatsRiverboats often carried coffins for just such use once in 1849

when some saints requested a captain to stop for a proper burial
he stranded them according to the account the captain was
a brutal unaccommodating and a very extremely harsh man
he weighted corpses and dumped them overboard one latter day
saint died and a brother george wood got permission to make the
burial onshore and hired a negro to help dig a trench before
the burial was completed the captain sailed off leaving the burial
party on the shore the general appeals of the passengers were of
no avail then a mormon joseph walker found some rope and
threatened to hang the captain weve tried persuasion to see if
there is any humanity in your worthless carcass see this rope ifyou
dont go back to those people ill hang you from your own cross
beam and ill have plenty of help to do so the captain returned 10

deaths occurred from falling overboard children especially
inquisitive boys were the most vulnerable the sources record
some routine but nonetheless tragic losses of life 11 in 1851
between new orleans and saint louis an english convert known
as sister shelly attempted to draw a bucket of water from the river
while the boat was running and the force of the current drew her
in the records note that she floated for a moment and then sank
to rise no more the engines stopped immediately and a boat
manned and sent in search of her but it was unsuccessful in
obtaining the body 12 sadly this is just one more example of how
totally ill suited the female attire of that day was for westering
her water soaked heavy skirts obviously drew her under

in 1863 a crew member opened a trapdoor in the bottom of the
riverboat to get water and forgot to close it notes one of the immi-
grants A small boy became frightened when some mules in a stallstaff

nearby started kicking and made a lot of noise he became excited
and fell through the trapdoor they stopped the boat and searched
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but found no trace of his body they thought he might have been
struck by one of the large wheels on either side of the boat 13

that same year a group of latter day saints were on a flatboat
with no railingsfailingsrailings traveling from saint joseph missouri to florence
nebraska during the night the boat laid to for wood A boy of about
twelve apparently half asleep walked off the boat into the river the
swift current swept him away in an instant and he was lost 14

in 1842 a poignant notice appeared in the times and sea-
sons a mormon newspaper published in nauvoo concerning a
lost child

information WANTED

As the steam boat general pratt was on her way from new orleans
to st louis on the 15th of nov last wlwhilellie about halfhalfwayway on her pas-
sage mary the eldest daughter of william and mary butterworth of
macclesfieldMacclesfield eng 11 years of age accidentally fell over board and
although the captain of the boat instantly returned some distance
and used every exertion to recover the body nothing has yet been
heard of it if any one has found the body and will give information
thereof and the place of its deposit they will greatly oblige and
soothe the feelings of the afflicted parents by giving notice to the
editor of the times and seasons editors on the mississippi will
please copy 15

perhaps the most unusual detail in a drowning account came
from an 1851 accident on the mississippi river A man apparently
not a mormon fell overboard the boat was stopped instantly
and every effort was made to save him but to no purpose As he
sank he threw his pocketbook which was picked up by one of the
men and given into the hands of the clerk in order to be restored
to the relatives of the deceased 16

accommodations and food were often bad most mormon
immigrants were poor so they usually booked deck or steerage
passage suffering from bad stench sleeping wherever they could
and eating as best they could A few could afford cabin class but
they were exceptional on rare occasions mormon agents would
book an entire boat 17 most immigrants brought food with them and
prepared it as circumstances permitted sometimes their food was
stolen by the crew in other instances mormonscormons earned food
scraps by helping the deckhandsdeckhands a riverboat could burn up to
forty tons of wood a day and help was always needed to wood
up on shore 18
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nagging problems such as getting stuck on sandbars running
aground catching snags and breaking rudders or paddle wheels
kept life interesting other more serious problems were steam-
boat disasters that claimed thousands of livesfivesilvesbives exploding boilers
when captains tried to make time were a constant threat 19

occasionally passengers wrote about unpleasantriesunpleasantries with the
crew and boat personnel one case is notable in 1851 an english
immigrant frederick weight on the trip from new orleans to
saint louis claimed the crew was made up of very wicked curs-
ing men who cared nothing for anything good this good mans
opinion was probably colored by the fact that the head cook fell in
love with weights wife and threatened to shoot him20

one experience often commented on negatively especially
by the european saints transferring from ocean vessels to river
boats in new orleans was the evil of slavery in 1854 in new
orleans a danish convert saw black slaves at work thirty to fifty
in a gang on the steam ship are six blacks they do the heaviest
work they buy them here for 250025.002500 each 21 james moyle from
england went to the slave market and saw the slaves that were
being sold that day it was revolting to my feelings to see the men
women and children that we saw there sold like cattle or horses
and had black skin human 11221121172122although they a they were beings
A sister emma higbee related a relatives experience she saw
children taken from their parents and given to rough traders the
storms at sea did not seem nearly so terrible as that auction sale
with human lives and happiness at stake 21131113212323

in 1851 one of the superior mormon diarists described her
experience with slavery in new orleans as follows

the only thing which detracts from its beauty is the sight of
hundreds of negroes working in the sun oh slavery how I1 hate
thee she visited a female slave market no lady enters that for
males it is a large hall well lighted with seats all round on which
were girls of every shade of color from ten or twelve to thirty years
of age and to my utter astonishment they were singing as merrily as
larks I1 expressed my surprise to mrs bilms and she said though I1

as an english woman detest the very idea of slavery yet I1 do believe
that many of the slaves here have ten times the comfort of many of
the labourerslabourers in our own country with not half the labor I1 have been
thirteen years in this country and although I1 have never owned a
slave or intend to do so still I1 do not look upon slavery with the hor-
ror that I1 once did there are hundreds of slaves here who would not
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accept their freedom if it was offered to them for this reason they
would then have no protection as the laws afford little or none to
people of color

I1 could not help thinking that my friends feelings had become
somewhat blunted if not hardened by long residence in slave states 24

on board other boats there were births as well as miscar-
riages at saint joseph missouri four men had to carry a poor sis-

ter off the boat in her bed there were stillborn children twins
for example in keokuk 2515

some rather unusual trials were endured especially by mor
mons in 1844 for example the maid of iowa a mormon owned
riverboat carrying immigrants passengers and cargo to and from
new orleans was attacked on its way to nauvoo according to

maid qfiowaof iomaiowa this sixty ton paddle steamboat possibly a stem wheeler
was built by dan jones and levi moffit in augusta iowa during the
nauvoo period maid orlowaoflowaof iowa transported companies of immigrants from
new orleans to the temple city on a bend of the mississippi river
on several occasions maid of iowa was fired upon and one time
another boat attempted to ram it courtesy LDS church archives
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william adams when word would spread that a mormon boat full
of mormonscormons was coming theywere insulted wherever they landed
for supplies at one place the boat was actually set on fire and
even fired upon adams also noted that one boat on the mississippi
south of saint louis tried to run the maid of iowa down and that
captain dan jones avoided a collision only by threatening to shoot
the pilot of the other boat 2616

several accounts of boat travel in 1858 involve the utah
war over both land and water mormonscormons were adversely affected
by the unnecessary military expedition to quell a nonexistent
rebellion elder john E hill returning home from his mission to
england took a missouri boat from saint louis to omaha which
also carried teamsters and supplies for the utah war james
bunting may have been on the same boat for he described his as
carrying uncle sams wagons intended for the utah expedition
he noted that at fort leavenworth his boat the saint mary
received a salute from the Minihaminihahaha on which were others bound
for utah the army supplies were unloaded at nebraska city and
freighted west on the nebraska city cutoff trail 2717

the most dramatic utah war experience was recorded by
martin luther ensign he and other returning missionaries noted
that when they left the saint louis wharf they fired a cannon
and hurrahedhurrahed for utah and the G D mormonscormons and said if they
knew there was a mormon on board they would through sic
them in to the river but we kept mum and they did not find out
we were mormonscormons or give us any trouble 1121128

the saints like many others were also affected by the civil
war boat travel like train travel was sometimes interrupted
crowded and even dangerous especially in missouri which not
only fought on the side of the union during the war but also had its
own private civil war quantrillsquantriusquantrilleQuantrillsriUsnius raiders bloody bill anderson and
other pro southern forces in missouri not only tore up railroad tracks
to harass the union forces but occasionally fired on riverboatsriverboats

in 1862 some deckhandsdeckhands refused to work on a riverboat along
a stretch of the river where they could hear gunfire so the captain
ordered the strikers off and replaced them with mormonscormons for one
dollar a day plus board the mormonscormons were of course disliked for
being scab labor 29
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in 1863 a party of mormonscormons left saint louis for omaha and
the west on board were five hundred mules and horses one can-
non and troops to protect these military supplies the troops bar
ricadedricadel the boat as best they could by erecting breastworks of
sacks of grain and tobacco 3010 in 1864 some confederates fired on a
boat that carried mormonscormonsMormons but no one was hurt

on the positive side mormonscormons commented on the natural
beauty of the countryside fields of corn pumpkins apple trees
loaded with fruit along the erie canal and the forests of tall and
stately trees along the lower mississippi river in 1842 richard
rushton noted the rocks on the right side of the river were
enchantingly beautiful this is most likely a reference to the bluffs
on the illinois side of the river between milepostsmileposts 25 and 35 up-
river from saint louis between alton and grafton today they are
still enchantingly beautiful 2131113131 about ten years later jean pearce

missouri river steamboat colorado unloading cargo in omaha in 1863 a
company of saints left st louis for omaha on a similar steamboat
loaded with military supplies to protect the five hundred mules and
horses and a cannon from attack federal troops on board barricadedbarricadesbarricaded the
boat the best they could by erecting breastworks of sacks of tobacco
and graingrambrain courtesy colorado historical society
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one of my favorite journalizers commented on these same bluffs
1 I cannot describe she said the grandeur of the scenery it is

most appalling32appalling1132113132

one rather interesting and detailed 1854 account of a trip from
new orleans to saint louis starts out with a bit of rhymed doggerel

WE WAS CROWDED

now we are traveling up the river
crowded in that little steamer
but still we felt to ask the lord
for to protect us all on board

the steam boat a puffing and snorting and pushing hard
against the streem but oh what a durtyaurty watter for us to use we dip
it up for to settle it but dont get much better never mind we willwin
do the best we can with it I1 must drink it anyhow because I1 am
very thirsty

and what a rackety noise it made me shudder the captain a
shouting and the watter a splashing and the band a playing and some
of us singing and some of the sisters a washing and the babies a cry-
ing and the sailors a talking and many of them smoking and allanaliail of us
trying to do something and the boat a tugingtubing and snorting when trav-
eling up the missouri river also the mississippi indeed it was a great
sight to us to see such forests of timber and land

what a wonderful stream this is going in such a force taking
down some very large logs they some times strike the boat with
tremendous blows but we got through all right we got to st louis
about the loth of april 1854 and was glad to get there but what a

durtyaurty looking place this is to be sure 33

A few accounts mention church services on the riverboatsriverboats
naturally enough with mormonscormons being eternally alert for an oppor-
tunity to preach the gospel for example in 1856 returning
missionary samuel woolley was invited to preach in the ladies
cabin 34 mormonscormonsMormons as would be expected also sang and prayed
together children played games one mother in 1851 set her chil-
dren to work on perforated papers 17351135213535 other children played
drafts draughts or todays checkers and cards

some wellweiloffoff immigrants had pleasant accommodations
in 1851 on the mississippi river elizabeth goddard noted the cap-
tain and officers and chamber maid were all very kind the col-
ored waiters were quite delighted to wait on the children and also
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the chamber maid who was also colored 2236113636 in 1853 returning mis-
sionary joseph W young reported that the crew was very kind
and that his company of saints were comfortable 37

riverboat phrenologists gave readings in 1856 samuel woolley
recorded there is a phrenologist on board who wished to feel my
head so I1 let him do it he gave me a very fair reading of my head 2138113838

most mormonscormons probably enjoyed the occasional races
between rival riverboatsriverboats unless of course the boilers blew up
from too much pressure in 1866 one immigrant described how
the ships lifting machinery pushed the boat off a sandbarsandbag
a maneuver called grasshopperinggrasshoppering which certainly gave the
passengers something interesting to observe 39

RailrallralirailtrailrailtraffTrailTrafftrall pioneers

by 1827 americans had experimented with railroads the
new form of british and european transportation and in may 18301850
railroad travel effectively commenced in america with the open-
ing of the first division of the baltimore and ohio railroad begin-
ning in 1837 and during the next two decades most mormonscormons
traveled as far west as possible by rail toward kirtland and nauvoo
then by water or land to trail heads on the missouri river usually
and ultimately to utah 40 after 1855 railroads ran far enough west
that latter day saint immigrants were encouraged by brigham young
to stop coming through new orleans and to enter the united states
on the atlantic seaboard this route offered a faster cheaper and
safer way of bringing european converts to utah cholera for
example was a constant threat of river travel

railtrailRail trail pioneers spent relatively little time on the much
faster trains which could go night and day in the 1850s immi-
grant trains ran about 12 miles an hour while an express aver-
aged 27.5275275 miles an hour an immigrant could cross illinois in
fifteen hours and missouri in twelve by 1867 when the union
pacific railroad reached north platte nebraska the average time
from new york city to that railhead was six days 41 by 1869 an
express took only eighteen hours from chicago to council bluffs
railtrailRail trail travel consequently generated relatively fewer reports of
faith promoting experiences train travel was hardly the great
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test of faith that wagon travel was therefore fewer immigrants left
behind accounts of adventurous rail travel

railriverRail River routes 1855 1856 after the 1855 switch in
ports of entry from new orleans to the main eastern cities but
before the 1856 completion of railways extending to iowa city
eleven pioneer companies totaling 4121 immigrants had landed
at east coast ports and had taken one of several rail and river
routes to the trail head on the missouri river at atchison
mormon grove kansas territory some companies took the penn-
sylvania railroad from philadelphia to pittsburgh where they
switched to boats on the ohio mississippi and missouri rivers to
complete the trip to their jumping off place A few took rail and
sail via new york city dunkirk new york cleveland chicago
and saint louis still others took a mixture of various railroads
especially the michigan central and riverboatsriverboats and lake boats to

chicago from whence it was possible to take the chicago and
alton railroad to saint louis 42

from saint louis many immigrants took riverboatsriverboats on the
mississippi and missouri rivers to various trail heads such as west-
port and independence missouri fort leavenworth and atchison
mormon grove kansas territory as well as council bluffs iowa 43

others continued west from saint louis by train in 1854 for ex-
ample some saints took the pacific railroad some 122 miles from
saint louis to jefferson city missouri the end of the line then
went by wagon to independence where they picked up the ore-
gon trail to go west 44

the chicago and rock island railroad 1856 1859 rou
tinized mormon immigrant rail travel properly commenced when
the chicago and rock island railroad caricarlcardc&rdc&ri reached iowa city
in the spring of 1856 4515 it was then possible to take various trains
from boston new york city and philadelphia via chicago all the
way to iowa city a distance of some one thousand miles the ac-
count of one mormon company that came this way can be para-
phrased as follows we debarkedbarkedde at staten island got certificates of
good health avoided baggage inspection cleared immigration at
castle gardens a steamboat took us to piermont new york
where took railroad for dunkirk new york took lake erie steam-
boat to toledo stopping at cleveland and sandusky thence by
rail to chicago and on to iowa city 4616
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brigham young or at least he is given credit for it initiated this
change in the immigration pattern in september 1855 he wrote the
president of the european mission 1 I think the emigration had
better come the northern route from new york or philadelphia or
boston direct to iowa city and then travel by handcartshandcarts 4711 brigham
young wrote this instruction seven months before the caricarl rail-
road reached iowa city on april 21 1856 he was obviously well
informed of the railroads construction plans and needed to alert
england before the 1856 immigrant season commenced

almost immediately mormon immigrants began to take the
cari railroad west from chicago to iowa city the first to do so
were the famous handcart pioneers whose first immigrant com-
pany to go by ship and rail to iowa was called the enoch train
it sailed from liverpool on march 23 1856 and arrived in boston
on april 30 and in iowa city on may 12 48 since this journey was
the beginning of the famous handcart immigrant experience there
are many extant railtrailrail trail accounts of this route for the years
1856 57 but all are regrettably bare boned 4919

by 1860 the caricarl railroad had pushed beyond iowa city to
marengo and a few saints or small independent pioneer companies
rode to that point and then took stagecoachesstagecoaches or wagons to coun-
cil bluffs 5010 the caric&ri railroad did not reach council bluffs until
1869 two years after the chicago and northwestern railroad

the chicago burlington and quincy and the hannibal
and saint joseph railroads 1859 1866 an even more impor-
tant development in the mormon railtrailrail trail experience came in 1859
when the hannibal and saint joseph h&stj railroad reached the
missouri river at saint joseph missouri the first railroad to do so
consequently the mormonscormons quickly changed from the caric&ri to
the chicago burlington and quincy cb&q railroad because at
quincy immigrants could take a riverboat some sixteen miles down-
stream to hannibal and entrain for saint joseph on the h&stj line
the 288 mile long cb&q railroad made up of several short
lines had already reached quincy in 1855 there was no reason
however for the mormonscormons to use it until the completion of the
h&stj in 1859 riding these two railroads in sequence made immi-
grating much easier and faster saint joseph then the westernmost
point on the national railway system was about 240 miles farther
west than iowa city 51
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the best but not very good or even typical mormon account
of the fifteen hour cb&q train ride across illinois is as follows
arrived at chicago a fine place left there about 12 noon A fine

view of the lake a very many vessels in sight illinois appears
to be a flat fertile country hundreds of cattle grazing on the
prairies stopped at a village and cleaned them out of bread 52

the following non mormon account from 1862 is more
descriptive

the jaunt across illinois was attended with no particular cir-
cumstancecumstance worthy of note other than what ordinarily befalls railway
travelers the line of the road was through a beautiful prairie country
tho the sameness of it grew monotonous the road bed was uniformly
level and smooth and riding not more than unusually sic tiresome

the company was congenial and time passed easily and when
one tired of looking out over the vast expanse of prairie and admir-
ing the fine farm houses and sleek cattle everywhere one could
read a book 53

in 1860 a spur from west quincy missouri intersected the
h&stj at palmyra missouri making it possible for the saints to avoid
steamers to hannibal by taking a ferry to west quincy in 1865 one
non LDS traveler described his experience on this ferry his expe-
rience was probably similar to what the mormonscormons knew

our ferryboatferry boat was but a placid looking old scow moored to
posts on the beach with a single deck roofed to enclose a small
stuffy cabin filled to its capacity with a rough looking rugged
scrawny crowd apparently good natured and quiet enough we
stood so closely packed together that the captain elbowed his way
through with difficulty to collect his one dime fare which he did
on the voyage over a matter of twenty minutes of yawing this way
and that broadside of a strong current 54

the 207 mile long h&stj railroad built during the years 1856
to 1859 was the first railroad to cross missouri and more impor-
tantly was also the first to reach the missouri river 55 the first mor
mons to ride the h&stj formed the eighth handcart company at
florence in 1859 the only one to cross the plains that year 5651

unfortunately I1 have found no good LDS account of traveling by
rail across the state of missouri 57 however in 1859 another trav-
eler recorded the following which may have been representative

today started for st joseph soil all along first rate timber
oak honeylocusthoneylocust bass cottonwood and buttonwood plums and
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crabapple bushes grapevinesgrape vines climb to the tops of the highest trees
vast prairies of good soil but little wheat seems to be sown along this
route we only crept along and such jolting sometimes the
locomotive seemed to wheeze as if a violent cold has seized it then
it would start ahead as if chased by the coyote wolves 5818

another disgruntled passenger dubbed it the horrible and slow
jogging railroad 115959

from saint joseph immigrants took riverboatsriverboats up the mis-
souri river some 160 miles to the area around council bluffs and
florence north omaha where they joined wagon trains west

in 1859 and beyond some saints found it cheaper and more
convenient to reach saint joseph via canada this somewhat
unusual routing was by boat up the hudson river from new york
city to albany and by rail to niagara new york windsor canada
via the southern tip of ontario and chicago via detroit 60

from 1864 to 1866 the preferred jumping off place for wes-
tering mormonscormons shifted from florence to the small river com-
munity of wyoming in nebraska territory near nebraska city
forty five miles south of winter quarters this shift spared mor-
mon immigrants the unpleasantriesunpleasantries of meeting the apostates and
11 go backs who were then tending to congregate in council bluffs
it also shortened the upriver journey to winter quarters by forty
five miles and the overland trek by about one day 61

A variant on the cb&q and h&stj route commenced in 1859
when the missouri northern railroad from saint louis connected
with the h&stj at macon missouri from then on latter day saint

could the via saint 662 LDSimmigrants pick up h&stj louis accounts
of using this railroad are very scarce the religious affiliation of one
traveler joseph tod hunter is unknown however he left behind
a brief account of his trip going east from saint joseph to new
york city in 1868 that seems typical of the experiences of many
rail pioneers

from st joseph by rail we went through fine undulating coun-
try apparently very fertile and most settled we were delayed for two
or three hours in consequence of a train being off the track not an
unusual thing in these parts after a night in the cars we stopped for
breakfast at montgomery after passing through a large tract of oak
forest we again came on the missouri at st charles where the cars
were run bodily on to a huge ferry and carried across to the line on the
other side and we soon steamed in to the great city of st louis 63
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the chicago and northwestern railroad 1867 1869
in 1867 another railroad west became available to the saints this
was the chicago and northwestern the first railroad west of
chicago started in 1847 the year of the saints great trek this
line five hundred miles long consisted of several short lines and
reached the mississippi river in 1855 and council bluffs on the
missouri in 1867 it was the first railroad to do so some mormonscormons
started using this route early in 1868 thereafter because it be-
came the preferred carrier between chicago and council bluffs or
omaha it also became one of the most important rail lines in mor-
mon immigrant history 64 it used the ferry to go from council
bluffs to omaha where it linked up with the union pacific rail-
road two years later in 1869 immigrants could go by train from
the atlantic to ogden utah 65

A short account by zebulon jacobs a member of the first
company of mormonscormons to ride the chicago and northwestern line
to council bluffs is interesting

we are passing through illinois the state where our beloved prophet
was murdered our coming has been heralded in advance with con-
siderablesiderable excitement in consequence as we passed through we are
the first company of mormonscormons ever passing through the country on
cars he means the first company of mormonscormons on the conwc&nw there
is considerable anxiety to see some live mormonscormonsMormons some were very
rough and insulting some were more civil some tried to force their
way into the cars to insult us 66

the keokuk and fort des moines railroad for a variety
of reasons including the civil war some mormonscormons utilized the
keokuk and fort des moines railroad beginning in 1857 when
the line was still under construction that year samuel W richards
made the journey in reverse following the mormon trail east to
florence and then traveling by wagon and stage to iowa city by
river and rail to keokuk and then by riverboat to saint louis
in 1861 william hart miles took the cb&q west to quincy trav-
eled by boat down the mississippi river to keokuk iowa from
where he rode the keokuk and fort des moines railroad as far as
it went and thence traveled by stagecoach to council bluffs to
pick up the mormon trail

A few saints took other variants of the abovementionedabove mentioned
routes by 1868 the council bluffs and saint joseph railroad
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enabled a few mormonscormons to avoid riverboatsriverboats between saint joseph
and the omaha area 61767117

experiences of rail pioneers mormonscormonsMormons because they
almost always traveled in emigrant cars that is the cheap cars
rather than the first class and palace cars experienced most
of the discomforts typical of mid nineteenth century railroading
among the standard problems were crowding up to eighty four
in each car uncomfortable cars poor heating bad ventilation dim
lighting marginal sanitary facilities few if any sleeping arrange-
ments inadequate eating conveniences and a lack of drinking
water loud noise strong smells jolting shaking vibration and
fatigue68fatigue 68 an abundance of dirt lice soot sparks smoke and fire
gamblers thieves tramps drunks marauding soldiers impolite

an early pullman railroad car with three tier bunks about 1859 latter day
saints because they almost always traveled in emigrant cars that is

the cheap cars rather than the first class and palace cars experienced
most of the dis comforts typical of mid nineteenth century railroading
however some immigrants were able to afford nicer accommodations
like a pullmantullman car courtesy chicago historical society
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railroad personnel and mashers who tried to take advantage of
women loss of luggage plenty of snow and ice and such other
inconveniences as sickness bad breaks animals on the tracks de
railmentsrailments accidents wrecks delays civil war destruction deaths
and births mormon immigrants understandably tended to high-
light such trials and tribulations to accentuate their faithfulness
and sacrifice for the gospel some specific instances follow

in i8601860 along the h&stj a sister keller gave birth to a child
in 1862 on the cb&q a sister spencer was confined children died
on the cb&q and the h&stj in 1864 thirty three immigrants
died at the end of the track in saint joseph missouri and joseph W
young had the sad duty of burying them in the saint joseph ceme-
tery B H roberts tells of a deranged woman who in 1866 ran
wild in the cattle cars screaming and clapping her hands she
had to be forcibly subdued tried several times to destroy herself
by leaping out of the train 69

in 1864 the train in which mary ann webb was riding jumped
the track but she was unhurt occasionally sparks from the engines
caused fires which sometimes destroyed baggage 7071 some immi-
grants complained of a bitter spirit in chicago and of cross
conductors in 1862 one conductor engineer even opened the
throttle to sixty miles an hour and said he would drive the mor

hell 71711171727171mons to
most immigrants sat up all night since few could afford

berths or even rented pillows some between connections slept
in barns and warehouses brigham young jr was delayed by snow
eating was catch as catch can grabbing anything handy at short
meal stops and buying things from butcher boys vendors on the
trains or from farmers and their wives at train stops

while immigrant cars were primitive they were much pre-
ferred to the lice ridden cattle cars that some pioneers traveled in
however not all of this travel was unpleasant FE W blake wrote
the conductors are very gentlemanly in their behavior I1 have had

conversations with several of them and answered their inquires
and objections a spirit of friendship has been shown by allanailali the
people william yates noted that railroad people were very kind
to us in toledo asked many questions about the gospel john W
southwell noted that when the trains slowed down young people
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jumped off and stole fruit from orchards in 18571857jessejesse B martin
en route from toledo to chicago traveled safely all night in first
class carriages which were very comfortable we retired to our
beds made in the seats of the cars 117172

whatever troubles immigrants had between 1855 and 1861
paled compared to the travel difficulties occasioned by the civil
Wwarar 73 this was the first time railroads had been used on such a
large scale for military purposes in many instances railroads pro-
vided the only practical means to move troops and supplies con-
sequently the condition of civilian travel by rail declined as the
war progressed increasingly travel was unreliable equipment and
passenger cars very poor and schedules erratic trains could be
halted for hours routes were interrupted and changed

in 1863 mary C soffe and her company for example had to
make eleven changes between new york city and saint joseph
some had to ride in dirty cattle cars one company in 1862 was
rerouted and changed a number of times and finally hustled on
board a freight train the cars had been loaded previously with
hogs and they had not been swept or cleaned out thus we were
choked with the dust and we could taste it for days afterwards 2174117474

still another party traveled nine days and nights in cattle cars
with doors locked at night sleeping on straw covered floors serv-
ing as beds in 1861 some soldiers tried to force their way into the
section where the women were they used obscene language and
the brethren had to keep guard 12711171127575

mormon immigrants took real chances on missouri railroads
at this time in fact by far the worst immigrant train travel during
the civil war was in missouri on the h&stj line not only did mis-
souri fight on the union side but missouri also engaged in its own
private civil war and consequently suffered more war action than
all other states save virginia and tennessee 76 because missouri
held a central position controlling much of the mississippi river
her railroads were exceptionally important to the union southern
sympathizers in missouri preferred to destroy their own railroads
rather than let them fall to the union and it was at this time that
railroad destruction and restoration became a science 2177117777 destruc-
tion started june 3 18611861 and rebels made many efforts to destroy
missourismassourisMissouris three main rail lines the missouri pacific the hannibal
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and saint joseph and the missouri northern all used by the
saints bushwackersBushwackers tore up the track ditched trains unknown
miscreants burned timbers sufficiently to weaken railroad bridges
which gave way as soon as a train came upon them 3178117878 immigrants
also had to guard their baggage from theft by soldiers

along the railways mormonscormons saw damage troops on guard
duty towns laid waste by the terrible struggle burned equipment
torn up tracks track relaidrelais without ties and places where men
had been hanged tarred and feathered and where trains had been
robbed 79 in 1864 jesse N smith commenced a weary journey to
saint joseph by the wretched h&stj railroad the engine gave
out several times saw union solders at all the stations heard that
the country was full of rebel guerillasguerrillasguerillas 81080110

some immigrant trains smashed through barricades on the
tracks once at breckenridge in 1861 E W blake said we dashed on
right over it and I1 presume it had got completely smashed in 1863
mary soffe noted we ran into a place where logs had been placed
to disrail the cars I1 was standing up when the cars struck the logs
and the jolt threw me head formost to the other side of the car
among the women and children everyone was crying and scream-
ing A few were hurt 81 in 1864 according to mary ann webb
there were three sections to our train one went over an embank-

ment the track arrived in saint 7182118282one jumped ours safely josephjoseph82
sometimes male LDS immigrants were in danger of being im-

pressed by the confederates since soldiers could get a olieoneolle dollar
bounty for each male so compelled in saint joseph which con-
tained many confederate sympathizers the preferred method was
to pin a ribbon or a nadgebadge on some male which counted that male
as being drafted into the ariafiarlarmyny 118383

mormon immigrants had to contend with trouble not only
from soldiers and train crews but also apparently from missouri
ans themselves elizabeth staheli wrote

when we passed through missouri the people were so bitter against
the mormonscormons that we had to ride in freight cars so that the people
would not know that there was anyone on the trains one night the
Missourmissouriansians heard that the saints were coming so they burned a
bridge and we had to stay in the cars until the bridge was repaired
we could hear the soldiers tramping along side the train 118484
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conclusion

mormonscormons have a sailrailtrail heritage that is important and
interesting it should be appreciated and studied more all pio-
neers traveled in ways besides wagons they used all available
means of transportation whether on water by ship canalboat or
riverboat or on land by stagecoach horseback railroad or foot
many mormon travelers made great sacrifices and survived har-
rowing risks as they made their way across america to gather to
zion in the west their sail and rail experiences are significant but
unfortunately often forgotten or discounted in the collective mem-
ory and surviving image of the mormon pioneer 8515

stanley B kimball is professor of historical studies at southern illinois university
at edwardsvilleEdwardsville this article is based on two papers presented before the mormon
history association in 1992 and 1993 the author wishes to thank conway B

sonne for critiquing an earlier version of portions of this paper he expresses ap-
preciation to howard A christy and steven C harper for their editorial assistance

NOTES

thishis estimate is based on an analysis of immigrant accounts and statis-
tics especially those of andrew jenson and those printed in the 1975 deseret
news church almanac except where otherwise noted all citations in this paper
are to manuscripts in the archives division historical department the church
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

the following statistics and conclusions are based on an analysis of
andrew jensonsbensonsJensons imnimmigrationiigrationmigration figures in church emigration book and a study
of latter day saint emigrants sailing to america in the 1976 deseret news
church almanac g2ga g5ga

muringcuring 1840411840 41 a few other companies en route to nauvoo illinois
entered the US at new york city and quebec

stanley B kimball the mormon trail network in iowa 183818631838 1863
A new look BYU studies 21 fall 1981 41730417 30 and stanley B kimball the
mormon trail network in nebraska 1846 1868 A new look BYU studies 24
summer 1984 32136321 36 see also leland H gentry the mormon way stations

garden grove and mt pisgah BYU studies 21 fall 1981 44561445 61 william G

hartley the great florence fitout of 1861 BYU studies 24 summer 1984
34171341754171341541 7711 and larry C porter review of historic sites and markers along the mor-
mon and other great western trails by stanley B kimball BYU studies 29
spring 1989 11417114 17
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5whileawhile searching for mormon rail immigrant accounts I1 thought the pick-
ings were slim card catalogs computers bibliographies and directories were of
little help most of my information came from thousands of notes taken while
annotating more than 950 mormon trail reports scant incomplete vague and
erroneous records mainly mormonscormonsMormons furthermore almost never recorded the
names of the railroads they used one has to puzzle this out from their skimpy
itineraries there are also the complications occasioned by many name changes
when rail lines were bought out or merged the rail section of this paper is based
largely on a study of 143 mormon railtrailrail trail travel accounts of the years 1855
through 1868 and generally for the area between chicago and omaha that is
rail travel in illinois missouri and iowa I1 have only sketched in the mormon use
of railroads east of chicago simply because there were too many railroads to con-
sider 366 by 18518555 according to the american railway guide new york bur-
roughs printer 1855 the mormon use of the union pacific railroad after 1869
is another topic entirely

compared to mormon canal river and lake accounts however references
to rail narratives appeared plentiful one of the few scholars to treat the mormon
use of water travel is conway B sonne in his excellent and groundbreakinggroundbreaking
saints on the seas salt lake city university of utah press 1983 and his sequel
ships saints and marineromarinersMariners salt lake city university of utah press 1987 most
of the sail section is based on notations from 189 immigrant accounts contained
mainly in the archives of the LDS church I1 would like to thank mel bashore for
sharing his notes on water travel with me

mormonscormonsMormons who debarked at westport and jefferson city initially picked
up the oregon trail from fort leavenworth and atchison mormonscormons at first
tramped the fort leavenworth military road and the oregon trail

7lucyflucyacyucy mack smith the7 be history of ofjosephjoseph smith ed preston nibley salt
lake city bookcraft 1957 ch 38 see also lucy mack smith autobiography
and the accounts of william smith martin H harris and newell K knight

mithsmith history ofjosephof joseph smith 2045204 5

whisthis quarantine office was once located on the no longer existing quaran-
tine island in the mississippi river just south of saint louis many mormon immi-
grants refer to it in their travel accounts here european immigrants were
screened before being allowed to land at saint louis cases of cholera were espe-
cially feared

june wood danvers the history of the descendants of nicholas wood
18495 6

see for example jonathan grimshaw journal thomas evansevansjeremyjeremy sr
diary and job harker reminiscences

12andrew12andrew jenson church emigration book 329
13lorenzo13lorenzo hadley autobiography 1863
14lars oveson autobiography 1863

15timestimes and seasons january 1118421842 6546541654.11 thank linda haslam for draw-
ing this to my attention

jean rio griffiths baker pearce diary 1851
see for example job smith diary at special collections and manu-

scripts harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah and eliza-
beth goddard autobiography
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see reminiscences and diary of mary elizabeth rollins lightner john
martin autobiography and william lindsay reminiscences

whethe 1852 saluda disaster near lexington missouri in which from 100 to
250 people most of them LDS immigrants died is an example

frederick weight autobiography utah state historical society 1851 7
rasmus nielsen diary 1854 8 jonathan grimshaw from england

thought the slaves were treated like cattle the price seems incorrect
22jamesjames henry moyle autobiography 1854 10

23emma higbee autobiography 1854
21jeanjean rio griffiths baker pearce diary march 21 1851 7 at about the

same time that this sister recorded her views of slavery a brother from scotland
had a similar experience in saint louis

I1 witnessed the sale of negro slaves at public auction in the
slave market several times and my sympathies went out to them in
their forlorn and inhuman condition sometimes husbands and
wives were separated parents from their children brothers and sis-
ters torn away from each other sometimes pleading to be sold
together to one person but their remonstrances and wailingsfailingswailings fell
generally on the ears of hard hearted beings destitute of any kindly
or humanly feelings sellers buyers spectators alike only scoffed and
laughed at their entreaties richard bee autobiography 1850

the sources reveal a few other relatively unimportant comments about blacks of
that time and place I1 am pleased to report that only once did the epithet nigger
surface it was expectedly in an 1864 account by a native of saint louis who was
waited on by niggersbiggersniggers moroni dunford journal apparently written by a mor-

mon in 1867 one english convert used the much less pejorative term darkies
as in the crew was all darkies and not very sociable charles K hansen record
books thomas fisher who sailed from liverpool in 1854 recorded

the passangerspassengerspassangers underwent medical inspection the results ter-
minatingminan ting in the rejection of sister jane hunter from the london con-
ference on the grounds of her being a coloured woman or of the
negro race it appears that in new orleans the capital of the slave
state louisiana colored persons emigrating there are liable of
being kidnapped on the plea of being runaway slaves thomas
fisher journal

one might wonder how many colored people in europe became mormonscormons and
were not permitted to emigrate

15see gibson condie journal and christian munk journal I1 am constantly
amazed given the difficult travel conditions of the mormon immigrant period
how many women were either pregnant before they started west or became so
en route obviously many husbands did not consider pregnancy of great concern

21see william adams journal 1844 the maid of iowa regularly traveled
the entire distance of the river from nauvoo to new orleans most other river
craft operated only on the upper mississippi or the lower mississippi that is
north or south of saint louis perhaps they resented competition from the maid of
iowa see donald L enders the steamboat maid of iowa mormon mistress
of the mississippi BYUbyustudiesstudies 19 1979 321321355213535
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john E hill journal and james L bunting diary
mantinmartinmannin luther ensign autobiography 1857 april
29johnjohn 0 FrelFrekfreifrekletonfreldetonfreckletonletondeton journal 1862
mary30mary lightner journal 1863

31richard31richard rushton diary 1842 5
32surely32surely pearce meant something like appealing awesome grandiose or

thrilling jean rio griffiths baker pearce diary 1851
3333josephjoseph curtis reminiscences and diary 1854
34samuel woolley autobiography 1856
35this31ims childhood gamecraft is still popular and is known today as sewing

cards
36elizabeth goddard autobiography 1851 62
31joseph31joseph W young diaries 1853

samuel amos woolley diary may 1856 mormonscormonsMormons like many others of
that time and period were amused bemused and even serious about the popu-
lar viennese fad of phrenology which claimed to analyze character by studying
the shape and bumps of the skull heber C kimball joseph smith brigham
young wilford woodruff and others all received readings

john39john nielson reminiscences 1866
41seesee joseph G hovey journal 1837
one year earlier in 1836 the editor of the messenger and advocate trav-

eled east from kirtland to new york city he sailed from fairport ohio to buf-
falo then took an erie canal line boat to utica new york just in time to take
the rail road car for schenectady the first passengers car on the new road and
thence to albany by rail and down the hudson river by boat to new york city
oliver cowdery to his brother august 3 1836 on board the steamer boston
long island sound messenger and advocate 2 september 1836 37275372 75

in 1841 mary maughan traveled to nauvoo from quebecmontrealQuebec Montreal by
rail to white hall new york by canalboat to buffalo new york by lake erie
steamer to fairport and by wagon to kirtland and nauvoo that same year
william appleby took rail and canalboatscanalboats to nauvoo and in 1845 S J raymond
traveled from long island new york to nauvoo by train canalboat and river-
boat via albany buffalo cleveland cincinnati and saint louis

41 millennial star 29 january 19 1867 43
42furthermore by 1857 it was possible to reach saint louis by train on the

pittsburgh cincinnati saint louis lines
43see the contributor and the accounts of matthew rowan in 1855 and

thomas evans jeremy in 1855 charles shelton from canada came this way
and jumped off from fort leavenworth kansas territory william empey inin
1854 returned home this way from his mission to england

44this was part of the union pacific system in 1994 see for example
samuel W richards 1854 beginning in 1859 some saints also took the missouri
northern railroad from saint louis to an intersect with the h&stj railroad

15by 1854 the caric&ri had reached the mississippi at rock island illinois a
distance of 181 miles viajolietvia joliet and la salle and two years later on april 212118561856
it crossed the river to iowa city

ajames4jamesjames G willie company journal 1856 compare william woodward
journal samuel openshaw took rail from boston to greenbush new york sailed
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the hudson river to albany and took rail to rochester and buffalo changing
trains for cleveland then toledo then chicago then iowa city

leroy47leroy R and ann W hafen handcartsHandcarts to zion glendale calif arthur H
clarkdarkoark 1960 30 see also the thirteenth general epistle of the first presidency
october 29 1855

during 1856581856 58 thirty six hundred saints including the first seven hand-
cart companies took the caricarl railroad to iowa city see pioneer companies
which crossed the plains 1847 68 19197676 deseret news church almanac salt
lake city 1976 g8ga68622622

19seesee for example the accounts of mary normington barbara white
patience rosa archer thomas durham peter madsen and william woodward

50seesee accounts of lucy marie canfield 1862 and george cunningham 1861
51151 have located sixty three brief LDS accounts of this route the cb&q

proceeded west via princeton galesburghGalesburgh and macomb illinois
52thomas memmott journal july 1 1862
53randall53randall H hewitt across the plains in 1862 new york city broad-

way publishing 1906 161716 17
51across51across the plains in 65 denver privately printed 1905 15
55should55should anyone wish to follow this route today there were twenty nine

stations along the line as follows hannibal barkley palmyra ely monroe hun-
newell lakenan shelbinaelbinasheldinaSh clarence carbon hudson bevier callao new cam-
bria bucklin saint catherine brookfield laclede meadville chillicotheChillicothe utica
breckinridge hamilton cameron osborn stewartsvilleStewartsville easton saxton saint
joseph hannibal city directory nd 176

56see accounts of carl J fjeld henry reiser william budge thomas C

griggs and william yates
under57under normal conditions which seldom pertained the trip took eleven

hours including a thirty minute lunch stop at brookfield
hozialhoziah H baker overlandoverlandjourneyjourneytourney to carson valley and california san

francisco book club of california 1973 8
59across59across the plains in 65 16

see for example andrew fjeld A briegbriefbriehistoryBrie history of the fjelderdeld fields fami-
ly springvilleSpringville utah art city 1946 and especially an 1868 account by joseph
tod hunter utah state historical society

glatgiatat least 6328 saints went this way see 1976 deseret news church
almanac among them were in 1865 joseph W young jesse smith per 0
holmgren and T C grundwiggrundwagGrundwig whose wife was later kidnapped by indians
compare kimball see n 4 christian hansen 1866 william E gooch william
grant 1866 and william mulder homeward to zion the mormon migration
from scandinavia minneapolis university of minnesota press 1957

62amongamong those who took this roundabout route were william wood sr in
1862 and john brown in 1868 the linefinebinehine later became the wabash then
saint louis and pacific norfolk and western and currently the norfolk south-
ern there were thirty one stations along the 168 miles between saint louis
and macon saint louis bellefontaineBellefontaine jennings woodstock ferguson grahams
bridgetownbridgetonBridgeton section 16 ferry landing saint charles dardeene ofallon
persequePerseque wentzvilleWentzville millvillevrightsmillvillemillevilleMillville wrights warrenton jonesboroughJonesborough high hill flo-
rence montgomery wellsburgWellsburg martinsburgMart insburg jeffstownJeffs town mexico centralia stur-
geon renick alienallenailen jacksonville macon hannibal city directory 176
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13joseph13joseph tod hunter 1868
see zebulon jacobs journal 1868 compare accounts by brigham young

jr and joseph S horn its route was via de kalb and dixon to fulton illinois
just opposite clinton iowa on the mississippi river and thence via cedar

rapids marshaltownMarshaltown ames carroll and denison to council bluffs
15thethe union pacific railroad started west from omaha in 1865 but the

mormonscormons generally did not use this railroad until 1867 when the tracks reached
as far west as north platte nebraska in 1868 mormonscormons took the union pacific
to cheyenne laramie and benton wyoming thereafter they took it all the
way to ogden

zebulon jacobs 1868 july
67john brown for example went this way in 1868 while traveling to

saint louis to become the emigration agent there As did william hart miles mor
mons generally missionaries also went east by railroad most of the time they fol-
lowed the routes we have just noted but occasionally they used some alternates
in 1856 joseph heywood traveled on the oregon trail to atchison kansas terr-
itory took a riverboat to saint louis then boarded the chicago and alton rail-
road in 1857 george Q cannon crossed iowa by stagecoach to burlington
where he picked up that branch of the cb&q martin luther ensign followed the
mormon trail in 1857 to florence took the steamboat to saint louis and went
by rail to new york city via cincinnati and philadelphia in 1863 george M

brown followed the mormon trail to florence and took a stage to des moines
iowa where he caught the caric&ri brigham young jr going east in 1867 took the
union pacific to omaha then rode the conwc&nw other typical accounts of going
east by railroad are those of samuel W richards jesse N smith hiram spencer
zebulon jacobs and john brown

68thethe expressions of the day were railway fatigue and railway spine
see the pathology of a railroad journey in wolfgang schievelbusch the rail-
way journey berkeley university of california 1986 1132311325113 2523 an important
but rather quirky book

19seesee accounts of B H roberts 1866 henry reisler thomas memmott
and joseph W young elijah larkin tells of a child dying near albany

71see henry stokes 1864
george7georgecgeorge isom 1862 see also william yeates and zebulon jacobs

72F W blake 1861 william yeates 1861 john W southwell and jessie B

martin 1857
73generally73generally speaking mormonscormons were little affected by the civil war in 1862

fort douglas was established in salt lake city to discourage the mormonscormons from
possible rebellion against the union and to protect the vital overland mail and tele-
graph systems linking the east and west coasts also in 1862 a 120 man LDS

detachment guarded the mail route in central wyoming for ninety days the best
account of mormonscormons and the civil war is E B long the saints and the union
utah territory during the civil war urbana university of illinois 1981

on the wagon trails immigration companies were seldom bothered by the
war there are occasional references in the sources to mormonscormons seeing troops
guarding these vital lines of communication some claimed that the troops stole
cattle swore cursed and tried to get the young ladies see miles P romney
journal history august 11 1865 some companies were searched for deserters
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and draft dodgers and sometimes at fort bridger native born males had to take
an oath of allegiance to the union and all foreign male adults were required to
swear strict neutrality most wagon immigrants however were generally little
touched by the war this was not so with the railtrailrail trail immigrants their story and
civil war difficulties are a little known chapter in mormon history

william wood june 1862
75thomas C griggsgriggsjunejune 18611861

7theathehe number of missouri engagements indicated on official records is
11162162 J H and roberta haywood the story of hannibal hannibal mo hay-
wood and haywood 1970 55 an excellent account of missouri during the civil
war is richard S brownlee gray ghosts of the confederacy baton rouge
louisiana state university 1958

7777margaretmargaret louis fitzsimmons missouri railroads during the civil war and
reconstruction missouri historical review 35 october 1940 190

78fitzsimmons missouri railroads 193 it became a principal objective of
the union to protect the h&stj railroad and to this end it deployed ten thousand
troops on every train at the major bridges trestles and railroad facilities sol-
diers were stationed the confederates tried to destroy bridges but were unsuc-
cessful in other than temporary harassment of the line the trains were frequently
shot at by bushwackersbushwackers but little damage was done haywood the7 be story of
hannibal 55

79see andrew C nielson 1864 and emma hill A dangerous crossing den-
ver 1924 3 48 located in the western collection of the denver public library

oliver R smith rhetheybejournaljournal ofjesse nathaniel smith provo utah jesse
smith family assn 1970 169

see F W blake 1861 and mary C J soffe 1863
mary ann webb autobiography

13 see thomas white july 1863 1I know of no latter day saints who were
actually so drafted

14elizabeth stahelistahel walker utah state historical society 1861 2 it is quite
possible that walker was mistaken in attributing their troubles to anti mormonscormons
many immigrants had to ride in non passenger cars during the civil war and the
bridge was undoubtedly burned for military reasons

15for those who might wish to follow some of the old rail routes west their
modem names are as follows

the chicago burlington and quincy railroad cb&q is the burling-
ton northern

the chicago and rock island railroad caricarlc&ric&rt is several railroads
especially the iowa interstate

the chicago and northwestern railroad conwc&nw is still the chicago
and northwestern

the chicago and alton railroad caac&a is illinois central and gulf
the hannibal and saint joseph railroad h&stj is mainly part of the

burlington northern
the northern missouri NM is now part of norfolk southern
the pacific railroad PR is now the union pacific

several of these railroads are now part of the amtrak system and offer
passenger service it is possible today to ride the old chicago burlington and
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quincy from chicago to quincy illinois the old chicago and alton from chicago
to saint louis and the old pacific railroad from saint louis to jefferson city
A number of books and articles are available to inform the travel minded amateur
or professional about this interesting phase of travel history in western america
and of the pioneer saints

for further information readers may wish to refer to richard S jensen
steaming through arrangements for mormon emigration from europe

186918871869 1887 journal of mormon history 9 1982 3233 23 kate carter people
who came on the first trains our pioneer heritage salt lake city daughters
of utah pioneers 1965 dwight L agnew iowaslowasiolas first railroad iowajouriomaiowa jour-
nal of history 48 january 1950 1161 16 dwight L agnew the rock island rail-
road in iowa iowa journal of history 52 1954 203 22 homer clevenger
the building of the hannibal and st joseph railroads missouri historical

review 36 1941 324732 47 fitzsimmons missouri railroads 188 206 john F
stover iron road to the west american railroads in the 1850s new york
columbia university press 1978 richard C overton burlington route new
york knopf 1965 richard C overton burlington west cambridge harvard
university press 1941 robert J casey pioneer railroad the story of
the chicago and northwestern system new york mcgraw hill 1948 and
andrew M modelski railroad maps of north america new york bonanza
books 1987 especially helpful is a series of articles printed in 1891 in the con-
tributortributor a mormon monthly published in salt lake city



secular learning in a
spiritual environment

diligence and obedience allow the spirit and
the mind to work together to discover understand

and integrate truth in its various spspheresberes

merrillmerrilljJ bateman

twentyfivetwenty five years ago I1 arrived on the campus of brigham
young university as a newly recruited economics professor I1 had
received a phd from one of the more respected graduate programs
in the country completed my military obligation and was now
embarking on an academic career A few months later I1 received a
telephone call from a faculty member in another department the
person introduced himself welcomed me to campus and then
asked if I1 would answer some questions from a survey he was tak-
ing although I1 was somewhat surprised by the call I1 agreed he then
asked what brand of economics do you teach do you subscribe
to increased governmental controls for the united states economy
do sacred truths have any relevance in economic modeling and do
they influence your teaching in the classroom

my graduate training helped me answer the first two ques-
tions but I1 confess that I1 had trouble with the third my graduate
training had emphasized that the wellbeingwell being of a nation depends
on freedom to trade freedom to choose information flows the
development of technology and the specialization of the factors
of production I1 also knew that the most efficient combinations of
the above require free markets when government controls are
imposed market signals are disturbed and efficiency is reduced
causing a reduction of goods and services consequently I1 under-
stood that capitalism was a much more productive system than
socialism or communism

BBYUYU studies 35 no 2 1995 43
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on the other hand I1 understood some economists concerns
regarding capitalism some economists believe that capitalism leads
to a severely skewed distribution of income some members in a
free market society may be wealthy while others starve advocates
of socialism and other forms of market control defend governmen-
tal interference on the grounds that income will be more equi-
table they argue that inequality is too high a price to pay for an
efficient system many economists consider efficiency and equity
to be mutually exclusive goals

at that time such equity arguments concerned me but I1 felt
strongly that the costs of a socialistic system were too high evi-
dence is even clearer today that the loss of economic freedom also
brings the loss of political and religious freedoms in such an eco-
nomic system skewed incomes continue only at a much lower
level but the idea that a sacred truth or principle might resolve the
conflict between efficiency and equity had never entered my class-
room presentations

although the callers questions might have been asked in a
friendlier atmosphere I1 have been grateful these many years that
the questions were asked and that the last one was disconcerting
to me it forced me to think about the relationship between secu-
lar and sacred truths I1 noticed that I1 had compartmentalized my
search for secular truth apart from my search for spiritual under-
standing until then the processes seemed separate and distinct
I1 had asked the lord to help me master secular material as I1

approached examinations as a student and as I1 entered the class-
room as a teacher but I1 had never thought about receiving new
economic insights as a result of combining scientific and spiritual
methods of searching did the lords instructions to oliver cow-
dery to study it out in your mind then ask me if it be right
dacd&c 98 apply to secular as well as spiritual truth was it possi-
ble to extend almas injunction to cry in your fields yea over
all your flocks alma 3420 to include economic knowledge
after all economics was my field could a spiritual environment
increase the rate of learning and the probability of discovering
new secular truths are secular truths related to spiritual truths
what are the laws governing the acquisition of knowledge and
intelligence what constitutes a spiritual environment Is it within
each person in ones search for secular truth what happens if one
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abides the conditions that enhance the search for sacred truths
could spiritual truth resolve secular paradoxes these and other
questions flooded my mind over the years and provide the basis for
my presentation

what Is truth absolute or relative

the lord told joseph smith that truth is knowledge of things
as they are and as they were and as they are to come dacd&c
9324 the lord further states that truth abidetharideth and hath no
end dacd&c 8866 and intelligence or the light of truth was not
created or made neither indeed can be dacd&c 9329 if truth is a
statement of reality if truth abides and has no end and if the man-
ifestationife of truth intelligence was not created or made then
truth is eternal there are absolute truths

As president spencer W kimball stated in a 1977 brigham
young university devotional

there are absolute truths which are the same yesterday today
and forever never changing these absolute truths are not altered
by the opinions of men we learn about these absolute truths by
being taught by the spirit these truths are independent in their
spiritual sphere and are to be discovered spiritually though they may
be confirmed by experience and intellect see dacd&c 9330 god
our heavenly father elohim lives that is an absolute truth
all of the children of men on the earth might be ignorant of him
and his attributes and his powers but he still lives all the people on
the earth might deny him and disbelieve but he lives in spite of
them and jesus christ is the son of god the almighty the cre-
ator the master of the only true way of life the gospel of jesus
christ that is an absolute truth there is no gainsayinggainsaying 1

god placed truths in different spheres as the scriptures indi-
cate As a consequence there are the sacred truths of the gospel
but also there are truths of mathematics physics chemistry the
social sciences and so on these secular laws or principles describe
the workings of this world in the search for absolute truth science
often is not able to observe all data or appreciate all the relationships
involved consequently scientific discoveries may approach the
threshold of truth but not lay claim on the whole truth therefore
discovered truths are subject to change this is relative knowl-
edge relative knowledge is an approximation of reality or state-
ments based on incomplete information when scientists attempt to
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discover truth in the secular realm they formulate a hypothesis that
relates causes and effects gather data and then test the hypothesis
in experiments conducted to determine the accuracy of the hypoth-
esis scientists invariably add an error term to their models to repre-
sent the unknown factors or influences that may have been omitted
from the hypothesis if the test reveals a small error term scientists
will have more confidence in the truth they are trying to establish
however the error term rarely equals zero which would imply the
discovery of an absolute truth if the error term is large the hypoth-
esis is normally rejected and scientists reformulate the hypothesis
and begin the testing procedure again

all absolute truth is consistent in the lords words truth
embraembracedceth truth and light cleavethcleatethcleaveth unto lightfight dacd&c 8840
when a scientist uses secular methods to discover law that appears
to be inconsistent with gospel truths I1 suggest that not all truth
about the earthly law is known what appears to be inconsistent
in two or three dimensions as discovered by the scientist will be
harmonized eventually by additional knowledge in n dimensions
spiritual truth forms a continuum with gospel truths at the higher
end of the scale knowledge of and obedience to gospel truths are
critical for salvation but all truth is useful and important for
mankind the application of secular truth produces the benefits of
faster transportation more efficient communication methods time-
saving devices etc if wisely used scientific truth will improve
humans health and wellbeingwell being and will aid the lords servants in
spreading the gospel

but all truth both relative and absolute is spiritual As the
lord says all things unto me are spiritual and not at any time have
I1 given unto you a law truth which was temporal dacd&c 2934
since all truth is spiritual the conditions and process for discover-
ing secular truth must be similar to the requirements established
by the lord for understanding revealed truth what are the lords
conditions for obtaining knowledge and intelligence and do they
apply to secular learning

the lords requirements for discovering gospel truths

two principles govern the acquisition of truth and intelli-
gence they are diligence and obedience compare alma 129
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diligence may be defined as energetic application or mental
exertion the scriptures state

whatever principle of intelligence we attain unto in this life it will
rise with us in the resurrection and if a person gains more knowl-
edge and intelligence in this life through his diligence and obedience
than another he will have so much the advantage in the world to
come dacd&c 13018 19

in the gospel context faith requires diligence joseph smith stated
when a man works by faith he works by mental exertion instead

of physical forcevorceforcedforce2512112 diligence is one of the laws of heaven that
determines the knowledge and intelligence that may be acquired
by the earnest truth seeker will god bless people disproportion-
ately to their mental effort or faith no that would violate an
eternal principle learning by faith is not an easy road or a lazy
means to gaining understanding

obedience is the second requirement for finding truth in a gos-
pel context obedience brings faith A new investigator of the
gospel must act on the desire to believe by planting the seed repent-
ing studying and seeking the lord in prayer because gospel truths
are of a high spiritual order they are confirmed through the holy
spirit in order to receive a witness from the holy ghost regarding
the truthfulness of gospel principles one must be striving to livefive in
accordance with gospel truths one must be living up to the lightfight
that is within oneself this is consistent with pauls teaching

eye hath not seen nor ear heard neither have entered into the heart of
man the things which god hath prepared for them that love him but
god hath revealed them unto us by his spirit for the spirit searchethsearcheth
all things yea the deep things of god for what man knoweth the things
of a man save the spirit of man which is in him even so the things of
god knoweth no man but the spirit of god 1 cor 291129 11

the principles of diligence and obedience
apply to the discovery of secular truth

again all truth is spiritual in nature revealed through the
light of christ this is the light that lightethlighteth every man that
cometh into the world john 19 and is

the same light that quickenethquickeneth your understandings which light pro
ceedethcledeth forth from the presence of god to fill the immensity of
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space the light which is in all things which giveth life to all things
which is the law by which all things are governed dacd&c 8811138811 13

As president N eldon tanner stated in general conference we
learn from the scriptures that all truth is revealed through the light
of christ thus the truths discovered by such men as sir isaac
newton thomas edison and albert einstein were actually revealed
to them through the lightfighthight of christchrist3christa1133

because all truth comes through the light of christ seekers
of secular truth must follow the lords requirements for discover-
ing gospel truths diligence or mental exertion is one of the re-
quirementsquirements that must be followed by seekers of secular truth
scientists study the problem saturate their minds with it puzzle
over it and dream about it albert sabin andandjonasandronasjonas salk spent years
searching for a vaccine to immunize people from contracting
poliomyelitis A reporter wrote that once sabin focused on a prob-
lem he was tenacious and would not let go he had a voracious
appetite for work for mental exertion 4

what about obedience what is the level of obedience
required for the discovery of secular truth again the answer is
that everyone must livefive according to the light they have whenvenuen
one is seeking a witness of gospel truth and is being taught those
truths one must plant the seed of faith and live according to the
higher truths when one is seeking secular truth the revealer is

the light of the spirit of man 1 cor 211 thus the scientist
must be striving to live according to the light within him so that
new light will cleave to the old generally the obedience required
in receiving secular truth is of a terrestrial order

to illustrate the role of the light of christ consider the com-
mon description of many secular discoveries after studying puz-
zling and dreaming about the problem the scientist often finds
progress stopped blocked by a seemingly impenetrable wall then
at last and suddenly as if out of nowhere comes a flash of light
the answer to his quest recall james W cannons explanation
regarding his discovery of how to unknot an infinitely knotted
object in high dimensional space a topology problem in mathe-
matics after pushing the problem around for many difficult
weeks the solution came

one night at 200 AM my eyes suddenly popped open I1 sat up in
bed I1 knew how to extend stankos techniques a solution to
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the infinitely knotted object I1 do not know how the answer came
to me I1 couldnt sleep I1 dressed quietly and went walking on the
dark streets of madison I1 checked the ideas for all of their con-
sequences I1 checked for absurdities I1 couldnt find any the picture
was wonderful 5

parley P pratt one of the original twelve apostles in this
dispensation explained the spiritual reasons for such inspiration
he wrote

when the outward organs of thought and perception are released
from their activity the nerves unstrung and the whole of mortal
humanity lies hushed in quiet slumbers in order to renew its
strength and vigor it is then that the spiritual organs are at liberty in
a certain degree to assume their wonted functions to recall some
faint outlines some confused and half defined recollections of that
heavenly world and those endearing scenes of their former estate
from which they have descended in order to obtain and mature a
tabernacle of flesh spirit communes with spirit thought meets
thought soul blends with soul in all the raptures of mutual pure
and eternal love 6

in addition to flashes of insight and the usual procedures of
study observation and experimentation truth even comes by
accident aspartameaspartate the nonnutritive sweetener known as nutraautra
sweet was discovered by a chemist in a lab when he accidentally
allowed a kettle of amino acids mixed with an enzyme to boil over
in cleaning up the mess the solution got on his hands and fingers
A short time later he rubbed his lips with his fingers and noticed
a sweet taste 7 today nutrasweet is a multibillionmultimillionmultibillion dollar product

given that learning can take place both through study and
faith is brigham young university destined to be a leader among
the worlds institutions of higher learning in discovering secular
truth as well as disseminating sacred truth to the extent that this
institution liveshivesilves up to its mandate of providing a spiritual environ-
ment in which learning can take place the answer is yes

spiritual environment and secular learning

I1 define a spiritual environment as a place inhabited by peo-
ple committed to living gospel truths the community members
are peculiar in that they are sensitive to spiritual things they have
access to the holy spirit because of their faith and works their
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faith is based on a spiritual witness that jesus christ is the savior
of the world and that he restored the fathers plan of salvation
through the prophet joseph smith their faith is more than a tes-
timony of belief it is a force that propels them to action and pro-
vides them with power

the members of this community are a consecrated people in
that they bend their will to that of the fathers little disputation
exists among them and unity abounds they understand that con-
tention is not of christ but of satan who uses it to stir people to
anger one with another A spiritual environment is a place where
respect for others is dominant where people are honest support-
ive and slow to criticize and where scholars need not fear the
motives of their colleagues because of faith scholars do not fear
the world they want to learn from others both inside and out-
side of their institution however their faith and knowledge of
higher truths allow them to sift through secular ideas searching for
consistency for truth which embraces truth their faith also pro-
vides them with the patience to wait for additional knowledge
when secular truth conflicts with eternal truth the atmosphere
which pervades the campus originates within each person it re-
flects the quality of life lived by each inhabitant

in this environment the words of president marion G rom-
ney will be proven

I1 believe in study I1 believe that men leamlearn much through study As a
matter of fact it has been my observation that they leamlearnleab little con-
cerning things as they are as they were or as they are to come with-
out study I1 also believe however and know that learning by study
is greatly accelerated by faith 8

if faith dominates the environment of this university then
secular learning will be enhanced one should remember how-
ever that learning by faith depends on the principles of diligence
and obedience these principles are especially important in a spir-
itual environment because of the higher knowledge given but
when the principles are applied scholars will link their mental
searching with faith and discoveries will increase in frequency
I1 believe this process is well underway at brigham young univer
sity and will grow at a geometric rate both faculty and students are
participating in this process as reflected in the major innovations
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and knowledge that have come from the university in the last two
decades surely brigham young university will be one of the
means by which the lord uses abrahams seed to bless the nations
of the earth

integration of truth

let me provide two examples of how the lords principles for
gaining spiritual truth can enhance the search for secular truth
the first is an example of a spiritual truth which solves the eco-
nomic paradox of efficiency and equity the second is an insight I1

received a few weeks ago that integrated one spiritual truth with
another and allows me to bear witness of him whom we all serve

for the first insight I1 am indebted to lindon J robison
who has published an article entitled economic insights from
the book of mormon 9 robison points out that righteousness
including caring for others is the solution to the conflict
between economic equity and efficiency he draws on the
lessons taught in the book of mormon to illustrate that economic
development occurs in a society when people are righteous and
care about each other economic decline occurs when a nation
falls into iniquity and the people become hardhearted and full of
pride when there is righteousness and caring there is also unity
and cooperation good feelings among people and nations allow
for and increase trading activities trading allows workers to spe-
cialize and to share new technology 10 moreover when righteous
people control the government for example king benjamin and
his son mosiah there is more freedom of choice and taxes are
less burdensome when the less caring take control like king noah
the tax burden increases

contrast the trading and specialization that occurred among
the righteous people of lib with the lifestyle of the wicked jared
ites first the story of libs people

and they were exceedingly industrious and they did buy and sell and
traffic one with another that they might get gain and they did
work in all manner of ore and they did make gold and silver and
iron and brass and all manner of metals and they did have silks
and fine twined linen and they did work all manner of cloth ether
1022 24 italics added
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now compare libs people with thethejareditesjareditesjaredites whose wicked-
ness caused their society to disintegrate

wherefore every man did cleave unto that which was his own with
his hands and would not borrow neither would he lend and every
man kept the hilt of his sword in his right hand in the defense of his
property and his own life and of his wives and children ether 142
italics added

professor robison concludes that the supposed equity and
efficiency paradox of modernmodem economic theory is not supported
in fact economic prosperity appears to be a companion of equity
he states

the book of mormon message is that the distribution of income is
based on the level of caring and unity among the people among the
righteous income is evenly distributed as are opportunities to
progress the distribution of income is simply a reflection of their
unity by voluntarily redistributing their income to the poor they
were able to maintain an economic system that included incentives
to work hard because of individual responsibility and rewards for
efforts moreover one of the reasons the caring work hard is that they
desire to use the product of their work to bless the lives of others 12

by applying diligence and obedience to a sacred text revealed by
the lord professor robison has gained truth that solves an impor-
tant secular problem

finally may I1 share an experience that occurred at a stake
conference I1 attended as a visiting authority this experience illus-
trates the integration of one spiritual truth with another it was
the saturday evening session they are almost always the best the
theme was keeping the sabbath day holy As I1 waited to give my
talk I1 felt prompted to tell a story my wife had recently shared
with me but I1 was uneasy because the story did not seem to con-
nect with the theme because of the seeming inconsistency I1

decided to ignore the prompting but the prompting came again
with more intensity I1 asked myself how can the story of a little
handicapped girl relate to keeping the sabbath day holy and
then a thought came why do we celebrate the sabbath

I1 wrestled with the last question and eventually discovered
two answers the first is that we keep the sabbath day to cele-
brate the creation of this earth the lord set aside the seventh
day to honor the fulfillment of a promise he made to his children
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that he would create an earth or second estate where they could
come and progress and then another thought pressed upon my
mind the sabbath day was changed from saturday to sunday fol-
lowing the crucifixion death and resurrection of christ the
change was effected to honor gods fulfillment of a second cov-
enant providing a savior to open the door for us to return to his
presence moreover a meal was instituted and scheduled for
each sabbath day to remind us of those events As I1 used my men-
tal faculties to reflect on the saviors atonement I1 then under-
stood my initial prompting and how heathers story is consistent
with honoring the sabbath day

heather was born into an LDS family sometime in the late
1970s A short time after the birth her parents learned that she
was physically handicapped and that her spirit would be housed in
a body with great restrictions As she grew she was confined to a
wheelchair was unable to speak and could send messages only
with her eyes A direct gaze with a widening of her eyes and a
smile meant yes A blink meant no in spite of her handicaps how-
ever one could feel her vibrant spirit inside

when old enough heather began to attend school where
her teacher was a therapist one morning as heather and the
teacher visited about the prior weekend the teacher learned that
heather had attended primary on sunday the teacher then sang
for heather the primary song 1 I wonder when he comes again
the expression on heathers face revealed the delight within her
when the song was finished the teacher could tell that heather
wanted her to continue after a few songs the teacher asked
heather if she had a favorite song heathers direct gaze provided
the answer and offered a challenge through a series of ques-
tions the teacher learned that heathers song was one she had
heard in primary she wasnt sure which songbook it was in but
it was about jesus the teacher then sang every possible song she
could think of unfortunately heathers favorite did not appear
and heather was not about to quit for some reason she needed
to share her favorite song

at the end of the day the two were still unsuccessful and the
teacher agreed to bring a primary songbook to school the next day
on the following day the teacher and student went through all
of the songs in the book but to no avail finally the teacher
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suggested that heathers mother might help her figure out which
song it was heather came to school the next day with the new
church hymnbook tucked in her wheelchair the teacher posi-
tioned herself next to heather and page by page began making
their way through the book singing the first phrase of each song
page after page heathers eyes would close in a definite no finally
halfway through the book the teacher began to sing there is sun-
shine in my soul today immediately the little girl brightened
and smiled she looked directly at the teacher and both began to
laugh and rejoice success had finally come after a three day search
As the teacher sang the first verse and began the chorus heather
mustered all her effort and joined in with occasional sighlikesigh like
sounds after finishing the first verse and chorus the teacher asked
if she wanted to hear the rest of the verses heathers eyes opened
wide with a firm yes again the teacher began

there is music in my soul today
A carol to my king
and jesus listening can hear
the songs I1 cannot sing 13

the little girls reaction to the third and fourth lines was so strong
that the teacher stopped As the reality and significance of the
words pressed on the teachers mind she asked heather if those
lines were what she liked about the song could jesus listening
hear the songs she could not sing heather looked the teacher
directly in the eyes and testimony was borne

feeling guided by the spirit the teacher asked heather
does jesus talk to you in your mind and in your heart the childs
look was penetrating the teacher then asked heather what does
he say the teachers heart pounded as she saw the clear look in
heathers eyes as the little girl awaited the questions which would
allow her to share her insights the teacher then asked does he
say heather I1 love you her radiant eyes widened the teacher
paused and then said does he say heather youre special
again yes finally after a pause the teacher asked does he say
heather be patient I1 have great things in store for you heathers

head became erect every fiber of her being seemed electrified as
her eyes penetrated the teachers soul she knew she was loved
she knew she was special she knew she only needed to be patient
because great things were in store for her 14
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heathers story helped me to understand why we are asked
to keep the sabbath day holy through the atonement jesus can
hear the songs we cannot sing and has great things in store for us
if we are patient the sabbath is a special day to remember his
great gift to us

may the lord bless you in your search for both sacred and
secular truth may all of us honor him by being diligent and obe-
dient in our efforts to learn and to serve him in the name ofjesus
christ amen

menillmerrillmen illiii J bateman former dean of the school of management at BYU is presid-
ing bishop of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints shortly before this
publication went to press bishop bateman was made a member of the first quo-
rum of the seventy and named president of brigham young university this
speech was delivered at the third annual laying the foundations symposium on
BYU campus and appeared in the written proceedings of that conference
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this woman Is fullfurfulifuh
this woman is full a pantry
stocked against winter acorns
red apples roots a grainsackgrainsickgrainsack

stretched at the seams this woman
has been ripe since september patient
biding her time turning bottles

in the cellar her children
are wrapped in corn husks
her robe is purple she

has sewn leaves on the hem
the sleeves are lined with mink
and the pockets are swollen raisins

almonds pears this woman keeps
the coals hot in her white belly
she has named the winds and calls

the wild albino ones to her
and conceals them beneath
her pale blue skirts

where they spin waiting
and here there be the thin
wolves and the land be gripped

with a terrible leanness this woman
is fullfuli and she greets
the first snowfall with laughter

jennie rae leishman

this woman Is full received first place in the 1995 BYU studies poetry contest
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personal essay

spiritual Reddyreddynessreddyness95ness

thomas W draper

my professional and spiritual identities were nurtured by a
home that had its share of troubled water some of the trouble per-
colated from the inevitable miscombinationscombinationsmis of a blended family
some flowed from children with difficult personalities my familysfamilys
strong commitment to the gospel ofjesus christ made my parents
both of whom valued intellect unwilling to make their reasoning
or anyone elsesalses the final arbiter of lifes goodness I1 was grateful
for my parents reservations about reason for their hesitation left
a space for our family to be continually called back to christ
where we could find the only redemption of our faults that could
have worked kierkegaards message while perhaps overstated is
still worth attending to sometimes we simply must be out of our
minds separate from reason if we are to be for christ 1

my father fifty five when I1 was born was a perpetual gospel
doctrine teacher and a self educated judge in northern utah
county he gave me an appreciation for both the high value and
the inherent weaknesses in set principles night after night my
father would hold court in the room below my bedroom dis-
cussing the law in unsophisticated terms with those who thought
they knew better than the law occasionally as with the slight man
who had double parked so that he would not have to carry his
polio stricken daughter so far in his arms my father agreed with
the breach but most of the time he did not condone lawbreaking
yet he taught that nothing short of disobedience to a direct and
personal command of god was inherently wrong

although my father did not condone lawbreaking he often
went beyond the strict legal code in sentencing transgressors his
maximum fine was 299or299 or the ors in his sentencing made avail-
able to my father a powerful alternative to simple punishment a

BbyustudiesBYUYU studies 35 no 2 1995 57
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means of gently calling people to repentance 299 or go to
church with your family for six weeks or join alcoholics anony-
mous or have prayer with your wife or read the four gospels
and come back and discuss them the ors were used judiciously
only with those my father thought could be benefited by the
choice he once sentenced a local church official who had been
speeding over the point of the mountain to pay 299 or discuss
the twelfth article of faith with him the brother got the message
and not only discussed the article but also spoke on obeying
honoring and sustaining the law in the next conference judi-
cious ors offered as alternatives to rigidly specified fines were an
important part of the good my father was able to do in our small
community he understood that almasaimas injunction to judge right-
eously almaahnaaima 4114 was to be seen not as a commandment to be
insufferably correct according to code in everything but rather as
an injunction to let the prior goodness of charity infuse all of his
judgments even when he erred

my father was interested in building a better community he
knew that at times strict interpretation of the law would have to
bend knew even that occasionally the truth itself would have
to wait until there was sufficient virtue in the hearts of people to
sustain it from my father I1 learned about the sensitive relation-
ship between truth and progression truth requires not only cor-
rect content but also a correct occasion A truth stated out of
place or time is no truth at all my fathers views of timing prepa-
ration and charity led him to caution people who wanted to
express what was on their minds without regard to whom how
or where my father was concerned about the effects of harsh real-
ities on those who were unprepared to hear them while he was
capable of arguing fine points of scripture philosophy or law with
the best of debaters he was always aware of who was listening
he worried about offending the littletittlelittie ones those who were given
gifts of intelligence or knowledge bore a special obligation to share
but to share only so fast and so far as goodness would allow

my fathers regard for the growth and care of little ones
attracted me to stage theories of child development as an area of
professional study in the developing child progression is often
discontinuous rather than linear one awareness must build upon
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another and all progress must await readiness children need
time and space to make mistakes for example certain grammatical
errors occur in the speech of almost every child during the course
of development the well known sequence followed by most
preschool children from saying feetjeetapet to saying foots reflects a pro-
gressiongression of inward understanding rather than a regression 2 the
observation that a developing individual may be going forward
when she appears to be going backward is an important insight
from developmental psychology worth considering when con-
templatingtemplating all forms of progression undue concern with errors
and small misstepsmissteps demanding perfection for its own sake and too
soon too often puts development whether intellectual or spiri-
tual in jeopardy

my own experience illustrates my fathers lessons about the
need to be open to a goodness beyond strictness in order to make
the most of the discontinuities of progression many steps of my
developmental journey have been departures from the place of
parental love followed by returns to a familiar place that is never
the same one such odyssey took place the year after I1 returned
from my mission in the east central states

As a child I1 was raised on primary tales about voices voices
like the one that commanded wilford woodruff to move his wagon
in the late night away from the place a tree fell before morning 3

I1 longed to hear such voices I1 wondered why heavenly father
didnt just make the tree fall a different way or inspire brother wood-
ruff to park his wagon under some other tree in the first place but
I1 wanted to hear voices too and at times I1 heard voices often stemstern
present knowing voices telling me to do good things take out the
garbage without being asked I1 was told one time when I1 was thir-
teen I1 obeyed the next morning a big truck came and men with
large arms took away the refuse I1 had left in the barrel on the street
the night before I1 longed for something more dramatic

occasionally something more dramatic turned up tract this
street I1 was told as a senior companion in mcminnville ten-
nessee so my companion and I1 did and there we met brother
moleksenMo leksen who listened to three discussions and told us two inter-
esting stories about looking for oil in south america then he gave
up and invited us not to come back I1 accepted this experience as
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one of brother moleksensMoleksens important chances at eternity if he
chose not to accept it the inspiration still stood unchallenged and
unchallengeable

I1 heard a variety of knowing voices I1 obeyed when conve-
nient many good things happened many that were obviously
beyond anything I1 deserved but I1 longed for something more sen-
sationalsational after a particularly stirring lecture in a BYU religion class
I1 set out with a new resolve to end the unworthiness that had kept
the spiritually dramatic from me I1 resolved to obey all of the
voices filled with determination I1 climbed into my red 1964
dodge with no front grill and set out from provo for my part time
job reading meters for utah power and light in salt lake city

I1 got no farther than eighth north in orem when I1 came upon
what appeared to be my first opportunity for spiritual heroics
to one side of the road I1 noticed an elderly woman who looked
like she needed help leaning awkwardly across the hood of her
car I1 quickly pulled over and hopped out of the car resplendent
in my polyester perma press shirt with reddy kilowatt on the left
pocket and my viridescent cowboy neckerchief the woman sur-
prised to be intruded upon pulled herself upright revealing a
sketchbook and partially completed pencil drawing of mt tim
panogospalogospanogos both somewhat embarrassed we got into our cars and
drove off it was hard for me to tell if goodness had been served in
that exchange but I1 knew that art had been interrupted and I1

knew from my mother that generally speaking the interruption of
art was not a good thing

next thinking I1 felt heroic guidance I1 turned off interstate
15 without knowing why at the american fork exit where am I1

going I1 thought to myself wherever it was it seemed right after
about ten minutes of driving I1 ended up in the parking lot at the
american fork state training school standing there looking at
the giant replica of swiss cheese on the playground I1 had to admit
that I1 really didnt know what I1 was doing the only thing I1 was
sure of was that if I1 continued to move in the wrong direction I1

would be much later than usual for work I1 turned around and
drove back to the interstate

back northbound on 1151 15 1I felt bad that I1 had not been lis-

tening better perhaps I1 had been making up my own mind and
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calling it inspiration perhaps out of ego my results had been
unsure at best and certainly not heroic I1 resolved to listen with
keener ears

outside lehi I1 finally heard it A clear knowing voice
stop the car it said

I1 stopped
get out of the car and cross that fence

this is crazy I1 thought as I1 looked out at the six foot chain
link freeway fence it would take one of my best ever meter reader
backyard to backyard jumps to clear that barrier

do it the voice said
I1 obeyed taking a running start grabbing the rough top of

the steel supporting pole on my way up and turning my body over
the jagged edge of the top wire in fine form

although I1 had successfully cleared the fence as I1 landed on
the other side I1 twisted my ankle and fell forward in the loose road
metal that had been imported from the geneva steel slag heap to
build up the freeway bank my ankle hurt my palms and wrists
were scraped and I1 had bruised my forehead but miraculously my
clothes still looked great though I1 did have to mop up a little
blood from my hands and brow with the cowboy bandanna

A field of weeds lay before me and then a corral with a few
old horses

cross that field
I1 crossed favoring my sore ankle as I1 went steadily filling my

socks with scratchy foxtail seeds when I1 came to the rail fence
around the corral the voice spoke again go into the corral

I1 stepped up and over this second low fence and went in
once inside the corral with some complete strangers tired horses
for company I1 found myself standing almost immediately before a
good sized pile of semidry horse manure

take and eat take and eat dig with your hands a knowing
voice incanted 4 what you desire is at the bottom of this pile it is

your pearl of great price if you are willing to abandon pride and
shame and give all of your best efforts to obtain it these later
words about abandoning pride and shame and giving all of my
best efforts to obtain echoed what I1 had been told in religion class
earlier that day
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after a moment of stunned indecision of gazing down and
contemplating self sacrifice obedience and equestrian ambiance
I1 smiled I1 wasnt that ready to give up pride and shame to obey
heroic voices

I1 may have been partially crazy but I1 was partially healed at
that moment 551I1 turned around stepped up and over the rail fence
and out of the corral walked back across the field reclimbedclimbedre the
freeway fence more slowly this time and this time tearing my
shirt in a little jagged half cross opposite reddy kilowatt back in
my car I1 folded the cowboy bandanna so that the blood stains
would not show and replaced the neckerchief I1 repaired the cor-
ner tear in my shirt from the inside with a roll of black electrical
tape retrieved from the dodge glove compartment finally one by
one I1 pulled the foxtailsfoxtails out of my socks placing the last sticker
in the shirt pocket behind reddy kilowatt as a remembrance

while I1 had not yet given up on the spiritually heroic I1 had
learned something important about the difference between
being called and being chosen as well as something about the
developmental error of trying to precipitate premature revela-
tion an untamed journey into strangeness had been redeemed
by a retrograde movement away from seeming revelation and
into progress I1 completed my journey to salt lake city without
further incident I1 limped all day on my sore ankle over eight
miles from light meter to light meter and dog to dog not yet
knowing why in my pain I1 felt so happy 6

that was twenty four years ago since then I1 have read how
the twentieth century martyr dietrich bonhoefferBonhoeffer felt compelled to
warn of the hazards of cheap grace 71 of the revelatory tradition had
needed to be warned about the hazards of cheap revelations but it
is important to note that the cheapness of the revelation was not
so much in my having it as in my failure to see and appreciate it for
what it was something less than the truth something more than
dull sameness progress did not liehelleile in the direction of acting indis-
criminatelycriminate ly on the promptings of strange voices but there was more
to be learned from the corral experience than simply closing the
door on odd motivational calls to unexpected possibilities

for better or for worse cheap revelations still make unbidden
and odd appearances in my mind but I1 have learned to be cautious
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and to better appreciate their uneven nature I1 have learned to be
more responsible but not completely self responsible for what
I1 do in the name of inspiration other developmental lessons have
arisen along my path when I1 have ventured out into strangeness
breached the truth and found hidden progress through retrograde
motion some of these lessons have been difficult and filled with
searing pain

some of the lessons have been dangerous had I1 been a bet-
ter writer I1 would have placed in print some of the bad ideas that
I1 needed to have in order to progress and those publications may
have hurt others but god was good to me I1 was given a space
an extension of spiritual childhood by the charity of god within
that artless silent space 8 my worst false moves could be redeemed
and turned to progress

As I1 look at others whose spiritual turmoil is moving them to
the margins of the church I1 wonder was I1 spared their pain sim-
ply because I1 lacked their gift of expression where would I1 be
now if I1 could have written well enough to irritate people where
will these articulate and troubled friends and their children be ten
years from now if they forsake the gospel for thoughts they truly
need to think but will later abandon if they stay on course

I1 do not have a single answer to the dilemma created by the
empathy I1 feel for those having strange and troubled voices those
who seem in retrograde motion away from the sacred on the one
hand I1 note how doubt anger and fear are linked in opposition to
faith in the scriptures see dacd&c 602 7 on the other hand I1 see
heavens tolerance for questions even stupid questions gen
1822 33 john 34 some appear to be asking questions in an
attempt to get out of the church but others appear to be asking
questions in an urgent attempt to stay in because I1 cannot always
tell the motivations of the questioners I1 need to exercise generos-
ity toward all of the hearers of strange voices particularly those
whose ideas call me into question they may bear messages that
heaven means for me to hear in order to call me from stagnation

but as a steward of the good I1 also need to exercise a pro-
tective generosity toward the little ones in my care including
myself 991I1 am forced to take protective action if the torch that was
welcomed into the church as a light starts burning worshipers
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I1 dont think there is a rational set of principles that can guide me
to correct judgment in every challenge to my stewardship I1 must
constantly pray father help me guide me the best moments of
life the most significant moments of progress often transcend
the abstract operating rules though principles are necessary
highly useful and not to be scoffed at the final step of every good
action requires openness to that which is often beyond the strict
specification of rules 299or299 or

since my encounter in the corral little of heroic moment has
happened to me prayers have been answered revelations and cre-
ative insight have been bestowed but nothing has happened to
call me into the spiritual heroics I1 once longed for rather much
of the longing has ceased I1 now understand better than I1 used to
the violence that can be involved in attempting to lay claim to rev-
elationselations miracles when desire gets ahead of faith 101011 am now more
prone to seek to know in quieter ways finding in paradox that
the more quietly one asks the questions the more openly one
receives the answers I1 find solace in the wisdom of the good
book whosochoso hearkenethhearkeneth unto me shall dwell safely and shall be
quiet from fear of evil brovprov 133155135153133 the words of wise men are
heard in quiet more than the cry of him that ruleth among fools

ecaleccl 917 1I find counsel in pauls ironic instruction that ye
study to be quiet 1 I1 thes 411 and I1 find contentment in the
unheralded spiritual usual for now that is enough

thomas W draper is associate professor of family sciences at brigham young
university
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produces an apparent regression for a time typical children will form and speak
plurals likeilkelikefootslikeootepootsfoots eventually children master both the general rule and its excep-
tions and saysayfeetfeet again see david mcneil the development of language in
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paul H mussen ed curCarcafcarmichaelccarmicbaelscarmichaelsmichaels manual of child psychology 3dad ed 3 vols
new york john wiley and sons 1970 ilioillo111011110liioi1

ag3g homer durham ed the discourses of wilford woodruff sultsaltsaitsaltsuit lake
city bookcraft 1969 295 96

and suddenly I1 heard a voice from some nearby house a boys voice or a
girls voice I1 do not know but it was a sort of singsongsing song repeated again and
again frank sheed trans the confessions of st augustine new york sheed
and ward 1942 bk 8 146

thus step by step he came to recognize the difference between the
spirits that moved him ignatius loyola st ignatius own story As told to luis
gonzdlezgonzalez de cdmaracamara trans william J young chicago henry regnery 1956
vita 8 10

6theathethe pain was so great that I1 screamed aloud but simultaneously felt such
infinite sweetness that I1 wished the pain to last eternally it was the sweetest
caressing of the soul by god santa teresa ofofavilaavilaavlia as quoted in kenneth clarkdarkoark
civilizationcivilisation A personal view new york harper and row 1969 191

dietrich bonhoefferBonhoeffer the cost of discipleship rev ed new york
macmillan 1963 45

8aaaA rest to the mind a cheerer of spirits a diverter of sadness a
calmer of unquiet thoughts a moderator of passions izzakbizzak walton and john cot-
ton the complectcompleatCompleat angler new york A L burt 1655 pt 1 ch 1

9 we are all responsible for all for all the babes for there are big children
as well as little children all are babes fyodor dostoevsky the2 be brothers kara-
mazov ed ralph E matlaw trans constance gamettgarnett new york norton criti-
cal edition 1976 560

compare emmanuel levinas section on spirit and violence in difficult
freedom trans sean hand baltimore johns hopkins university press 1990 676 7



strand

what looked like muted colors of rock
stacked in river bottoms

is alive
with old movement

stubbed slow motion paddles
from the stony shoulders of sea turtles

overlapping three deep in shallows
far back wed thought to cross them quick jumping

through the small currents
of our wanderings down the shore

now we are astonished
before them

the antique finish of splendid shells
that moment we halted caught

in their slow flex inside the ripple
of rising gulf tides

the beached landmarks of words
turn strange

on our tongues ritual bearings gone awry
what we cannot enter
looms in us like stones

weve read of their map sense
compass cues scanned by some instinct

from magnetic stripes
on the ocean floor

when the heavy lids part
we look into deep slotted eyes

toward the grit
of slow enduring
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the sea swells around them
and engulfs our feet soft shells

of our skins suddenly vulnerable
we make our tribal way

around the ancient island
wondering at the long years of navigation

before this return
the feeding meadows of legend

where ships are caught and swallowed
in tangled kelp the gulping deep blue

and salt life of the sargasso sea
which has no shore for any man

to stand upon

dixie partridge

strand received honorable mention in the 1995 BYU studies poetry contest
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lawrence enigiatorEnigiator the family okheumokheurn wood 481148 x 241124 x 16 nige-
ria 1993 sculpted in the traditional style of benin this piece won a pur-
chase award at the third international art competition sponsored by the
museum of church history and art note the book of mormon carried
by the little boy courtesy museum of church history and art



personal essay

brother wiseman

tessa meyer santiago

he appeared in our midst suddenly one sunday morning
hopped off a double decker bus across the road from waynes bak-
ery just as they were pulling the first buns five cents apiece from
the oven although hopped is not exactly the word more like he
shuffled his little black body across the street and up the seven
stairs outside the mowbray chapel corner of grove and main
cape town south africa our problem was that he shuffled up
those stairs his three piece suit folding dove gray around his
ankles about two years before the priesthood was restored to all
worthy members and twelve years before apartheid ended

he had shuffled his slow way from sea point a wealthy jewish
enclave on the sea front from a small dark room in the basement
of a tall apartment building where he was the night watchman ive
seen those rooms in the basements of tall buildings or out back
next to the dumpstersdumpsters and the storage sheds used to look in while
playing hide and seek in friends apartment buildings windowless
brick walls paraffin stoves to heat meals and water in blackened tin
cans a thin mattressedmattresses bed in one comer maybe a broom or a row
of clothes hooks in the other but always an adult black face that
stared as my white curiosity invaded his privacy

apparently brother wiseman found a book of mormon in a
dustbin before it was the fashionable way to find a book of mor-
mon he took it back to his windowless room to read it took him
awhile years I1 think the book was in english he was xhosa
then one morning he appeared in the white suburbs at what
seemed to be a white church and holding that book in his hands
asked to join

my friends and I1 thought he was a beggar at first albeit quite
a nicely dressed beggar or perhaps he had lost his way the
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methodist church where red cassocked black lady deacons kept
audiences in check every sunday afternoon was just behind us
and started services in the afternoon so we slid off the iron rail
ings and ran calling for the branch president to deal with him
he was no beggar neither was he lost he just wanted to be a
member of our church

I1 was young still in primary but at the stage where I1 would
be embarrassed by primary programs I1 heard only snatches of his
story found book read it wrote to salt lake city read more
books wife and children in transkeiTranskei sees them once a year gets
only one sunday off every two months saved money for bus
fare wants to be baptized

and he was then he took his seat three seats from the back
door A perfectly round black head melting slightly at the jowls
atop a short black body As I1 passed him on his sundays he would
nod his head stick his pink palm out to be shaken and smile
showing three teeth and startlingly red gums yes yes he
smiled to me yes yes became his refrain as we spoke at
him at deaf persons volume as if louder english would help this
xhosa man understand I1 think it helped him see only how awk-
ward we were with him there

his presence reminded us simultaneously that this church
must really be true and that our lives were pharisaical why else
would an elderly black man spend precious time even more pre-
cious money to spend time with people he had nothing in common
with linguistically socially legally how else could he climb to the
pulpit one fast sunday morning to bear his testimony in broken
english I11I love gods church I1 know joseph a prophet I1 know
book mormon I1 love church I1 happy he became a talisman of
sorts our brother wiseman our black member of the church

but his membership only confused us white members living
comfortably in that prejudiced land his worthy black hand took
the sacrament from the same tray as ours his pittance of worthy
tithing paid brother martin suffering from black lung to care for
the chapel then his legally unworthy body climbed to the top of the
bus and returned to his windowless basement a parafparaffinfim stove
and a plodding night watch while the white people slept
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once after church waiting in the parking lot for the mission-
aries I1 asked brother rigby the most vocal bigot in the branch
what was wrong with black people theyre just different inferior
not capable he replied almost jokingly as if he had an 1 I didnt
really mean it waiting in the wings should I1 take offense

but what about brother wiseman Is he inferior I1 asked
pushing the point

his face straightened for a minute no hes different hes
just a man like the rest of us

brother wiseman had to be different for us there was no
other way we could allow him to stay in south africa at the time
we had a legal label honorary white it was granted to visiting dig-
nitariesnitaries to foreign ambassadors to blacks who needed to be in
white only places without fear of harassment or arrest I1 think we
made brother wiseman an honorary white for the few short hours
he worshippedworshipped in mowbray chapel if not then all other blacks
must be just like him worthy faithful children of the same god
brothers and sisters and if that were true our white lives were
ethically and morally repugnant

the lessons werent so clear then I1 never saw brother wise-
man as a pioneer for black membership in south africa I1 just saw
a little black man in my peripheral vision sometimes there some-
times not but once I1 think I1 saw christ

it was about two sundays after the proclamation in 1978
brother wiseman had been interviewed found worthy and or-
dained to the office of a deacon in the aaronic priesthood that
sunday he took a place in the front row by the sacrament table
along with the other deacons in the ward A short black man a

xhosa patriarch stood alongside three white twelve year olds his
black hand gripped the silver handle of the bread tray and he
turned to the stand the branch president the first counselor the
second counselor the speaker for the two and a half minute talk
the chorister sister laverne in her stockinged feet on the organ
bench he served them all shuffling his way up steps and down
nodding his thanks as the tray returned to him

the scene should have been familiar to us black serving
white this was different our eyes followed the man hoping he
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would walk to our end of the pew I1 think we all wanted to eat the
bread from brother wisemanswisemannWisemans tray we would somehow be more
cleansed more holy more capable of seeing clearly after drinking
from his cup I1 think we believed this man was bringing us the real
offering of christ a miraculous transformation of bread and water
to holy elements not just the homemade whole wheat bread sis-
ter pearl insisted on supplying every week I1 think for a moment
each heart in that chapel believed utterly that every soul was equal
in the eyes of god and perhaps one more than any other and
maybe just maybe we might all make it to heaven

after a rather longer sacrament than usual brother wiseman
returned to his seat third from the door silently after church he
shuffled across main road to the bus stop I1 suppose when the bus
came he slowly climbed to the upper deck there he must have
sat his gray hat with the satin hatband and pheasant feather on his
perfectly round head until he disembarkedembarkeddis outside the talltautalitaiitan apart-
ment building that sat atop his windowless basement room in
which he waited until night fell donning his uniform taking up
his truncheon he must have walked his route while we slept
keeper of our night I1 wonder if he knew he had been that day for
white members in a white suburb our keeper of the gate

tessa meyer santiago is a cowinnerwinnercorinnerco of the 1995 BYU studies personal essay con-
test she is adjunct professor of english at brigham young univeristyUniveristy



david white rogers of new york
rogers overcame a mob andpbysicaland physical hardship to aid
those whose paths he crossed includingincludingjosepbjoseph smith

mary fielding smith and the parley P prattfamilypratt family

naida R williamson

if it is the will of the lord and the decision of his servants
who have the authority to appoint endow me with the power and
let me have your faith and prayers and I1 will go and do the busi-
ness or be found dead trying 51 david white rogers like nephi
responded to the calls of his church leaders with faith and courage
when others even flinched from fear baptized when he was fifty
rogers devoted his remaining forty four years to building the king-
dom of god

early life

david white rogers was born on october 4 1787 in morris-
town merrimack county new hampshire to samuel rogers and
hannah sinclair 2 alone as a youth rogers began trapping along
the northeastern rivers between canada and the united states
after trapping beaver mink and other animals rogers prepared
the skins and sold the furs in montreal it was in montreal that
rogers met martha collins and married her on december 5 1811
while living in canada david and martha had four children 3

susanna the oldest child often accompanied her father as he
set traps and collected the animals she felt it was cruel to kill the
animals and pleaded with her father to give up the fur business
he agreed the killing was difficult but he felt the high profits made
up for the distasteful task 4

years later however rogers gave up trapping for homestead
ing he cleared some virgin land on the shores of lake champlain
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an area that became known as rogerssrogergsRogerss rock then in the early
1820s rogers decided to become a carpenter eventually moving
his family to dunkirk new york where four more children were
added to the family after a few years rogers temporarily left his
family to establish a carpentry business in new york city the busi-
ness soon prospered and a year later he sent for his family 5

conversion to mormonism

in 1837 while returning home from church david white
rogers overheard some preaching in a building where he and some
friends had held meetings in the past rogers was attracted by the
speakers sincerity and by the apparent truths of which he spoke
he became interested in the scriptures that were quoted and
believed the explanation of the scriptures to be correct

wanting to know more david entered the building and sat
down to hear the rest of the sermon the man sitting next to him
explained that the speakers were mormonscormonsMormons As a devoted member
of the methodist sect david was surprised that mormonscormonsMormons who had
such unfavorable reputations could explain the scriptures so well 6

after their sermon the elders parley P pratt and elijah ford-
ham informed the congregation that there would be no more
meetings as few showed interest in their message when david
heard this announcement he stood up and invited the elders to
his home he stated that the men were speaking the truth and
he thought there were others in the city who would like to hear
the elders message rogerssrogergsRogerss offer helped fulfill the elders earlier
impression that people would be raised up to aid them in the
work there 7

when the elders arrived at the rogers home the following
afternoon davids wife martha answered the door and saw two
men one was large and dark with a pleasant intelligent counte-
nance parley P pratt while the other was a small man but very
earnest elijah fordham the elders asked for her husband but
she informed them that david was not there they promised to
return in the evening telling her that they had a very important
message for him this visit from the elders startled martha because
she had dreamed earlier about this very event 8
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A few years before the missionaries visit david like martha
had had a dream in the dream david was taken by a guide to
a point where he was shown a terrible swift destruction which
seemed to embrace the whole face of the land he was told by his
guide that he would learn more about the terrible event when he
was fifty years of age 9

david was in his fiftieth year when the missionaries sat with
the rogers family and explained the gospel to them martha imme-
diately accepted their message but david needed more time he re-
tired to his room for four days reading the book of mormon
praying and fasting when he read about the terrible destruction
that had taken place in the americas after the saviors crucifixion
he recognized it as the destruction he had witnessed in the dream
davids seclusion ended with his receiving a testimony by revela-
tion he later stated that the room was a blaze of light as the noon
day sun I1 saw joseph smith sitting at a stand in the cornercomer of the
room with a book of mormon in his hand 010O soon after this spiri-
tual confirmation parley P pratt baptized the rogers family in new
york cityscites east river on december 19 1837 11

after the rogers family was baptized parley P pratt left
for a short time and then returned to new york with his wife
mary ann steamsstearns and her daughter mary ann had previously
been widowed before the pratts left new york in april 1838
they spent many evenings around david and marthas fireplace
sharing experiences and teaching the rogers family the principles
of the gospel lasting ties developed between the two families 12

dedication to the growing church

to provide the elders with a meeting place david rogers
arranged a large room with chairs from his warehouse the room
filled with interested investigators seeing the growth rogers
joined with another member to rent a small place and furnish
it for regular meetings this meeting place too was usually
crowded the crowds and the spiritual manifestations experi-
enced by the rogersesrogersenRogerses and other converts were seen as fulfillment
of the promise to elders pratt and fordham that his holy spirit
should give the people visions and dreams concerning us and the
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work of the lord crowds who could not get in should stand
in the streets and about the entrance to try to hear us 13

again trying to meet the needs of the growing number of
saints in new york rogers decided to publish a hymnal since they
were so scarce in the outlying branches of the church 14 using
emma smiths hymnal for a format and a source for nearly half of
the hymns rogers completed his book with other hymns of latter
day saint authorship 15 the last hymn is davids dedicatory poem
part of which explains why he published the hymnalshymnals

father to thee I1 dedicate
the work that I1 have done
and now I1 pray accept of it
through jesus christ thy son

for as it was by his command
given to me in dream
at first I1 took this book in hand
I1 now present for him 16

joining the missouri saints

the following september david martha and five of their
children headed west to join the saints in missouri they shared a
wagon belonging to the wandle mace family also of new york
city after passing through the allegheny mountains the two fam-
ilies continued through ohio and indiana they met some travel-
ers headed eastward who warned the families that they could not
continue to travel west and survive the conditions undaunted the
small party continued and reached quincy illinois where they
met the saints who had fled from missouri davids daughter car-
oline described the scene

we found a good many teams there loaded with families with just
what they could pick up and throw into their wagons and leave in a
hurry to get away from the mobs which infested the country it was
a sorrowful sight to see a people turned out of houses and homes in
the dead of winter little babies and aged and sick all turned out with-
out mercy

father and brother mace went to work to help all they could
but of course they were obliged to earn their own living as well
they rented a house for both families to live in upstairs was a large
room that covered the rooms below under the lower rooms was a
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basement with a large room also the house was called the commit-
tee house

there was a committee set apart to see after those that came
from missouri they all came to the committee house and were
cared for father was put in charge of the commissary 17

the land ConcommitteemAttee

the church established a committee to look for an area of
land that could be obtained for the settlement of the scattered
saints the committee was asked to reconnoitre the upper river
country in the state of illinois and the then territory of iowa in order
to ascertain if there was any chance for the saints to find shelter
from the inclemency of the season 18 the committee members
were david rogers S bent and israel barlow only rogers and bar-
low were able to complete the assignment 19

the committee traveled for nine days locating several poten-
tial dwelling sites for the saints in the commerce area 20 they also
crossed the mississippi river into iowa and found the deserted bar-
racks of old fort des moines 21 the land had originally been pre-
served as a reservation for halfbreedhalf breed sac and fox indians and
became known as the halfbreedhalf breed tract 112222 the committee concluded
that the fort could house many families and sought to find how
they might purchase the land rogers and barlow located dr isaac
galland who owned parts of the land 23 and obtained from him
documents listing the terms of sale for the property unable to
make an immediate purchase without consulting the church lead-
ers the committee returned to quincy to report their mission
which rogers did formally in a conference held february 1839 2421

confrontation with a mob

the church authorities in quincy wanted to send the galland
documents and information to joseph smith who was in liberty
jail for a decision they tried to find someone familiar with the
jackson county area to take the material to joseph sell the church
lands in jackson county and help the needy saints move to the
quincy area no one seemed willing to return to jackson county
fearing the mobs finally david rogers was approached by bishop
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edward partridge to fulfill the assignment rogers agreed writing
in his report

although I1 had heard of the threats that the jackson folks had made
against the mormonscormons in case they should come there to sell or take
possession of their lands 1I was a stranger in mo and also to the
saints having as it were just arrived from the city of new york on
my way to gather with the saints notwithstanding I1 was not intim-
idated and therefore replied if it is the will of the lord and the
decision of his servants who have the authority to appoint endow
me with the power and let me have your faith and prayers and I1 will
go and do the business or be found dead trying accordingly the
necessary power of attorney directions written out on the tenth day
of march 183918391185911 left quincy illinois for jackson county mo 25

selling land in missouri

on march 15 rogers arrived at far west and met with the
committee on removal which appointed charles bird who was
familiar with jackson county and had already performed some
services for the committee to assist him the two men visited
parley PR pratt and others in the richmond jail and joseph smith
in the liberty jail giving the prophet some letters and the gal-
land documents after the prophet sanctioned the purchase of
gallandsballandsGallands lands in the halfbreedhalf breed tract rogers and bird traveled
to independence missouri to sell the church lands the two
men sold a quarter section of land known as the whitmer farm to
a young man named mason for 700 and sold other property
worth 100 2616

the next day while crossing the public square rogers and
bird were surrounded by a posse of about forty men soon the
square was congested with three hundred people james king
brother of the sheriff thomas king informed rogers and bird that
they had to give up the money and property obtained from the
sale of the land and leave the county before sunset otherwise
they would be killed rogers replied you have pronounced sen-
tence upon me can I1 be allowed the privilege granted to con-
demned criminals in courts of law they are asked if they have any
cause to show why the sentence of the law should not be exe-
cuted upon them
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some men in the posse yelled let him speak let him
speak after a pause king told him to go ahead but to make it
short rogers then spoke

A few years ago the god of israel sent a few of his servants to settle
in jackson county mo and he had but few at that time on the earth
who would acknowledge themselves his servants to obey they
came forth and in conformity with the laws of the united states and
the state of missouri they made selections and entered some twenty
thousand acres upon which they settled some 1400 or 1500 souls in
the space of three years at which time the people of the county
arose simultaneously almost en masse and drove those servants of
god from their homes and from the county in violation of the law
those servants of god then settled in other counties and subse-
quently were driven from the state under the exterminating order
of governor boggs among those servants of god there were some
very old some cripples some sick some widows and many orphan
children and the lord will not that they should be exterminated
and therefore the god of israel has ordered that the lands from
which his servants were first driven shall be sold and the means
used in helping those helpless ones out of the state and I1 am sent
here to perform that business and in the name of the israels god
and by his power I1 shall accomplish the work and in no way can I1

be prevented only by committing wilful cold blooded murder

at this point rogers unbuttoned his coat and vest bared his chest
and said

and if any one present is prepared for that now is the best time you
can ever have in the blaze of this beautiful morning sun and in the
presence of this large concourse of witnesses that the honor and
glory of the deed may descend to the latest posterity that is all I1

wish to say

silence fell over the crowd bird had disappeared one by one the
other people left leaving rogers standing by himself he returned
to the business of disposing the land selling all save one undesir-
able piece and collecting about 2700 over a forty day period 2717

traveling from jackson county rogers stopped in far west
where an apostate lael maynard presented him with a writ of at-
tachmenttachment for 350 plus five yoke of oxen three horses a wagon
and 300 of dry goods though rogers believed maynardsmaynardiMaynards claim
was groundless rogers paid off the attachment with money
to retain the use of the property for helping the saints leave
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missouri about the same time a brother ripley arrived in far
west to obtain some cash for the prophet who was being moved
to another prison rogers gave him 115050 of the money collected
in jackson county 2811

traveling to quincy

leaving far west shortly afterward rogers brought with him
some saints who were among the last to leave missouri including
parley PR pratts family and brigham youngs daughter caroline and
his mother in law when they were in paris missouri rogers met
brigham young and others of the twelve who were traveling to
far west to start their mission to england and to lay the corner-
stone of the temple rogers gave them 12 29

when rogerssrogergsRogerss group reached the mississippi river he trav-
eled several miles downstream to find a place where the bottom
lands were not flooded and a ferry was available once on the
rivers illinois side the group had to ford a large slough where
the water came up to the wagon bed when they reached the
bank on the other side of the slough rogers looked back and
saw what seemed to be a bundle of clothing floating in the water
he yelled to sister pratt who recognized the clothing to be that of
her daughter mary ann rogers rescued the little girl and they
were able to revive her in the meantime the spirited horses
dragged the wagon forward on a full run into the trees where the
wagon became entangled causing the animals to halt 30

after joseph smith escaped from missouri 31 he reunited with
his people and arranged for the first purchase of commerce lands
for the saints to settle on the iowa side of the mississippi was a
small town known as montrose the area which david rogers and
the land committee had earlier located many of the saints chose
to settle temporarily in the old montrose area caroline rogers
described montrose and some of its early mormon settlers

the river ran on one side of montrose the east the barracks ran
on the three other sides of the town the buildings were soon occu-
pied by the families of the homeless saints and proved a blessing to
the people they lived in those rooms until they moved to nauvoo
or located elsewhere 32
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brigham young was our nearest neighbor on one side of us
and the other side a number of families lived at different times
president woodruff and brother A 0 smoot and ma smoot lived
there for some months together in the one room soon they both
moved in the country a few miles away where they lived till
they moved to nauvoo

in those days there was no sunday meetings to go to on
that side of the mississippi river but everyone was eager to go to
nauvoo to meetings which were held in a grove on the hill near
where the temple was afterwards built they did not stay home for
rain or anything else we used to cross the river in all kinds of boats
the river was between one and a half or two miles wide in the sum-
mertime and in the winter we went on the ice in sleighs and wagons
or on foot I1 have walked over the river many a time we never tired
of going to meetings in those days 33

in nauvoo

early in 1844 david rogers purchased lots on both sides
of joseph smiths mansion house and started building a brick
home 34 rogers experienced the hardships of post martyrdom
nauvoo and was one of the men who guarded the city of nauvoo
by night later in nauvoo on february 5 1846 he was set apart
as a senior president of the thirty fourth quorum of the seven-
ties by president joseph young and remained in that position for
thirty four years 35

after joining the church david and martha rogers sent let-
ters via various missionaries to their eldest daughter susanna who
had married and moved to england they told her about the
church and she expressed great interest but her husbands dis-

approval prevented her from joining then susanna learned her
marriage was invalid because her husbands first marriage had not
been legally annulled she eventually joined the church returned
to america with some of the london saints and reunited with her
parents susanna soon married william pickett a young widower
after the martyrdom ofjoseph smith her husband separated from
the church leaving her to care for her son by her first husband
and an unborn child she moved with the saints to council bluffs
where she gave birth in a damp cave with her young son and a lit-
tle girl watching over her 3631
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moving west

As the saints left nauvoo and moved west president young
asked david rogers to delay going west in order to assist those
needing helpheip to prepare forhorbor the lourneyjourney in compliance with the
request david and his son ross ransom stationed themselves in
montrose and then in oskaloosa iowalowa to assist others moving to
council bluffs iowalowa having worked as cabinetmakers and joiners

david and ross ransom
were ableabie to helpheip the saints
by making ox yokes ox han-
dleshandiesand wagons 37 one of
the women rogers helped
was mary fielding smith
the widow of hyrum smith
he supplied her with oxen
so she could make the
trip because of the kind-
ness shown to the smiths
brother rorersrogers was ever

gratefully remembered by
the familybamily 38

annerafterahner the departure of
most of the saints a few
were left in nauvoo due to
sickness lack of money and
other problems one sad

touched thedavid white rogers 1787 1881 later occurrence
in lifeilfe courtesy naidanalda williamson rogers family at this time

ameliaamellaameila rogers telletelie davids
daughter was one of those left in nauvoo nauvoo had become a
very lawless place to live in almost everyevers night some house was
broken into and robbed of money if there was anyans the people
were in constant fearhear forror their livesilves one night as ameliaameila was
walkingwaiking in her garden her husband mistook her forhorbor an intruder
after his money grabbed the loaded gun from the head of the bed
and shot her she died four months later from the injuries leaving
three children 39
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in 1852 davids family and susannassusannahSusannas family began their long
uneventful trip to utah by this time most of david and marthas
children were married and settled throughout the west 4010

during the grasshopper siege in utah the david rogers
family came close to going without bread but martha had been
promised by parley P pratt years earlier in new york city that
if she never turned a stranger from her door hungry she would

never want for bread 41 because wheat was so scarce in utah
one hundred pounds of milled flour cost thirty dollars martha
ran out of flour but the family had only a five dollar gold piece
far short of the going price nevertheless rogers took it to the
mill where the miller exchanged one hundred pounds of flour
for the cash 4241

rogerssrogergsRogerss mission and journey home

david rogers turned sixty five the year he settled in provo

utah two years later he was called on a mission to new hamp-
shire and canada serving from 1854 to 1856 during his mission
rogers traveled through many cities locating his parents broth-
ers sisters and other family members who had not heard of mor-
monism rogers was able to collect a great deal of genealogical
information through his mission travels 43

on his journey home rogers joined the jesse bigler martin
wagon company somewhere west of iowa city in june 1857 two
other missionaries also traveled with the company during this trip
fraught with problems seventy year old rogers often took a turn
standing guard during the night to prevent the oxen from being
scattered by vindictive apostates and indians traveling through the
area as it was the company lost eleven head of cattle because of
a stampede also when one young man fell under the wheel of a
wagon and suffered a broken arm rogers set the bones easing the
boys pain on another occasion rogers spent two days with a
group of men searching for lost cattle 4414 in september 1857 when
the martin wagon company arrived in salt lake rogers returned
to his family in provo at the churchschurche october conference he
reported briefly on his mission 45
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doctor rogers

rogers worked for the provo water company and carried
out other city responsibilities many of the residents of provo

called david doctor rogers because of his expertise in helping
those with health problems rogers demonstrated his medical
knowledge even when treating himself while on a trip to the
mountains with two young men rogers nearly severed his foot
he sent one boy to get help while instructing the other to pour
cold water on the injury until help arrived he also told the boy
to instruct his rescuers not to cut off his foot when help arrived
they wanted to amputate the foot due to the seriousness of the
wound rogers had passed out but the boy kept his promise
telling the men that rogers didnt want them to amputate they
obeyed sewing up the foot rogers completely recovered from
the injury on another occasion rogers was at the lumber mill
and broke his leg he instructed some men to help reset his leg
which he did successfully 46

later years

As one of the saints who practiced polygamy rogers married
ellen bennett sometime in the 1860s she bore him five children
two of whom survived 47 in a letter to brigham young rogers men-
tioned a third wife elizabeth anderson bent but exact details of
this marriage are not known 4841 he was also set apart by wilford
woodruff in 18731875 to serve as a patriarch in the provo area and he
continued to serve as senior president of the thirty fourth quo-
rum of the seventies 49

As the years passed david white rogers corresponded with
his children though it became difficult for him to write his right
hand became unsteady so he would place his left hand over the
right one to steady it in one letter to his oldest daughter susanna
he offered her one or two hundred dollars for a trip she and her son
horatio planned to southern arizona although he advised against
them traveling alone in a letter to his grandson joseph knight
rogers the son ofofrossokrossross ransom he encouraged joseph to be faith-
ful and prayerful in his work as a representative in the arizona
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legislature the affection he felt for his children is demonstrated by
his greeting to susanna my dearly and beloved daughter 50

in the summer of 1881 rogers felt too poorly to work his
wife martha was also very ill and died in june of that year at one
point rogers was sick for several nights with pain so severe he
could not eat sleep or talk some visiting priesthood brethren
asked if he wanted a blessing he replied 1I would if you have
faith 1 after the blessing the pain went away and did not return 51

david white rogers died at the age of ninety three in sep-
tember 1881 at the residence of his daughter hester beebe in
provo utah 52 although he was not introduced to the gospel until
his fiftieth year he had devoted the rest of his life some forty four
years to building the kingdom of god

naida R williamson has a BA in art and library science an MA in elementary
education and an MLS in library and information science

NOTES

david white rogers report p 1 typescript copy archives division his-
torical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
hereafter cited as LDS church archives there are two typescript copies of

rogerssrogergsRogerss report in circulation the report cited here is in the LDS church
archives and titled copy

2foriforor generations the family of david white rogers has declared that rogers
kept a sketchbook and painted joseph smith As others have been credited for
some of rogerssrogergsRogerss experiences this article strives to show that he knew many of
the early church leaders and helped them as the need arose I1 personally believe
that rogers painted the prophet because a report of an early party declares that
the prprofilesoffles of joseph and hyrum shown in the reproductions below now
located in the museum of church history and art were the work of david
rogers of new york returned missionaries party in the social hallhanhailhali deseret
news november 29 1855 this statement agrees with what the rogers family
has always claimed although brigham young was not present at the party he has
been attributed as the source of the information about the artist jules remy and
julius brenchley also attribute the profiles of joseph and hyrum to D rogers
pinx nauvoo 1842 pinx the original painter in their book A journey to
great salt lake city 2 vols london W jeffs 1861 frontispiece theme caption
states the engraving done by W edwards sculp engraver was based on the
original painting in the palace of brigham young there is a question as to
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whether david white rogers of new york and david rogers of new york are
the same person I1 am continuing to research these issues my final conclusions
are forthcoming

joseph smith jr hyrum smith

martha was bomborn to ebenezer collins and ann stow on august 22 1793 in
berkshire vermont she died on june 18181881188 1 in provo utah susanna mehitable
rogers was bomborn july 5 1813 in montreal quebec her first husband was
benedetto san giovanni she died january 9 1905 in st george utah edward
william rogers was bomborn december 5 1814 in montreal quebec and died sep-
tember 9 1815 charles addison rogers was bomborn july 28 1816 in queenstownQueenstown
ontario married rebecca keen and died november 29 1845 amelia ann rogers
was bomborn april 21 1818 in queenstownQueenstown ontario she married josiah lewis telle
and died november 29 1847 after david and martha moved from canada to the
united states they had seven more children ross ransom rogers was bornbom feb-
ruary 11 1821 in pomfret new york his first wife was helen moffett curtis he
died march 13 1897 in pima arizona glezen filmore rogers was bomborn decem-
ber 2 1822 in dunkirk new york and died as an infant esther hester ann
rogers was bornbom march 23 1825 in dunkirk new york and married george
beebe she died june 25 1885 in provo utah hannah caroline rogers was bomborn
march 20 1827 in dunkirk new york she first married aaron daniels and later
abraham 0 smoot she died march 14 1915 salt lake city utah david preston
rogers was bomborn july 7 1829 in dunkirk new york and died december 13
1832 in new york city sally maria rogers was bomborn january 10 1832 in new
york city and died october 23 1832 henry clay rogers was bomborn october 19

1833 in new york city he married emma higbee and died march 7 1902 in
lehi arizona family ancestral file family history library salt lake city
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ethel J bennett an interesting little biography from the rank and
file 3 copy in possession of the author

wennettbennett interesting little biography 4 treasury of pioneer stories in
our pioneer heritage comp kate B carter 20 vols salt lake city daughters
of utah pioneers 1958771958 77 4192 jane rae fuller topham in search of living
water bountiful utah by the author 1995 7 9 F T pomeroy mormon pio-
neering and settlements in the salt lake river valley the genealogical and his-
torical magazine ofarizonaof arizona 4 january 1927 32

caroline6carolineacaroline rogers daniels smoot autobiography 3 copy in possession
of the author ross ransom rogers autobiography 5 copy in possession of
the author

parley P prattprattjrpratterjr ed the autobiography of parley P pratt 4thath ed salt
lake city deseret book 1985 145 ross ransom rogers autobiography 5

pomeroy mormon pioneering and settlements 34
pomeroy9pomeroy mormon pioneering and settlements 34

10 smoot10smoot autobiography 4
smoot autobiography 5

smoot autobiography 3 4
13pratt13pratt autobiography 146
14peter crawley A bibliography of the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter day

saints in new york ohio and missouri BYUbyustudiesstudies 12 summer 1972 525
15 crawley15crawley bibliography 525 rogerssrogergsRogerss hymnal was brought into question

when his family moved to the nauvoo area during general conference in octo-
ber 1839 it was decided that a new edition of hymn books be printed immedi-
ately and that the one published by D W rogers be utterly discarded by the
church joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971
414 hereafter cited as history of the church though this firm action was
taken against rogers publishing a hymnal and selling it as the one compiled and
published by sister emma smith was one of three charges considered in the
april 1840 general conference the other two charges were writing a private let-
ter to new york city casting reflections on the character of elder john P
greene and administering medicine unskilfully which had a bad effect
he was forgiven and the hand of fellowship continued towards him his-
tory of the church 410564105 6

A collection of sacred hymns for the church of the latter day saints
new york C vinten printer 1838 118 special collections and manuscripts

harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah only stanzas one
and two are reproduced in this article

17smoot17smoot autobiography 5 6
rogers report 1

19rogers report 1 S bent became ill and was unable to fulfill the assign-
ment though rogerssrogergsRogerss report does not give a full first name for brother bent it
is likely that S bent was samuel bent a prominent figure in the settlement of nau-
voo andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compila-
tion of biographical sketches of prominent men and women in the7 be church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1830 1848 4 vols salt lake city andrew
jenson history 1901361901 36 1368
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rogers report 1

the history of the church indicates that israel barlow had previously met
isaac galland when barlow lost his way while leaving missouri in the fall of 1838
history of the church 3265 in isaac galland mormon benefactor BYU

studies 19 spring 1979 267 lyndon W cook blends some of the experiences
of the land committee with barlows earlier misadventure

cook isaac galland 267
gaigallands13gallandsballandsGallands ownership of the land was disputable because of the ques-

tionabletionable legality of the land transactions in the halfbreedhalf breed tract for a detailed
explanation ofofgallandsgallandsballandsGalgailands purchase of the halfbreedhalf breed tract see cook isaac gal-
land 26465264 65

24rogers report 1 history of the church 3260 some confusion can arise
because rogers inexplicably begins his written report with the date february 1

1839 implying that that is the date of the report however the dates within the
report are later and are consistent with the conference date listed in the history
of the church

25rogers report 1

2historyhistory of the church 3262 263 cook isaac galland 269 rogers
report 2

27rogers report 2 3
28rogers report 3
29rogers report 3 clarkdarkoark V johnson ed mormon redress petitions doc-

uments of the 183318381833 1838 missouri conflict provo utah religious studies cen-
ter salt lake city bookcraft 1992 95 parley P pratt states that the man who
helped his family was david W rogers of new york a descendant of the martyr
john rogers of smithfield england

30rogers report 4 parley P pratts version of this account differs from
rogerssrogergsRogerss eyewitness report pratt notes that sister pratt left the wagon to cross the
swollen stream on a foot bridge upon reaching the other side she looked

back at the wagon to see if it had arrived safely sister pratt saw a childs bonnet
floating in the water and discovered her daughter was no longer in the wagon
she then yelled to brother rogers who leaped into the water to rescue the child
pratt also notes that the childs hands caught the wagon spokes which brought
her to the surface although she survived the marks of the wheel were distinctly
seen on both her thighs which were seriously injured and nearly broken pratt
autobiography 208

31joseph smith escaped while being taken from liberty jail to another
county for trial joseph had a change of venue from liberty to gallatin and then
another change of venue from gallatin to columbia in boone county missouri
it was while traveling from gallatin to columbia that joseph made his escape

31smoot31smoot autobiography 7
33 caroline33caroline rogers daniels smoot testimony of knowing joseph smith

1 2 copy in possession of the author others who lived in the barracks included
orson pratt john taylor erastus snow jacob yates bates noble and the elder
fordham david rogers had known in new york

34 on february 6 1844 david rogers bought lot pt 4 blk 146 this pur-
chase was recorded on june 4 1847 in the hancock county land records book
S p 194 on april 2 1847 rogers sold biks 146 and 148 this sale was recorded
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on march 28 1848 in the hancock county land records record book U
p 119 he built his home either on blk 146 or on a small portion of blk 148 a
foundation located on blk 146 may be from that home As early as 1843 rogerssrogergsRogerss
daughter amelia reported that her father was making bricks for the house that
was being built in nauvoo amelia rogers note to her sister susanna appended
to martha rogerssrogergsRogerss letter to susanna dated nauvoo november 18 1843 copy in
possession of the author

35thethe biography of david white rogers records of the seventies quo
rumsarums 34th quorum vol 2 p 19 LDS church archives

3tophamopham in search of living water 81 treasury of pioneer stories
4194

37topham37topham in search of living water 111 ross ransom rogers auto-
biography 6

311bethe heroines of mormondomMonnon dom the second book of the noble wom-
ens series salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1884 26

39smoot39smoot autobiography 11 12
CROSSS and carolines families had preceded their parents west ross set-

tled in provo as did david eventually caroline hester and susanna stayed in salt
lake city for a while henry clay rogers the youngest moved to springvilleSpringville
utah charles A was in new york when he heard of joseph and hyrum smiths
death he knew that the saints had traveled west but was unable to contact his
family for several years after his mission charles located his family when
he finally came to utah

41rossross ransom rogers autobiography 6 7 an addition to the ross ran-
som rogers autobiography pages 6 7 were written by david john rogers and his
sister caroline rogers watkins as they retell memories of their parents and grand-
parents

4rossbrossross ransom rogers autobiography 6 7
13daviddavid white rogers letter to his wife martha lockportlock port june 18 1855

141 4 copy in possession of the author
44jessiejessle bigler martin diaries 1853 1857 96 97 99 106107106 107 special col-

lections and manuscripts brigham young university the deseret news reported
on august 19 1857 that elder jesse B martins wagon company was travel-
ing on the northsideNorth side of the platte and was about 36 miles below laramie on the
3dad of this month they were pursuing their journey at the rate of 15 miles a
day elders charles R dana david W rogers and james carrigan were in elder
martins company p 188 the martin company record in the journal history of
the church states the only unpleasant feature of the journey was the loss of 11

head of cattle in a stampede and all members of the train arrived safely in salt
lake city andrew jenson journal history of the church september 12 1857 3

41minutes41 minutes of the semiannualsemi annual conference october 6 1857 deseret
news october 14 1857 255

46ross ransom rogers autobiography 7 he was the attending physician
when col william madison wall passed away provo city cemetery book 1

47thethe two daughters mary elvira and martha ella grew to maturity but
john david and the twin boys samuel and lemuel died in infancy family group
record 208 LDS ancestral file
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david white rogers letter to president brigham young undated but after
his mission copy in possession of the author

19Wilfordilford woodruff wilford woodruff s journal 1833 1898 typescript
ed scott G kenney 9 vols midvale utah signature books 1985 7140 david
white rogers was one of five patriarchs ordained at a stake conference in provo

david white rogers letter to susanna provo may 3 1881 copy in pos-
session of the author david white rogers letter to mr joseph K rogers esquire
provo february 22 1881 copy in possession of the author

david rogers letter to susanna italics added
52 biography52biography of david W rogers family ancestral file



short study

how large was the
population of nauvoo

susan easton black

various estimates have been given by many historians for the
population of nauvoo from 18591839 to 1846 admittedly demo-
graphic descriptions of that era are riddled with statistical inade-
quaciesquacies yet while these difficulties have been recognized by
historians they have not been resolved to the extent possible
through research

while historians all agree that the population of nauvoo
rapidly increased between 1839 and 1846 they either describe
this growth with undocumented figures avoid mentioning any
concrete figures or cast doubt on the figures they have cited for
example robert flanders simply states the population of illinois
trebled during each decade between 1820 1840 and doubled
between 1840 and 1850 1 when describing the LDS population
he quotes others the mormonscormons reported a population of ten
thousand by late 1842 thomas ford in his history of illinois
wrote that there were by the end of the year sixteen thousand
mormonscormons altogether in hancock county 2 on another occasion
he quotes from an october 1843 issue of the nauvoo neighbor
in which nauvoo is designated the great emporium of the west
the center of all centers a population of 15000 souls congre-
gated from the four quarters of the globe 3131133

two other historians david miller and deliadelladeila miller accurately
assert that when the mormonscormons first arrived there in the spring of
1839 approximately 100 persons occupied the whole peninsula
by 1845 the official illinois census showed that the city had grown
to nearly 12000 but they offer the caveat that most contemporary

BBYUbyhYU studies 35 no 2 1995 91
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accounts both mormon and non mormon regularly overestimatedover estimated
the population sometimes stretching the figure up to more than
20000 4 the millers mistakenly cite the january 7 1846 issue of
the warsaw signal which they interpret as saying that the popu-
lation ofofnauvoonauvoo was 22599 the signal was actually reporting on
all ofofhancockhancock county 5

church historian B H roberts left room for a range of popu-
lation sizes early in 1843 nauvoosNauvoos population was variously
computed from twelve to sixteen thousand 6 later he concludes
when the exodus of the saints was enforced nauvoo had a pop-

ulation variously estimated from twelve to twenty thousand 2177172277

robertss overestimation is even further exceeded by the illinois
department of conservation which announced that nauvoo was
illinois largest city with a population of 27000 in 1844 81

As nauvoosNauvoos mormon era is recalled by historians one is
left wondering if more precise and informative statistics about
nauvoosNauvoos population from 1839 to 1846 can be found since
numbers range from 12000 to 27000 a need for greater accu-
racy is evident

due to the highly transient nature of nauvoosNauvoos population
from 1839 to 1846 a precise yearly count of its residents is nearly
impossible an approximation was once made by the prophet
joseph smith esquire butterfield asked the prophet in january
1843 to prophesy how many inhabitants would come to nauvoo
joseph replied 1 I will not tell how many inhabitants would come
to nauvoo but when I1 went to commerce I1 told the people I1

would build up a city and the old inhabitants replied we will be
damned if you can so I1 prophesied that I1 would build up a city
and the inhabitants prophesied that I1 could not and we have now
about 12000 inhabitants 9

the census records of the 1840s fill out the picture some-
what for example the 1840 hancock county census recorded
2450 people as residents of the nauvoo precinct 10 the church
leadership conducted a nauvoo census in 1842 indicating under
4000 people living in approximately eight to nine hundred
households 11 in 1845 the illinois state census counted 11000
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people living within the nauvoo city limits and that number was
confirmed by another account that year placing the city of nau-
voo at 11036 inhabitants 12

numerous records of nauvoosNauvoos history from 1839 to 1846
have long been available to historians the documents also gener-
ally corroborate these population figures several years ago the
church compiled a cumulative list of the latter day saints who at
any time had been residents of nauvoo that listfisthist contains the
names of 12642 nauvoo citizens in addition information on
those who attended four nauvoo wards and early relief society
meetings has also been preserved the records of those who vicar-
iously performed baptisms for the dead in the nauvoo temple and
those who received their endowments and were sealed to their
spouses are found in the nauvoo temple endowment register
from december 10 1845 to february 7 1846 moreover nauvoo
tax records exist for each year although they are incomplete for
1844 and nauvoo property lists have also survived 13 As journals
branch records ship lists ordinance data and parish records are
searched increased data provides a more comprehensive ob-
jectivejec tive and believable basis for accounting

from over one thousand sources 141411 recently compiled a fifty
volume work entitled the membership of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1830 18487848 5 it acknowledges high-
lights and reconstructs the contribution and commitment of a

total of 23200 known people who were members of the church
at any time during the years from 1830 to 1848

A synthesis of all these noncensus data indicates that the
population of nauvoo grew from 100 in 1839 to about 4000 in
1842 rose to about 12000 in 1844 and stood at around 11000
in 1845 births deaths immigration apostasy transiency and
many other factors present in frontier river towns like nauvoo of
course make it difficult to pin down this moving target but these
numbers are based on the best available demographic information
and should replace the older assumed or previously estimated
population figures for nauvoo
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NOTES

robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana
university of illinois 1975 16

flandersglanders nauvoo 56 illinois governor thomas ford actually placed the
population of nauvoo at about 15000 scattered over about six square miles
not at 16000 see his history of illinois from its commencement as a state in
1818 to 1847 chicago S C griggs new york ivison and phinney 1854 403

3171glandersanders nauvoo 176 77
david E miller and deliadelladeila S miller nauvoo the city of josephofjoseph santa bar-

bara calif peregrine smith 1974 5

miller and miller nauvoo 75
ab6b1b H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of

latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news 1930 2179
roberts comprehensive history of the church 323
illinois department of conservation life and land together spring

ville ill111111.iliiiilii state of illinois issued by land and historic sites nd
joseph9josephajoseph smith jr history of the7 be church of jesus christ of latter day

saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1973 5232
united states federal census 1840
1118421842 church census of nauvoo archives division historical depart-

ment the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
illinois state census 1845 times and seasons 6 november 15 1845

1031 and glen M leonard and T edgar lyon the nauvoo years ensign 9
september 1979 12

13nauvoo13nauvoo city records LDS church archives and harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah

14sources14sources included journals biographies historical records periodicals
minutes census records ship listsfists church records land records rosters ceme-
tery records tax and property listsfists dissertations civil records and genealogical
records information on each member is divided into four sections vital statistics
church ordinances temple ordinances and biographical information

susan15susan easton black the membership of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter dadayy saints 1830 1848 50 vols salt lake city corporation of the presi-
dent of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1990 this work was
compiled at the invitation of earl olsen director of the church historical depart-
ment in 1982 james rosenvall and his colleagues at brigham young university
developed a computer program to store index search and analyze this data



picturing the nauvoo legion
now out ofoffavorfavor as a subjectforsubject forjor artists the nauvoo legion was
in the last century both vilified and commemorated in images
where some uniforms and settings are surprisingly accurate

glen M leonard

the nauvoo legion filled important military ceremonial social
and symbolic roles for the latter day saint community in western
illinois during the 1840s the legions participation in regular
drills parades mock battles and special activities such as those on
independence day and at the cornerstone ceremonies of the nau-
voo temple gave the militia considerable visibility for those con-
cerned with social standing dinner parties for staff officers and
their wives following some field exercises provided personal
access to nauvoosNauvoos governing circle 1 some residents of nearby
communities feared the legions presence in hancock county as
an offensive force but nauvoosNauvoos leaders maintained that the
legion existed only for defensive purposes whatever the inter-
pretationpretation of its intent the nauvoo legion left an indelible impres-
sion on the memories of latter day saints and other residents of
western illinois 2

when artists sought to visually depict the history of nauvoo
they not surprisingly included images of the nauvoo legion and its
officers most of the legion artwork centered on joseph smith
himself or on his involvement with the militia as it prepared for
self defense these images ensured a place for the twentyfivetwenty five hun-
dred legion members in the visual history of nauvoo but also they
raise interesting questions about the historical accuracy of the
portrayed information including the setting and the militia uni-
forms however careful examination of the visual record and
other independent sources provides some assurance of the histor-
ical validity of these early illustrations each picture not only
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imparts a particular interpretation of the person or event it por-
trays but also communicates significant information

portraits of uniformed military leaders

american men often chose to be identified socially by their
military positions because of the status these represented in jack-
sonian society many officers of the nauvoo legion and many mili-
tia leaders in western illinois were known in civic discourse by
their military titles instead of by their civilian titles 3 in addition
joseph smith john C bennett and brigham young had portraits
painted of them in military uniform

processes used by maudsley and campbell sutcliffe
maudsley 1809 1882 created carefully detailed portraits always
in profile and usually full length ofmany nauvoo residents he por-
trayed joseph smith both in civilian best dress and in military uni-
form the images discussed here 4 little attention has been paid to
maudsleysMaudsleys technique although his precisely drawn portraits have
been widely published and exhibited

in late eighteenth century europe and soon afterward in
north america artists and inventors developed a method for cre-
ating inexpensive miniature profile likenesses in a neoclassical
style as substitutes for more expensive oil portraits an artist first
traced an image from life onto paper using a mechanical device
incorporating a pantograph which could copy a design map or
drawing in any size the more complicated of these devices
included seats head braces and special viewing lenses but with a
simple pantograph attached to a wall an artist could create an
accurate reduced outline the artist merely traced around a sub-
jects head and upper torso with a rod extending from the panto-
graph the device dramatically reduced the image to a small
outline on paper

like other profile artists of his time maudsley certainly used
a mechanical drawing aid in england before he emigrated to nau-
voo in 1841 maudsley or his associates may have used a panto-
graph or a camera lucida5 in the textile mills of accrington
lancashire where he worked as a pattern designer for calico and
cotton cloth weavers and printers his brother ashworth carved
the patterns into wood blocks for printing so sutcliffe certainly
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understood that process of reproduction maudsleysMaudsleys nauvoo pro-
files have a two dimensional character that is consistent with his
training in england and that hints of the mechanical process used
in their creation 6

according to one secondhandsecond hand report maudsley stood his
subject against a wall traced an outline on a large piece of paper
with a pencil attached to a long stick and then reduced the
images maudsleysMaudsleys poverty may have prevented him from owning
a large mechanical device and the quantities of tracing paper it
required 7 most likely the long stick referred to a simple panto-
graph perhaps homemade attached to the wall with this simple
device maudsley could have traced the head and upper body of his
subjects a typical approach for profile artists 8 A number of mauds-
ley bust profiles of this type exist including one of joseph smith
in military uniform figure 1 this image an enhanced outline of
the head and torso is only lightly finished with some shading and
a touch of red on the cheeks and lipslips9lipse9

some artists added the full figure usually through freehand
sketching likewise maudsleysMaudsleys bust profiles were not his only final
product after adding internal details to the drawing and some-
times enhancing it with white and black chalk the artist would

have the image engraved on
a lithographic stone or cop-
per plate As a final touch
artists usually finished the
lithographic line prints pro-
duced in this way with black

fig 1 lieut gengenjosepbjoseph
smith by sutcliffe maudsley
1809 1881 pantographic

drawing enhanced with ink
and color highlights on

paper size unknown ca
1842 privately owned photo
courtesy museum of church
history and art



fig 2 lieut gen joseph smith mormon prophet by sutcliffe mauds-
ley 1809 1881 engraved by 0 pelton engraving on paper 4 58
x 3 1842 from john C bennett the history of the saints boston
leland and whiting 1842 photo courtesy LDS church archives
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and white chalk a black and gray ink wash or black ink and water-
color miniature profile likenesses were widely available in the
united states by the 1790s as were silhouettes created by a similar
process the technique was not limited to expert artists anyone
could buy and use inexpensive versions of the pantograph 10

others in nauvoo who undoubtedly understood the work-
ings of a pantograph include robert campbell 1810 1890 who
provided lithographic services for sutcliffe maudsleysMaudsleys patrons
an english schoolteacher who immigrated to nauvoo sometime in
1842 or 1843 campbell worked as a clerk draftsman copperplate
engraver and stone lithographer he joined with nauvoo surveyors
to create maps and helped william W major create paintings for a
mormon history panorama discussed below campbell is known
to have made stone lithographic prints of maudsleysMaudsleys portrait
profiles in 1845 hosea stout paid maudsley to do his likeness
then arranged for campbell to transfer the image to sandstone
with his lithographers crayon and to make prints campbell would
have traced the drawing from paper to the stone with a panto-
graph campbellsCampgampbeirsbelTs work on maps and murals may also have em-
ployed mechanical instruments lucida I1 I1drawing or a camera

nauvoo period militia images of joseph smith and
john C bennett with an understanding of the processes used by
profile artists such as sutcliffe maudsley it is possible to propose a
relationship between the six nauvoo period militia portraits of
joseph smith illustrated in this article all of them were created by
maudsley or drawn from his works these images were copied
by others to create a wax seal and two woodcutswoodcuts

the first published portraits of the nauvoo legions top two
leaders john C bennett and joseph smith appeared in bennetts
history of the saints an expose published in late 1842 1211 the
expertly crafted drawings of bennett and general smith in military
uniform are credited to boston engraver oliver pelton identified
by the abbreviation sc for sculptorengraversculptor engraver for his fullfunfuli figure
portrait of joseph smith figure 2 pelton used a work of art
delineated drawn by sutcliffe maudsley an artist identified as

A clarkdarkoark created the john C bennett military portrait figure 3

this image was likely drawn specifically for bennetts book in
1842 after he left nauvoo 13



fig 3 gen john C bennett doctor ofmedicineof medicine by A clarkdarkoark engraved
by 0 pelton engraving on paper 5 x 3 34 1842 from john C ben
nett the history of the saints boston leland and whiting 1842
photo courtesy LDS church archives
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pelton probably worked from one of maudsleysMaudsleys finished
color portraits of joseph smith in military uniform two such
paintings from the nauvoo period are known 14 the larger of the
two executed in egg tempera or watercolor see colorplatecolorplate 1 at
the end of this article was painted with a matching portrait of
emma smith maudsleysMaudsleys profile of josephs face is so exact that it
matches almost exactly the outline of the death mask made by
george cannon in june 1844 further evidence that maudsley used
a mechanical or visual aid 15 with a precise initial outline in place
maudsley added details inside the borders using freehand work
for instance in unfinished areas in the epaulet on josephs shoul-
der and in the coattail decorations he left telltale pencil lines and
a light yellow paint to guide him in applying the final colors

the second surviving color portrait colorplatecolorplate 2 also by
maudsley shares many distinctive features with the first and larger
image but has notable differences as well 16 the two may have orig-
inated from separate sittings or from a common source an out-
line created from life using a pantograph or the smaller may have
been reduced from the larger the two are most alike in the head
and torso while as might be expected for the pantographic tech-
nique the most significant differences are found from the chest
down for example the artist changed the angle of the arm so that
the hand in the smaller drawing appears above the level of the
nearby tabletop instead of just below it

joseph smiths clerks documented a sitting associated with
one or both of these portraits the prophets illinois journal
records that on june 25 1842 he sat for the drawing of his pro-
file for litho the chart 2217111717 A oflithographinggraphing on city lithograph print jos-
eph in military uniform eventually appeared as an inset on the map
of the city of nauvoo compiled by gustavus hills colorplatecolorplate 3

hills a nauvoo musician newspaper employee and watchmaker
collected the information and illustrations for the map in 1842 but
the new york city printer john childs did not deliver the finished
map for nearly two years brigham young offered the map for sale
at his home in may 1844 18

the entire sheet including the map and the illustrations
of the temple and joseph smith was probably printed from a
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lithographic stone the printers credit line on the nauvoo map
reads lith ofofjofaJ childs 90 nassau cor of fulton st NY in addi-
tion maps were known to have been produced using this method
in the 1840s 19

close similarities between maudsleysMaudsleys small watercolor por-
trait and the lithograph print on the map immediately led to the
conclusion that the art work was the source for the map 2010 it seems
plausible to surmise that the original watercolor was returned to
brigham young by the maps printer the piece has distinct folds
that suggest it was inserted into a small envelope whether these
folds were made during the nauvoo years or while the profile was
tucked away in mary ann youngs papers cannot be determined
with certainty

perhaps anticipating multiple requests for his image of lieu-
tenant general joseph smith maudsley or one of his clients
arranged for robert campbell to create lithographic outline prints
based on one of the paintings nauvoo area resident john L smith
preserved one of these prints and early in the twentieth century
his daughter clarissa gillette ofofdeclodecio idaho presented the image
to the LDS church museum on temple square figure 9 facing
colorplatecolorplate 1 the angle of the arm in the outline print matches the
same detail on the small watercolor and on the map and other
details match as well while this angle of the arm points to the
small watercolor as the basis of the outline print this relationship
is nevertheless uncertain because some details from the large
watercolor that were not carried over to the small watercolor do
appear in the outline pattern such minor artistic variations make
it almost impossible to determine a chronological relationship be-
tween the outline print and the two watercolors

that there is an influence of one or more of these images upon
the others is confirmed by comparing nearly two dozen specific
details that differ on one or more of the military profiles the engrav-
ing published in bennetts book and that on the map share a dozen
specific points in common most of these shared details can be
found as well on the small watercolor all three are almost exactly
the same size if the small watercolor served as the source for the
nauvoo map a widely accepted premise was it also the source for
the engraving in bennetts history that the engraver pelton had
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temporary access to the watercolor is a reasonable conjecture espe-
cially since the other two options that pelton copied either from
the map itself or from an independent source are both unten-
able the map and the engraving have many details in common but
because brigham young did not receive the printed map until april
1844 it seems unlikely that pelton copied from the map unless he
obtained an early proof barring the creation of a second duplicate
watercolor the only independent source known would be a copy of
the outline print and such a copy can easily be eliminated from con-
sideration the pelton engraving and the outline print share none of
the distinguishing factors used in the comparison

since the remaining option is that the small watercolor is the
source for both the map and the pelton engraving how could
john C bennett have temporarily gained access to the watercolor
circumstantial evidence suggests a possible scenario bennett lost
his church civic and nauvoo legion positions in nauvoo in may
1842 after confessing to adultery during the summer he pub-
lished letters against the church in illinois and headed east to find
a publisher for his book in august bennett tried to get james
arlington bennet to help him arrange his materials for publication
when that friend of the saints declined john C bennett next
turned to another mormon sympathizer james gordon bennett
publisher of the new york herald that tentative copublishingpublishingco
arrangement failed as well then boston publishers emerson
leland and willardWillarwillardjwillardadJJ whiting who had read some of john C ben-
netts newspaper articles met with him in new york city in late
august and agreed to facilitate the publication they became pri-
mary publishers and had the book printed in boston but two
other companies one in new york city and the other in cincin-
nati shared publication costs 21

like john C bennett gustavus hills the nauvoo map maker
lost his standing in the church in november 1842 for immoral
conduct hills had justified his actions using the same spiritual
wife heresy as bennett 2212 this defense suggests hills was influ-
enced by bennett and was perhaps even his friend perhaps
through this acquaintanceship hills loaned the small watercolor
to bennett in july 1842 for use in his anti mormon book 23
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if bennett had the drawing for a time that may help explain
not only the engraving but also a variant printing of the nauvoo
map the maps offered for sale in nauvoo contain the joseph
smith lithograph in the lower left corner A rare variant printing
lacks this image in its place the engraver has continued the mis-
sissippisissippi river through the space it may be that the variant print-
ing was struck in a very few copies as proofs for review in the
belief that the joseph smith image would not be available 24 per-
haps significant in this regard is that willard richards saw john C

bennett on fulton street where foster had his daguerreotype
shop during one of richardssRichardrichardsss trips there in connection with the
map of nauvoo 2521

adaptations ofofpeltonspeltonspelmonsPelpeitons military portrait soon afterjohnafter john C

bennett published his exposeexpos6exposi peltonspelmonsPeltons impressive engraving of
maudsleysMaudsleys joseph smith began to be copied by others 2621 the
most interesting adaptation from bennetts book is found on a let-
ter dated october 24 1843 from james arlington bennet esq
in new york city to general smith in nauvoo bennet impressed
onto the letter a bright red vermilion wax seal depicting the uni-
formed bust of joseph smith colorplatecolorplate 7

nauvoo officials had honored james arlington bennet in april
1842 with an honorary law degree from the university of the city
of nauvoo and with appointment as inspector general of the nau-
voo legion with the rank of major general in 1844 they would
invite him to serve as vice presidential candidate in the 1844 US
presidential campaign27campaign27.2727 these honorary positions allowed ben-
net to be known in nauvoo society by two prestigious titles
he honored those who had honored him by using lieutenant gen-
eral smiths image on his personal seal 28 the pelton engraving is
the obvious source for the seal and was certainly available to bennet

the military portrait in bennetts book may also have been
the source for a woodcut in the january 4 1845 issue of samuel
brannansbrannannBrannans new york city newspaper the prophet figure 4

joseph smith appears in a formal suit but three clues point to an
adaptation from the pelton engraving first is the distinctive shad-
owing around the eye second the woodcut retains a slightly mod-
ified high military collar and has no evidence of the white tie
found in portraits of joseph smith in civilian clothing third the
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loose lock of hair that hangs over the right side of the forehead
appears in all of maudsleysMaudsleys military images of smith but in none
of the nauvoo period civilian poses it reappears in the piercy
engraving and a few other images of that period including an
unsigned oil painting at the LDS museum attributed at various
times to william W major or david W rogers but clearly influ-
enced by Maudsleymaudsley29maudsley9299

john taylor criti-
cized brannansbrannannBrannans woodcut
and promised handsomer
portraits of the prophet
by nauvoosNauvoos talented por
traitists he named major
and seal van sickle in july
a new image based on
one of maudsleysMaudsleys civil-
ian profiles appeared in
the new york paper as
an editorial page logo 30

since that time artists
and publishers within
the church have pre-
ferred to show joseph
smith in his sabbath day

fig 4 the propbetjosephprophet joseph smith by sut suit rather than in mili
cliffe maudsley 1809 1881 engraver tary uniform this trend
unknown woodcut on paper ca 3 x reflects an interest in
3113 1845 from the prophet new york emphasizing his pro
city january 4 1845 probably based on pheticaphetic roleroie rather than0 pelton engraving inin bennett history

his civic involvementof the saints 1842 see figure 2 as
military commander

historical accuracy of the officers uniforms if the
maps production is a story with many unknown aspects the accu-
racy of the precisely detailed clothing worn by maudsleysMaudsleys subjects
is not historical sources verify that maudsley took few artistic lib-
erties in his profiles his precision can be demonstrated by looking
at the military uniform worn by lieutenant general joseph smith
the portrait of major general bennett by a different artist survives
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similar scrutiny under illinois law militia officers were required to
wear blue coats and pantaloons patterned after the regular US
army military uniform the uniforms worn by the two top officers
of the nauvoo legion for their militia portraits meet this standard
figures 2 and 53 the white pants seen in the nauvoo portraits had

been standard through the early 1800s and especially for formal or
ceremonial events continued to appear for many years thereafter
even after the blue pants became the authorized standard the var-
ious accouterments and the adornments though personalized fit
the expectations of the times 31

an officer could purchase an entire outfit if desired from
one of hundreds of suppliers A fully equipped officer in 1843
would pay more than 200 for his hat and feathers coat epaulets
pantaloons sash belt gloves and sword equipping his horse
would add another 185 to the bill 32 local tailors often made the
uniforms to order from patterns secured from one of dozens of
commercial suppliers of military clothing patterns and pieces
john bills a nauvoo tailor and brigade major on the legions gen-
eral staff made coats for several of the nauvoo legion officers
including joseph smith and john C bennett he used a pattern
secured from philadelphia by hyrum smith possibly from the armysardys
quartermaster corps administrative center in that city the accu-
racy of billssbielss work is evident throughout the officers coat he
made for the prophet for example he adjusted the length of the
tails to fit his customer placing them at the required midpoint
between the kneelinee and the crotch 33

because officers were allowed wide latitude in how they fin-
ished and decorated their uniforms differences can be expected
even though he held the higher office joseph smiths uniform had
much less adornment than john C bennetts perhaps a clue to the
differences in personality of the two men additionally joseph
smiths portraits reveal minor differences from one to another and
from the customary standard the large watercolor presents the
most traditional uniform artistic production techniques and a pen-
chant for modernizing influenced certain changes in the other
images for instance the nine button coat signified major general
but since smiths office of lieutenant general had not been used
since george washingtons death no convention for more buttons
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existed nine buttons appear in the large watercolor and in the out-
line print one button is hidden under the belt but only seven can
be seen in the other images an eighth is hidden because the coat
has been foreshortened in the small watercolor and in all subse-
quent images influenced by it smiths coat appears to have a single
row of buttons a pattern authorized for positions ofmajor or below
bennett used the double row found on uniforms of the higher ranks
and personalized the uniform with gold bars and braids 3414

the uniforms of both officers begin with the required blue
officers coat topped with a stiff collar both men wear a white
shirt under the dress coat gold epaulets on the shoulders and
white dress trousers also known as pantaloons an earlier term
or breeches the trousers extend to just below the top of the boots
with knee length stockings below smiths high black leather
boots buttoned down the outside are typical 3531

bennett wears a colored sash under the belt while smith has
opted to ignore this conventional placement another part of the
sash hangs the standard length from the belt down to just above
the knee the color of the mens sashes would have varied to in-
dicate affiliation with different combat branches such as infantry
artillery and cavalry in the large watercolor smith sports a gold
sash a color reserved for the highest officers in the smaller paint-
ing and on the map the color is red an indication of affiliation
with artillery red is also a generally popular color all of the
images show smith wearing a garrison belt buckle that would not
have been approved in contrast bennetts leaning eagle buckle
and leather belt meet military expectations for an officer 36

smith has removed his sword from its scabbard the attached
pommel cord and patterned bluing are visible bennetts sword
hangs in its scabbard at his left hip while he places his gloved hand
into his vest no gloves are shown in smiths portrait the sword
patterns are typical 37 smith holds a straight double edged ceremo-
nial sword used in signaling to the troops during a formal review
bennetts sword has a fancy guard and a lamb or lion head

smiths chapeau a french style military hat adorned with a
black ostrich feather plume and personalized gold brocade sits on
an adjacent table bennett would have worn a similar one deco-
rated to his taste the style of this hat was popular in colonial amer-
ica and was not abandoned by military leaders until the civil war 3831
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the eight pointed stars on the hat in the large watercolor
reflect the traditional choice to identify a head of state in europe
and high ranking military officials in the united states at the cen-
ter of each star would be found an eagle or for mounted infantry
a horse the eight pointed star appeared on many american flags
as well as early uniforms by the early nineteenth century the five

pointed stars seen in the other portraits had become popular in the
large watercolor the coattails are turned back on both sides and
held correctly by the standard six pointed star but simplified to
four points in the other drawings 3919

certain adornments indicate rank or assignment while others
are merely decorative designations of rank would have appeared
on the top of the epaulets not visible in the smith portraits and on
the sleeve the small insignia on smiths upper arm indicates a
special interest in artillery the image represents flames shooting
out of a cannon ball the legion had three cannons bennetts
epaulets are decorated with eight pointed stars both men wear
the more expensive epaulets with large curls smiths have been
slipped under a blue and gold keeper and buttoned at the top ben-
netts appear fastened with two buttons and a round keeper the
bars on smiths collar sleeve and coattail are merely decorative
an 1833 dragoon pattern as are the commonly used oak leaves on
bennetts collar and cuff 40

bennett had been cashieredcashierercashiered from the nauvoo legion on june
30 1842 several months before he published his anti mormon his-
tory of the saints that he chose to depict himself in military dress
reinforces the status that association with the militia gave him ininjackinsackjack
sonianaonian america the captions of both portraits include the subjects
military title and name a signature and a profession mormon
prophet for joseph smith doctor of medicine for bennett 41

artifacts at the LDS museum of church history and art offer
physical evidence for comparison with the artistic image ofjoseph
smith the museum collection includes epaulets swords and
sashes associated with the nauvoo legion these items are consis-
tent with the period some are also similar to those in the paint-
ings two of the sets of epaulets preserved by the hyrum smith
family feature the larger metallic braids seen in the portraits
those chosen for display in the joseph smith exhibit have the
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smaller less expensive braids but were a gift from the prophet to
albert rockwood one of his bodyguards the handsome field sword
in the exhibit does not match the ceremonial piece in maudsleysMaudsleys
drawing nor do two other swords in the collection attributed to
joseph smith one of them donated by wilford woodruff swords
were often presented to prominent militia officers as gifts lieu-
tenant general smith no doubt received several from friends and
it is known that he gave away at least one sword the donor of the
exhibited sword said that the prophet wore the sword and later
gave it to orrin porter rockwell none of the museums red military
sashes are attributed to joseph smith but two of them follow closely
the pattern of the knotting visible in the maudsley drawings 42 the
epaulets and sash depicted by maudsley were no doubt those pre-
served by emma smith josephs ceremonial sword resembles one
handed down through hyrum smiths family see colorplatecolorplate 44.

military portrait of brigham young after joseph smiths
death the nauvoo legion filled the position of lieutenant general
by electing brigham young to the premier position in august 1844
he had served previously for a time as an assistant chaplain an ap-
pointment without uniform the illinois legislature rescinded the
nauvoo city charter the following january and with it the nauvoo
legion however in territorial utah young once again served as
titular head of the militia he knew of joseph smiths military por-
traits and owned one of them that knowledge may have convinced
him of the appropriateness of acquiring a uniform and allowing
william M major to create a small oil portrait see front cover As a
later commentator noted it is said that about the only purpose
his elegant uniform ever served was to have his picture taken in 43

william W major 1804 1854 arrived in nauvoo from en-
gland late in 1844 and painted a number of portraits including
group portraits and other works there he continued his painting
career in utah after 1848 and died while on a mission to england
in 1854 major painted youngs portrait after the provisional state
of deseret created the utah militia in 1849 and named it the nau-
voo legion the painting has been dated to around 1850 about
the time major wasfinishingwas finishing a fine portrait of young with his wife
mary ann and their children in later years brigham young jr pre-
served the canvas and it now hangs at the pioneer memorial
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museum of the international society of daughters of utah pioneers
in salt lake city 44

major was no less careful than maudsley in capturing details
in his delicately rendered portraits even though major often cre-
ated full figures in miniature size unlike maudsley he seldom used
profiles A self trained artist of limited experience he understood
the techniques of his trade he employed those proprietary secrets
to create faithful likenesses though the images are often stiff and
sometimes awkward nevertheless youngs uniform reflects the
same authentic details found on the portraits of smith and bennett
for example like bennett young wears his sash under the belt as
well as hanging at his side youngs hat features an eight pointed
star and his belt an eagle one interesting detail is the number of
buttons in the two row pattern on the coat including those on the
standupstand up collar eleven buttons are visible in each row with a
twelfth hidden under the red sash this number exceeds the nine
used by lieutenant general smith perhaps young was attempting
to have the number of buttons reflect this unusually high rank
young differed from his predecessors in selecting boots with knee
protectors and large gloves known as gauntletsgauntlettgauntlets his military sword
an 1841 pattern common through the civil war years is attached
with saber chains to leather rings at his belt all of these details are
appropriate for an officer of the 1840s the uniform depicted in
majors painting can be trusted for its historically accurate detail 4541

celebrating joseph smiths last address to the legion

on june 18 1844 joseph smith and several associates from
the nauvoo legion climbed atop porter rockwellsrockweltsrockwelllRockwellswelTsweitsweirsweilswelis partially built
home across from the mansion house from this makeshift speak-
ers platform the prophet addressed the assembled legion for the
last time A number of men who heard him kept notes of the ad-
dress most commonly they remembered his challenge to them to
defend their families and beloved nauvoo from mob threats

one of those who heard the last address was robert camp-
bell the british lithographer and collaborator with sutcliffe mauds-
ley campbell not only made notes of the talk but also accepted an
invitation a few months later from philo dibble to memorialize this
and other events in a proposed multiple image panorama 46 for
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josephs last address campbell first created a small pencil draw-
ing which he finished in watercolor and ink colorplatecolorplate 5 barely
visible around the edges of the finished drawing are lightly pen-
ciled hatch marks and numbers that reveal its use as a pattern for
a larger image the hatch marks correspond exactly to the pro-
portions needed for the corresponding 128 square foot mural
which was shown publicly for the first time in nauvoosNauvoos masonic
hall in september 1845 the watercolor carries the hand lettered
title generaljosephgeneralGenergenen aljosephjoseph smith addressing the nauvoo legion as pre-
sumably did the canvas 4717

dibble enlisted william W majoranamajorandjorandMamajor and other painters to exe-
cute the large canvas this partnership also produced a painting
memorializingmemorializing the murders ofjoseph and hyrum smith at carthage
jail exhibited first in april 1845 at nauvoo it was dibbles desire
to make a joseph and a hyrum appear and speak to the eye and
the heart of the thousands of saints assembled at nauvoo the two
mural sized oil paintings were shown again in winter quarters and
at council bluffs dibble lectured throughout utah territory for
thirty years with the nauvoo paintings plus busts of joseph and
hyrum smith and a third mural of the mormon battalion 4841

As might be expected from campbell the landscape and
architectural renderings of the buildings shown in the watercolor
capture details with historical precision the perspective is accu-
rate and the scattered homes on the hillside resemble the reality of
the sparsely populated davison hibbard lands at the far left parley
street climbs the hill to join the road to carthage beyond the hori-
zon campbell verifies the presence of a cupola atop the mansion
house previously known but contradictory evidence includes
both david hyrum smiths idyllic picnic scene which includes the
cupola and an 1843 hancock county map drawn by campbell and
two others which excluded the cupola the evidence ofcampbellsofcampbelts
reliable painting means that the ladder hidden in a second story
closet directly under the cupola was used by the smith family to
gain access to the rooftop lookout not to a hiding place for the
prophet as previously surmised in the painting two tin rain gutter
spouts on the front of the house approximate the shape of the actual
pieces with their sun and six pointed star decorations the nau-
voo mansion sign advertising the building as a public inn resem-
bles one in campbells drawing on the county map 4919
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two adjacent homes and theodore turleyscurleysTurleys log cabin appear
where they should be to the east along water street beyond that is
a long log building that looks very much like one suited for a rope-
making operation at the right of the picture in the block where
joseph smith stands delivering his address the log home ofjoseph
smith sr and lucy mack smith occupies the comercorner lot the unfin-
ished rockwell home serves as a speakers platform and the new
brick stable that served guests at the mansion house forms a back-
drop the white picket fences in the foreground identify the lots
where josephs log homestead and an adjoining home stood the
artist may have stood atop that second home with the red brick
store just behind him one wonders if campbell used a camera
lucida to obtain the perspective and architectural details and rela-
tionshipstionships shown in this expertly drafted watercolor that certainly
would have been the easiest way to accomplish his objective 5010

upwards of a year passed before campbell began his panorama
for dibble of necessity he added the people in the scene from
memory each major figure served a purpose the mural was a
visual aid for use by a lecturer telling the story ofjoseph smiths last
address the specific narrative has not survived but hosea stout
understood dibbles intent and objected that his own portrait would
be seen with the officers and civilians who betrayed joseph smith
and the church 51 one of these traitors may be the blue suited offi-
cer on horseback in the left foreground who waves to a mounted
colleague in white pantaloons at the center of the crowd possibly a
coconspirator are the three well dressed civilians by the picket
fence other opponents perhaps additional research into the event
could identify these and other major participants

visually the men in the foreground demand attention but the
storyssporys central player is joseph smith seen on the stand his profile
a clear borrowing from maudsleysMaudsleys uniformed portrait immedi-
ately behind joseph is a companion also dressed in white trousers
presumably major general charles C rich second in command of
the legion or possibly brevet major general hyrum smith a staff
officer three other officers with plumed hats stand on the
platform along with a distinguished civilian while eight other
high ranking officers look on from horseback in the crowd the
prophet tips his hat in a gesture of friendship to his associates
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and traitors in nauvoosNauvoos respected army a paradoxical symbol of
what is soon to transpire

while the uniforms of the militia leaders meet government
standards two american flags on the speakers platform curiously
appear with red and blue stripes and no field of stars of greater
interest to historians are the brightly colored coats and diagonal
sashes shown on members of the nauvoo legion historical evi-
dence points to a poorly outfitted militia As hamilton gardner
notes the high ranking officers probably appeared in colorful
and flamboyant dress while the enlisted men made shift with such
homemade accouterments and clothing as they could piece
together 52 campbell seems to contradict the evidence by giving
every soldier a full uniform including the standard tall narrow
rimmed hat and bayonettedbayonetted rifle his purposes may have been edu-
cationalcational rather than historical didactic rather than accurate

campbell puts a large number of the men at the left and
back in all blue uniforms and smaller contingents in the middle
and at the right in yellow orange or light blue coats with pale blue
trousers two officers on the stand and three below on horseback
wear green jackets by using these colors the artist may have been
identifying the men as staff officers dark blue mounted dragoons
yellow orange infantry light blue and medical aids emerald

green these were the standard sash colors for these assignments
but local units could alter their meaning the large number of blue
uniformed officers seems an accurate reflection of the nauvoo
legion known for its unusually topheavytop heavy organization only a few
of the men wear sashes perhaps an indication of rank perhaps a
measurement of wealth 53

campbell had no doubt seen nauvoosNauvoos junior legion these
boys known as the sons of helaman paraded in colorful uniforms
made by their mothers each boy sported white pants a colorful
blouse and palm hat they marched with banners and wooden
guns the reported completeness of the youthful uniforms seems
projected inaccurately upon the adult militiamen but such ideal-
ized costuming for militias in art was not uncommon 54

no one voiced objection to the uniforms given the legion
forces in the mural that campbell and major created for dibble
but in april 1845 the nauvoo neighbor spoke disparagingly of
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the way an artist hired by sam brannan provided full uniforms for
missouri mobs at far west the hand colored lithograph the
extermination of the latter day saints from the state of mis-
souri in the fall of 1838 was the first of an intended series issued
from the office of the prophet brannansbrannannBrannans newspaper for latter day
saints in the northeast 55 the nauvoo editor contended that only
men acting in their capacity as militiamen should be depicted in
uniform members of a mob acting outside the law should be rep-
resented in civilian clothes

early illustrations of the martyrdom followed this convention
in the william daniels lyman 0 littlefield pamphlet of 1845 the
carthage greys arrive late at the scene in full uniform while the mob
flees in workingmensworkingmens clothing and the murdered joseph smith
lies at the well curb dressed all in white 5651 this visual language typ-
ical for the times ignores actual clothing worn by the participants
in order to communicate to the viewer in this light brannansbrannannBrannans
extermination drawing and campbellsCampbelPs portrayal of the prophets
address both echoed artistic conventions of the times so did other
drawings of the latter day saint experience in missouri and illinois

more than thirty years passed before a latter day saint artist
again interpreted the june 1844 discourse the mural sized dibble
campbell major painting circulated widely in utah before its retire-
ment in the 1880s no doubt well worn from use john hafen born
in 1857 in switzerland and an immigrant to utah six years later
may have seen it the new interpretation was occasioned by a

reunion of the veterans of utahs militia who encouraged hafen to
create a new painting of the 1844 discourse and one other nau-
voo legion painting discussed below the utah territorial militia
which had been called the nauvoo legion since its creation in
1849 had been deactivated seventeen years earlier by a territorial
governor and had just been disbanded by congress 5717

along with his earlier work lieutenant generaljosephgeneral joseph smith
first commander of the nauvoo legion hafenschafens oil painting the
last public address of lieut gen joseph smith figure 5 was pub-
lished as a poster in 1888 for the reunion last public address
echoes the historical setting of the 1845 drawing but offers an artis-
tically more sophisticated composition while campbell drew upon
his experience as a draftsman hafen offered the talents of a young



fig 5 last public address ofoflieutlieut gen joseph smith by john hafen
1857 1910 photolithographic print on paper 16116igl x 12 341134 published

to commemorate the utah nauvoo legion reunion 1888 courtesy
museum of church history and art
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but skilled artist because of the attention to photographic detail
the early watercolor emphasizes the setting in contrast hafen gives
joseph smith the commanding position instead of his hat the
prophet lifts his sword to the crowd hafen clearly wished to memo-
rialize the famous call to arms issued during the address joseph
smiths words appear as a quotation in a printed caption below the
picture 1 I call upon god and angels to witness that I1 have un-
sheathed my sword with firm and unalterable determination that
this people shall have their legal rights and shall be protected from
mob violence or my blood shall be spilt upon the ground 21511151215858

in the paintings detail hafen memorialized the officers of
the nauvoo legion but was less careful than campbell in his his-
torical information all of hafenschafens officers wear white pantaloons
in imitation of lieutenant general smiths uniform sutcliffe mauds
leys portrait remains the model but hafen added a second row of
buttons on all the uniforms and gave the men fancy belts and buck-
les joseph and hyrum smith dominate the platform with josephs
two aides de camp given secondary roles the seated youth holds
his own tall military hat similar hats and some less formal caps
appear on the heads of the solidierssolidiers in ththee crowd and similarly in
the 1845 watercolor but hafen allows only their heads to be vis-
ible through this visual device he carefully avoids the question of
uniforms for the men ordinary nauvoo citizens of all ages cluster
at the foot of the frame preaching stand a feature absent from the
1845 mural

emphasizing people hafen uses buildings only to define the
setting joseph on a framed platform located across from the man-
sion house and on the flat below the nauvoo temple in the most
dominant architectural features accuracy is ignored hafenschafens man-
sion house is shuttered the way B H roberts photographed it in
1885 59 the nauvoo temple on the far horizon appears the way it
looked months after the prophets death its presence in the paint-
ing is as a symbol of nauvoosNauvoos purpose rather than a statement of
strict historical detail hafen created his handsome work in shades
of black white and grey for reproduction as a photolithographic
print the image continues to appear in publications telling the
nauvoo story
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remembering the legions military might

the art portraying joseph smiths last address to the nauvoo
legion celebrated his commitment to preserve the rights of his
people another series of images of the prophet as military leader
place him on horseback at one of the annual reviews of the militia
for example figure 6 the earliest of these drawings adopts the

perspective of the mormon militia as a threat an image created by
the opponents of nauvoosNauvoos growing political strength the en-
gravingsgravings link the prophets religious and civic roles and create a
negative image of a militaristic leader bent on conquest this inter-
pretationpretation is subtle in the drawings but supports the texts of the
publications in which they appear articles and books in great

fig 6 lieutenant generaljosephGenergeneralalJosephjoseph smith reviewing the nauvoo legion
by unknown artist and engraver engraving with watercolor highlights
on paper 3 x 4114 1870 from J H beadle life in utah philadelphia
national publishing 1870 facing p 76 appeared in other publications
as early as 1851 courtesy museum of church history and art



fig 7 lieutenant generaljosepbgeneral joseph smitasmithsmitb progPropprophetbet seer and revelator
by unknown artist and engraver engraving on paper 661 x 4114 1873
from T B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints new york
D appleton 1873 courtesy LDS church archives
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britain and america from the 1850s through the 1870s because
of the historical look of the engravings they continue to be used
sometimes without an awareness of the implied visual message all
of these nineteenth century images present well equipped troops
in full uniform led by joseph smith dressed in the uniform that
sutcliffe maudsley first illustrated in nauvoo

one of the most widely published of the drawings of joseph
smith reviewing the nauvoo legion figure 6 was used as early as
1851 in england and was copied by many subsequent publishers 60

the unnamed artist skillfully presents his anti mormon message
surrounded by a bevy of young women on prancing white horses
lieutenant general smith directs his well trained formally uni-
formed troops on the flats below the city of nauvoo A massa
chussetschussettchussets lecturer who had visited nauvoo in 1843 reported seeing
at a military parade six ladies on horses with white feathers or
plumes waving over black velvet riding up and down in front of
the regiment 61 A finished temple atop the hill reminds the viewer
that joseph smith is both a military and religious leader almost
hidden behind the women are officers carrying two local militia
flags decorated with eagles sitting atop shields this drawing
defined for all subsequent artists the visual components of a mem-
orable experience for nauvoosNauvoos residents and neighbors those
times when joseph smith rode his black steed joe duncan
while reviewing the nauvoo legion

an artist for author T B H stenhouse shifted the focus even
more to the prophet general duality in an engraving of joseph
smith riding a white horse this image published in the rocky
mountain saints in 1873 figure 7 only hints of the men being
reviewed and in a subtitle draws attention to joseph smiths reli-
gious role in two tiny engravings that illustrate a map of the city
stenhouse presented the broader view of officers reviewing the
legion in the miniature views joseph smith lifts his sword to sig-
nal to his men who appear in the straight lines typical of the for-
mal review

two latter day saint artists responded to these images and
adapted them in subtle ways to present a positive message begin-
ning in the late 1870s C C A christensen created his popular mor-
mon panorama the danish immigrant artist had not experienced
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any of the events he portrayed As a visual historian he drew from
existing illustrations as well as the reminiscences of participants
in his panorama christensen included a view of Joseph mustering
the nauvoo legion colorplatecolorplate 6 this large canvas reinterprets the
event to give it a celebratory emphasis

like campbell christensen sought for historical accuracy in
his cityscape the scene is a parade ground south and east of nau-
voo A prosperous industrial city forms the backdrop smoke rises
from mills along the mississippi and an unfinished temple sits
barely visible on the far horizon on the parade ground a red
coated military drum corps heads the straight line of soldiers
christensen generalizes the soldiers into a steady blur they stand
at strict attention in blue and white uniforms presumably joseph
smith rides the black horse although his companion on the white
horse appears to be a mirror image christensen tellingly includes
only one woman in the entourage is it emma and avoids any
innuendo of plural wives he replaces the militia flags with the
stars and stripes an emphasis on loyalty to nation rather than to
the city state

when christensensChristensens son traveled with the panorama he re
minded audiences of the legions existence for self defense against
mobs curiously his oral narrative centered on lieutenant general
smiths last address which christensen said took place on the parade
ground with the troops formed into a hollow square in effect
christensen used one painting to tell two stories 62

in 1887 not long after christensensChristensens mormon panorama began
its tour of mormon country john hafen created the first of his two
black and white oil paintings of the nauvoo legion lieutenant
generaljosepbgeneral joseph smith first commander of the nauvoo legion
figure 8 this painting picks up on stenhousesStenhouses portrait of a mili-

tary leader on horseback with american flags as a backdrop for
hafen as in his painting of the last address a finished temple offers
a more important symbol than the flags and lieutenant general
smith becomes the central figure with everything else receding
into the background hafenschafens ultimate source maudsleysMaudsleys profile
portrait of the revered leader is given life and energy and the alert
steed adds to the drama while stenhousesStenhouses joseph rides with his
hat in hand dropped to his side hafen gives lieutenant general



fig 8 lieutenant generaljosepbgeneral joseph smith first commander of the nauvoo
legion by john hafen 1857 1910 oil on canvas 25 x 19 1887
courtesy museum of church history and art published with above title
as a 15 x 121112 photolithographic print on paper for the utah nauvoo
legion reunion 1888
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smith an authoritative pose sword lifted in a salute to his
mounted dragoons in first commander hafen came as close as
anyone since maudsley to a formal military portrait ofofjosephjoseph smith

at a gathering in salt lake city in the first decade of the twen-
tieth century veterans of utahs territorial militia gathered for a
photograph they were members of the nauvoo legion associa-
tion of utah organized in 1904 they wore commemorative rib-
bons on their chests and held aloft a banner celebrating the militia
that was no more 63 because utahs new volunteer militia carried
the name utah national guard these veterans were concerned that
with their deaths memories of the nauvoo legion would fade the
visual images on their badges and banner were directly from john
hafenschafens painting of the nauvoo legions first commander

dan weggeland painted this banner and several others for var-
ious nauvoo legion veterans groups his large parade banner for
the nauvoo legion benevolent association corrects hafenschafens depdepic-
tion

ic
of the nauvoo temple by showing it under construction in

june 1844 see colorplatecolorplate 8 in other respects the banner is a
direct imitation of hafenschafens more ably painted portrait the memo-
rial ribbon see back cover manufactured in newark new jersey
uses a photographic image of hafenschafens first commander under a
central glass button and reproduces an 1868 drawing of the nau-
voo temple with its misshapenedmisshapened attic4evelattic levellevei windows

these commemorative items like hafenschafens paintings marked
the end of the pioneer generation and the beginning of a new era
for more than a hundred years since hafen redefined the visual
image of the nauvoo legion latter day saint artists have failed to
create new works of similar significance about this citizens mili-
tia picturing the nauvoo legion has apparently lost its appeal this
subject being replaced by other stories from joseph smiths life

that are of greater application to modern gospel living 64 perhaps
an invitation for the creation of new illustrations of the nauvoo
legion story is found in a message on the reverse side of the
memorial ribbon it is from the nauvoo legion association
NLA and reads NLA not dead but sleepethSleepeth 65

glen M leonard is director of the museum of church history and art and author
of a forthcoming history of nauvoo
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NOTES

nauvoo wasp april 23 30 1842
2foriforor historical overviews see hamilton gardner the nauvoo legion

184018451840 1845 A unique military organization journal of the illinois state historical
society 54 summer 1961iggi 18197181 97 and john sweeneysweeneyjrjr A history of the nauvoo
legion in illinois masters thesis brigham young university 1974

3johnajohnohn lee allaman uniforms and equipment of the black hawk war and the
mormon war western illinois regional studies 13 spring 1990 5 6 other titles
of status widely used at the time include esquire to identify attorneys professor and
reverend for examples of the use of military titles simply scan joseph smith jr his-
tory of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev
7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 vols 3 7 hereafter cited as history of the
church and note the various titles given both latter day saints and their neighbors

noel4noelenoel R barton and stephen K kendall profiles of nauvoo the life and paint-
ings of sutcliffe maudsley typescript copy in research files museum of church his-
tory and art salt lake city 343 4

aa5aA small portable box that used a lens and angled mirror to reflect the desired
image onto a piece of ground glass on the cameras top the artist traced the re-
flected image it was a difficult process used most commonly by landscape artists
this device was still in use when permanent photographic images were developed in
the 1830s photography which allowed the reflected image to be captured on a chem-
ically sensitized surface would not be available in nauvoo until just after joseph
smiths death lucian R foster who is mentioned later in this article set up a

daguerreotype portrait studio in august 1844 after moving to nauvoo from new
york john hedgecoe the book of photography new york alfred A knopf 1976

181918 19 nauvoo neighbor august 14 1844
bantonbartonbannon and kendall profiles of nauvoo 2 3 hedgecoe book of photogra-

phy 20
7newanewnew portrait of the prophet joseph juvenile instructor 45 april 1910

15455154 55 noel barton telephone conversation with the author farmington utah
july 15 1995

william B mccarl speculated that maudsley may have added the body after
first creating a profile head see mccarl the visual image ofjoseph smith masters
thesis brigham young university 1962 17 18 elizabeth harris division of graphic
arts national museum of american history smithsonian institution confirmed that
most profile artists of the early nineteenth century worked this way harris telephone
conversation with author july 19 1995

this9rhis image is in a private collection several institutions and individuals own
head and torso drawings of joseph smith hyrum smith hosea stout and others in
formal dress

harris telephone conversation arthur mayne british profile miniaturists
boston boston book and art 1970 28 31 ellen G miles saint memin and the

neoclassical profile portrait in america washington DC national portrait gallery
smithsonian institution 1994 39 42

brief sketch of the life of the late elder robert campbell millennial star
52 july 21 1890 459 60 juanita brooks ed on the mormon Fronfrontierrientientren the diary
of hosea stout 184418611844 1861 2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964
151 52 93 94 entries of july 7 9911gli11 and november 21 29 1845 the stout profile
appears in utah historical quarterly 30 fall 1962 33244332 44 campbell is sometimes
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confused with robert lang campbell 1825 1874 an immigrant from scotland to
nauvoo in 1845 whose career in utah as a clerk and public official parallels that of
robert campbell the english engraver

john cook bennett theebeeue history of the saints or an expose ofofjoejoe smith and
mormonism boston leland and whiting new york bradbury soden and cincin-
nati E S norris 1842

the13the only clue to the dating is that by mid 1841 tailor john bills had made an
officers coat presumably this one for bennett in nauvoo see advertisement times
and seasons 2 june 15 1841 454 it is possible that the portrait reflects the military
uniform of bennetts pre nauvoo legion days

14thesehese two portraits descended through the families of joseph smith and
brigham young until purchased by collectors and eventually acquired by the museum
of church history and art

15forfor a reproduction of emmas portrait see museum of church history and art
images of faith art of the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book 1995 7
plate 8 ephraim hatch has convincingly demonstrated the match between the
profiles and death mask see hatch what did joseph smith look like ensign 11

march 1981 66
1rhishis portrait was preserved by brigham youngs wife mary ann angell young

and sold following her death in 1882 it came into the church museum collection in
june 1984

17 dean C jessee ed the papers of joseph smith volume 2 journal
1832 1842 salt lake city deseret book 1992 391 punctuation corrected and
compare history of the church 544

advertisement nauvoo neighbor may 1 1844
information191nformation on printing methods provided by elizabeth harris telephone con-

versation with the author july 17 1995 both gustavus hills and robert campbell
listed themselves as engravers and campbell made small stone lithographs but the
map was probably too complicated for them to attempt in nauvoo

the contract to produce the map was given to john childs by willard richards
richards and john M bernhiselBemhisel visited childs shop on july 24 1842 and richards re-
turned at least three times during the following three weeks on one of those visits
he mentions his dissatisfaction with bro fosters proof lucian foster who later
moved to nauvoo had a daguerreotype shop in the neighborhood and may have
worked for the printer richards mentions in his diary that he could not pay for the
lithograph that may explain the two year delay in getting it printed richards filed for
the maps copyright on behalf of joseph smith in illinois district court in springfield
on december 17 1842 it is not known if he submitted any visual images with the
filing but he may have brought back to nauvoo a proof for that purpose willard
richards diary july 24 august 8 16 17 19 and december 17 1842 archives divi-
sion historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archives history of the church 5206 7

at the church museum an original copy of the map is displayed with a metal
printing plate for the map the map and printing plate can be seen in the nauvoo sec-
tion of the covenant restored exhibit the plate was found in the home of oscar B

young who moved to provo in 1890 it was delivered to brigham young university
in the late 1930s the story of the plates preservation is told in W H snell appen-
dix D old nauvoo engraving restored david E miller and deliadelladeila S miller nauvoo
tuethe city of josephofjoseph santa barbara and salt lake city peregrine smith 1974 251 53
because the metal in this plate has been identified as zinc zinc is mentioned by lorie
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winder in search of the real joseph smith sunstone november december 198019801

34 it is probably not the plate used by childs who most likely created the heavy plate
in new york and then erased the image and refurbished the stone for use with another
job if the plate on display is indeed zinc it dates to the late nineteenth century as the
product of a photolithographic technique grinding patterns in the relief portions of
the plate confirm a time after 1880 the times and seasons job press had a stereo-
type foundry but the zinc plate was not produced by that process it may have been
an attempt in utah to reissue the map probably as a souvenir item

don L searle painting of prophet Is probable source of likeness on map
ensign 15 april 1985 78 79 linda jones gibbs images of joseph smith exhibit
text museum of church history and art

history of the church 5112135112 13 163 64 bennett history of the saints pub-
lishers foreword and information on the title page

22richard S van wagoner mormon polygamy A history salt lake city sig-
nature books 1986 24 unlike bennett hills regained fellowship in the church
remained in nauvoo and continued to function in business and civic circles

william13williara B mccarl wondered if bennett absconded with another copy of the
drawing for the map mccarl the visual image ofjoseph smith 16 hills or camp-
bell might have produced the lithographic stone for the map in nauvoo and then hills
might have struck an image for bennetts use however the factors already noted the
timing of bennetts publication and credits on the map make this scenario unlikely

24another possibility is that this edition was struck without joseph smiths
image for use after the saints left nauvoo engravers marks at the edge of the altered
section and the rarity of the imprint suggest otherwise A copy of the variant printing
is preserved at the IDS church library salt lake city donated june 14 1897 by char-
lotte higbee of salt lake city

15willard15willard richards journals 1836 1853 august 19 1842 LDSIDSedsirs church archives
mccarl mentions a three quarter view drawing of joseph smith in uniform in

the illustrated london news august 31 1844 but a copy could not be located
for the present study mccarl believed it to have been influenced by the nauvoo map
profile see mccarl the visual image of joseph smith 252625 26

27nauvoo27nauvoo wasp april 30 1842 history of the church 6231336231 33

0o understand why bennet did this see his letter to president joseph smith
october 24 1843 history of the church 671 73

19piercy is influenced by sources in salt lake city including perhaps the
unsigned oil painting or the small watercolor

31 aylorsTaylorsaylors criticism is in the nauvoo neighbor april 30 1845 under the head-
ing the portraits and pictures the talented portraitists are named in the nauvoo
neighbor june 4 1845 under the heading fine arts brannansbrannannBrannans paper was renamed
the new york messenger the new woodcut appeared in the new york messenger
july 12 1845 and subsequent issues of the paper

adamanauamanAUaman uniforms and equipment 111211 12 gardner the nauvoo legion
184 jess mccall curator fort douglas military museum interview with author
july 7 1995 mccall looked at military portraits of joseph smith john C bennett and
brigham young and compared them with authoritative reference works generously
sharing his findings

32from an accounting for parade equipment from john M bernhiselBemhisel to joseph
smith march 8 1843 equipment anticipated for james arlington bennet inspector
general of the nauvoo legion newell K whitney collection special collections and
manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
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advertisement times and seasons 2 june 15 1841 454 mccall interview
july 7 101019951995

31mccall31mccall interview july 13 1995
35mccall35mccall interview july 13 1995
36mccallmccalimccail interview july 13 1995
37mccall37mccall interview july 13 1995
31mccallmccalimccail interview july 13 1995
39mccallmccailmccali interview july 13 1995

mccall interview july 7 13 1995
41 41historyhistory of the church 549 112 13
42the epaulets in the presidents of the church exhibit at the museum of

church history and art were donated in 1912 by charles W rockwood the smith
rockwell sword was donated the same year by george W lufkin who received it
from rockwell the museum acquired sashes and epaulets from the joseph fielding
smith family in 1982 jess mccall provided information on swords as gifts in the inter-
view with the author july 7 1995

43lieut43 lieut general brigham young contributor 9 december 1887 798079 80 a
commentary on a reproduction of the painting facing page 41

4lindaalindalinda jones gibbs musterMastermastenvorksmasterworksmorksworks from the collection of the church ofofjesusjesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1984 18 19

45gibbs45gibbs Mastermasterworksmastenvorksmorksworks 18 mccall interview july 7 1995
46 history46history of the church 6497 7390 philo dibble to orson pratt and orson

spencer july 11 1848 millennial star 11 january 1 1849 11 12 dibble filed a
copyright notice on march 11 1845 in illinois district court for eight scenes of
persecutions in missouri and nauvoo copy in artists file museum of church history
and art

47131713brooks1713rooksrooks diary ofhoseaofhosea stout 161 62 entries of september 8 10 1845 the
watercolor part of the church collection for an undetermined number of years has
been linked with campbell and major only recently through the authors own nauvoo
research combined with information about dibbles panorama project collected by
richard G oman and jennifer L lund

41millennial41millennial star I111I1 january 1 1849 12 nauvoo neighbor april 16 1845
wilford woodruff wilford woodruff s journal 1833 1898 typescript ed scott G
kenney 9 vols midvale utah signature books 1985 3337383337 38 dibbles illustrated
lectures in utah are noted in andrew jenson journal history of the church novem-
ber 18 1878 4 7 LDSIDSins church archives hereafter cited asasjhjhJH JH october 20 1883
11 territorial enquirer october 30 1883 JH may 27 1895 7 8 deseret evening
news may 28 1895 and amy brown lyman in retrospect autobiography of amy
brown lyman salt lake city general board of relief society 1945 3

19mapmap of hancock county state of illinois drawn from original surveys by
messrs hill ripley and campbell 1843 copy in research files nauvoo restoration
inc salt lake city david hyrum smith nauvoo A painting BYU studies 15 sum-
mer 1975 498 and cover illustration information about the mansion house was
given by alma blair in a conversation with the author on june 23 1995 surviving
gutter spouts are displayed in theth eJosephjoseph smith exhibit at the museum of church his-
tory and art and in nauvoo

james51james L kimballjrkimball jr church historical department helped identify the build-
ings from property records compiled by nauvoo restoration inc

5113brooks5113rooksrooks diary ofofhoseahosea stout 161 62 entries of september 8 10 1845
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52gardner the nauvoo legion 193 94
mccallmccailmccali interview july 21 1995

54mosiahmoslah hancock autobiography 25 LDS church archives william byram
pace diary of william byram pace and biography of his father james pace LDS

church archives 2
55 nauvoo55nauvoo neighbor april 30 1845 charles W carters 1886 photographic

reproduction of the lithograph has been widely published for recent uses see
church history in the fulnessfalness of times the history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1989 205 and max H parkin missouri conflict in encyclopedia of mormonism
ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 2930

51thishis image and two other early examples can be seen in davis bitton the
martydommartyrdomMarty dom remembered A one hundred fintyfiftyfirryfulpfury year perspective on the assignationassinationAssination
of ofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city aspen books 1994 48 88

57gibbs master works 58 gardner the nauvoo legion 197
chafen5hafenhafen is quoting from the consolidated synopsis of the address found in his-

tory of the church 6499
15rhehe photograph can be seen in B H roberts A comprehensive history of

the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints century one 6 vols provo utah
corporation of the president the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1965
2 facing page 178 a similar view can be seen in miller and miller nanunauvoooo00 the city
of josephofjoseph 123

gothehe engraving can be seen in charles mackay ed the mormonscormonsMormons or latter
day saints london office of the national Mustillustratedmustratedrated library 1851 123 benjamin
fenisferrisfen is utah and the cormonsmormonsMormons the history government doctrines customs and
prospects of the latter day saintsfromsaints from personal observation during a six months
residence at great salt lake city new york harper and brothers 1854 101

harpers new monthly magazine 35 april 185361118531855 611gligil andjanda H beadle life in utah
or the mysteries and crimes of mormonism philadelphia national publishing
1870 facing 76 mackay may have borrowed the engraving from an earlier publication

times61times and seasons 4 june 15 1843 234 quoting the salem mass adver
tizer and argus

61aA copy of C J christensensChristensens dialogue recorded after he was no longer tour-
ing his fathers art is on file at the museum of church history and art

63photograph by johnson association of veteran artillerymenartillerymanArtillerymen of nauvoo leg-
ion 1908 LDS church archives

64aA recent exception is the sketch by S monroe harthurt joseph and the nauvoo
legion illustrating roger K petersons poem on joseph smiths death in H dean gar-
rett ed regional studies in latter day saint church history illinois provo depart-
ment of church history and doctrine brigham young university 1995 232623 26 both
the sketch and the poem draw loosely from the mackay hafen christensen weggeland
visual tradition of joseph smith astride a black horse

whethe nauvoo legion benevolent association banner and memorial ribbon
described here are found in the collection of the museum of church history and art



fig 9 outline drawing of ofjosepbjoseph smith in military
uniform by sutcliffe maudsley 1809 1881
lithograph by robert campbell 1810 1890 stone
lithographic print on paper 8 x 3 ca 1842 pre-
served by john L smith and clarissa S gillette cour-
tesy museum of church history and art



plate lieutenant1 lieutenant general josepajosephjosepb smith by sutcliffe maudsleymauds
1809 1881 egg tempera and ink on paper 121211 x 7117 ca 1842 pre-

served
P

d by descendants of alexander hale smith courtesyr museum of
church history and art



plate 2 lieutenant general joseph smith by sutcliffe maudsley
1809 1881 egg tempera and ink on paper 8118 x 5 1842 created for

gustavus hills map of the city ofnauvooof Nauvoo found in the papers of mary
ann angell young courtesy museum of church history and art
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plate 3 lieut gen joseph smith by sutcliffe maudsley 1809 1881
1842 rendered on lithographic stone by j childs lithographic print
and watercolor on paper map inset 9 x 6 1844 from gustavus hills
map of the city ofnauvooqfnauvooof Nauvoo printed bybyjJ childs lithographer new york
1844 courtesy LDS church historical department library photo cour-
tesy museum of church history and art
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plate 6 joseph mustering the nauvoo legion by C C A christensen
1831 1912 tempera on canvas 6606 x 991199 ca 1880 number 13 in mor-

mon panorama courtesy C museum of art brigham young university
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plate 7 wax seal featuring lieutenant generaljosephgeneralGenergenen aljosephjoseph smith
by thomas brown sealing wax and vermilion coloring
1843 courtesy LDS church archives photo courtesy museum
of church history and art



plate 8 nauvoo legion benevolent association banner by janquartdanquartDanquart A

weggeland 1827 1918 paint on silk with metal fringe and wooden
pole 60 x 444411 ca 1903 courtesy museum of church history and art



face on Y mountain the face left of center in the photo is most visible
when viewed from north provo or south orem after a snowfall As far
as the author knows his father was the first person to see the face
noticing it in 1993 while trying to locate the snow covered Y photo
courtesy of mark philbrick



seeing josephs face on Y mountain

my father saw him first
searching in vain for the Y
snow had unveiled josephs face
eyes quickening in dream or vision

ironic that my father who said
if I1 see the gold plates ill believe

saw at once the face of the prophet
engraved in granite and crystal

while I1 eyes opened by testimony
looked at the mountain a thousand times
and saw only snow rock and the letter
that brands this place as brother brighamsBrighams

As he built nauvoo and walked with saints and angels
in vision joseph saw his people grow mighty in the mountains
then steadfast mourners bore his death mask to these valleys
the seers eyelids shrouded in white plaster

fitting that the revelator winter of his life
cut off by rabble with black painted faces
has his visage revealed in ice and stone
chiseled from mountain without hands

david dollahite

137
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TtaomastpomaslomasIOMAS FORD
GOVGOVERNORERNO OF THE STATE OF ILILLINOISINOIS

sidSIQ anssiesi to jiiiisaiadm slagashaga ndtacamutcnrsiiii1tsi asuamuaau somamiimil aitfimg

esou2sou13notoesobtsou ycwe that a 7 X having been duly
4elected to the officericc offracr7c

2 ai3i3 i 1 l cohort of ttee Nnauvooalv legion
of the 111ifitiamilitia of thiefthietthe t atelate of illinois 1I THOMAS ORD governor

ratof said state fforor andan on behalf of the people off milidmilldid ststatet do com-
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2
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of things ththereuntoeuntobunto be1 longingging and I1 do strictly req re all officers and
soldiers underunderbitunderbisderbisunderbigis colcoieolcom mandmd to be obedient to his 001 lerssersi and he is to

obey such orders awand directionsis as he shall receive rom time to time

from his commancommanderdeidel n chieforchiedoror his superior officer

in testimony whereof I1 1 ave hereunto set
my hand and caused the gi4 eatat seal of stateslateriate
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nauvoo legion commission the commission is signed by thomas ford
governor of illinois from 1842 to 1846 wandle mace was a convert to
mormonism in 1837 and moved to quincy in 1839 with the david white
rogers family he was a commissioned officer in the nauvoo legion
courtesy R Q shupe san juan capistrano california



document corner

officers and arms
the 1843 general return

of the nauvoo legions second cohort
the nauvoo legion was probably more a skeleton

organization than thethefullyfullyjullyjuliy manned and impressively
equippedforceequipped force memorialized by popular artists and writers

richard L saunders

just prior to the deaths of joseph and hyrum smith illinois
governor thomas ford recalled the state weapons that had been
issued to the nauvoo legion in 1840 although ford later claimed
in his history of illinois that there was no evidence in the quar
termasterbermaster generals office of the number and description of arms
with which the legion had been furnished he determined from
wilson law a mormon apostate who had recently commanded the
legion that the legion had received three pieces of cannon and
about two hundred and fifty stand of small arms I11 one of the more
valuable original documents of the nauvoo era a tally of arms and
troop strength for half of the legion titled general return of the
second cohort or brigade of the nauvoo legion of the illinois mili-
tia for the year 1843 has resurfaced a century and a half later in
the holdings of southern utah universitys special collections

no precise record of provenance for this document is avail-

able but it was apparently acquired by SUU in the early 1960s
glen leonard first noted this document in his research on nauvoo
it was brought to light publicly in 1989 during a manuscripts cata
loguinglogging project in a collection of mid twentieth century biogra-
phies and clippings

this document probably compiled in the opening days of
1844 as part of a full annual report of the local militia to the state
capital provides a contemporaneous look at the actual structure

BYU studies 35 no 2 1995 139
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and materiel strength of the popularly feared mormon militia the
nauvoo legion 2 the general return reveals a different picture
from the artistic renditions of this unit as a splendidly attired well
trained and amply equipped fighting force

to date little has been published on the legion and its func-
tion in nauvoo beyond well known accounts of particular actions 3

scholarly publications have typically treated the legion or its mem-
bers only as background to other issues

the nauvoo legion first existed as an unofficial militia
force it came into official existence in 1840 under the provi-
sions of section 25 of the nauvoo charter that was enacted by
the illinois legislature on december 16 of that year 4 As a dele-
gated agency of illinois the nauvoo legion was permitted to
receive public arms from the state arsenal officers in militia units
were popularly elected and then commissioned as agents of the
state by july 1841 the legions two brigade size cohorts had
been organized to the extent that the first cohort horse troops
or cavalry numbered at least two regimental staffs and six com-
panies and the second cohort foot troops or infantry num-
bered five regimental staffs and as many as sixteen companies
one of the infantry regiments had been reorganized into an
artillery unit 5 it is interesting to note that church leaders chose to
give a roman image to their militia by calling nauvoosNauvoos division
size force a legion and its two brigade size organizations cohorts 6

almost immediately after the issuance of the charter non
mormonscormons in the surrounding area voiced concern over the exis-
tence of the legion in april and may 1841 legion officers
attempting to calmcahncaim the situation hastened to declare that the
legion was not a threat stephen A douglas was asked to review
and comment on the charter his supportive report to major gen-
eral john C bennett second in command of the nauvoo legion
was incorporated with a general order dated may 4 1841 and
signed by lieutenant general joseph smith which stated

the legion is not as has been falsely represented by its ene-
mies exclusively a mormon military association but a body of cit-
izen soldiers organized without regard to political preferences or
religious sentiments for the public defense the general good and
the preservation of law and order no other views are entertained
or tolerated
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the militia companies of hancock county and citizens
generally are respectfully invited to unite with the legion and par-
take of its privileges

later in the same order smith stated that the officers and troops
of the legion are directed to treat with proper respect and deco-
rum all other officers and troops in the service of this state or of
the united states nevertheless they clearly intended to defend
their city and themselves against misrule anarchy and mob vio-
lence 2171177 thus while the saints were striving to be conciliatory they
were also seeking to control the countyscountescountys existing militia structure
to preclude a recurrence of the violence experienced three years
earlier at the hands of the missouri militia

As tabulated in the general return the second cohort of
five regiments was overseen by a general staff under the direction
of a brigadier whose staff of ten consisted of a brigade major quar-
termasterter aides de camp commissary surgeon and five chaplains
who probably were further assigned to the five regiments within
the cohort the troop strength of each regiment varied but the
officer corps was identical for each with one exception as noted
below each regiment was commanded by a colonel who was
assigned a headquarters staff that included a lieutenant colonel
major quartermaster sergeant and sergeant major the regimental
officer complement also included six captains and six each of first
second and third lieutenants excepting the and2nd reg rifle
which had only five of each and the ard3rd reg rifle which had an
additional quartermaster and surgeon

the numbers of noncommissioned officers and private sol-
diers varied in the five regiments reported on the general return
the number of sergeants and corporals varied from 23 to 28 and
16 to 27 respectively the fourth rifle and fifth infantry regi-
ments had nine pioneers between them and the first artillery and
third rifle regiments shared the cohorts seven musicians the
greatest disparity occurred among the corps of privates in rank
order the five regiments of the second cohort included 195 257
388 230 and 272 men the nauvoo legions second cohort thus
totaled 1751 men of which 159 were line officers and members
of the general staff
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no mention is made in this document of organization at bat-
talion or company levels although it is apparent that counts of
captains and lieutenants correspond to companies which proba-
bly numbered twenty nine as of the date of the return 8

although the second cohorts aggregate strength of 1751 in
1843 is revealing the entire legion had numbered 1490 pretty
well disciplined troops on september 11 18419 few solid con-
clusionsclusions or extrapolations can be drawn from this data at first
look these numbers appear to be surprisingly low but in actuality
they may fairly correspond with estimates of the total nauvoo pop-
ulation at the time that is if in late 1843 nauvoo had a popula-
tion of about 10000 12000 10 then a militia of able bodied men
would have been limited to about 3000 estimated numbers
that would be at least roughly consistent with a military force of
two brigades each numbering in the vicinity of 1500 men yet
totallingtallinghotallingto well below the traditional number of 5000 men the mor
mons were assumed to have fielded population estimates are com-
plex and militia records are at best incomplete but without
question all able bodied men of nauvoo between the ages of eigh-
teen and forty five with few exceptions were required by law to
serve in the legion 11 therefore if an accurate estimate of the total
number of mormon men between eighteen and forty five can be
made that total should approximate the potential size of the legion

unfortunately the general return is merely a tabulation
other than the name of the reporting brigade major john bills
no other names are given on the document besides scriptistScriptist
thomas bullock joseph smiths secretary who signed the docket
the document tabulates only the line strength of the second
cohort and therefore does not list the officers of the lieutenant
generals divisional legion headquarters staff however the tabu-
lations of officers correspond closely to the enumerations listedfistedbisted on
another document also given at the end of this article titled
rank roll of the nauvoo legion a broadside roll printed in nau-
voo dating probably to mid may 1842 that listed officers in the
order of seniority by commission dates 12

the general picture of the nauvoo legion at the close of 1843
extrapolated from the details given in the general return and the
rank and roll is one of a militia staffed from the top down with
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a popular levy that filled in the ranks of corporals and private sol-
diers 13 to this extent the return well corroborates other evidence
although it indicates that the legion could put forces of multi
company size into the field it also indicates that much of the
staffing particularly at legion and brigade level anticipated sub-
stantial further mobilization if a serious threat arose further the
high ranks and large and showy unit designations may have been
intended to impress local citizens that nauvoo was serious about
defending itself thus this civilian militia in early 1844 seems to
have been organized but not fully mobilized and its rank and file
members had probably not moved far beyond basic drill commands

another value of the general return lies in its explicit tabu-
lation of arms in early may 1841 as state quartermaster general
bennett advised the legion to apply immediately for an issue of
public arms stating that most available weapons had been distrib-
uted and that further applications would be filled in the order
received consequently the legion received a very small issue of
arms soon after it was organized 14 in september 1843 legion com-
mander joseph smith appointed W W phelps henry miller and
hosea stout to ask the governor for more equipment 15 that addi-
tional arms were delivered cannot be verified by evidence at hand

the increasingly tense situation in hancock county was com-
plicated late in 1843 probably as this general return was being
compiled when the legislature possibly in response to the arms
petition of phelps miller and stout cut the legion loose from state
aegis and declared that it is entirely independent may make
laws for its own government & seems evidently designed to sustain
the municipal authorities of nauvoo 51611616 in the eyes of non mormonscormons
suspicious of the kingdom on the mississippi this action formally
made the legion the religiously controlled threat they had always
assumed it to be still supposition more than fact ruled

comparing the disparate numbers between the tabulations of
men and arms it is apparent that most legion soldiers like most
other state and territorial militias at the time necessarily equipped
themselves with personally owned weapons in the general
return arms are divided into columns for muskets rifles swords
pairs of pistols and cannons & equipage bennett had early
advised that the legion be organized into companies named for



left one of the nauvoo
legion cannons this sow
cannon was originally manu-
factured for use inin the war
of 1812 it was used in nau-
voo and eventually brought
west by the latter day saints
who continued the nauvoo
legion in utah

bottom nauvoo legion arse-
nal located on the south
side of young street between
wells and durphy streets the
arsenal was proposed as early
as 1843 construction of the

courtesy museum of church history and art building continued through
salt lake city 1845 when the roof was

being finished the catholic
church eventually purchased
the property and added a
tower and porch to the origi-
nal limestone building

courtesy harold alienallenailen chicago
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the weapons they were to carry that is rifles for rifle companies
cannon for artillery companies etc 17 A glance at the general
return confirms that the force was organized around that advice
and expectation obviously the three cannons were enumerated in
the arms of the first artillery as well as the lions share two
thirds of the swords listed with the minor exception of six
rifles listed in the first artillery only the three rifle companies car-
ried state provided rifles though they were unevenly distributed
the second and third rifle regiments held 59 and 40 each and
between them had four pistol pairs while the fourths 28 rifles
were supplemented by a third 21 of the muskets the fifth
infantry regiment shouldered state provided muskets solely since
no such weapons are listedfistedbisted for members of the general staff it can
be assumed that these officers were expected to procure their own
arms swords and pistols likely a common practice throughout
the united states at the time to this day all officers procure their
own swords

all in all the general return essentially corroborates re-
ports of the small numbers of arms provided to the legion by the
state it was not much rather it was apparently a token allotment
which left the legion to make up the difference with privately
owned weapons 18 just how completely and well the legion was
thus able to equip itself is unknown and is of course undeter-
minable from the return all that is known is that weapons in the
general amounts indicated in the return were returned to the state
upon demand in 1844 they were all collected in a few hours on
the afternoon of june 24 1844 by an illinois militia detachment
under written orders of governor ford 19

despite the low numbers of arms reported the document is
complete numbers of each rank and totals for each regiment are
carefully given significantly where no enumerations are made
that is where the rank is not filled in a regiment or no arms of the

type are held the space is filled with a dot not left blank thus
the general return is an accurate assessment of public arms
yieldablefieldablefieldable by the legion it conforms with the statement of gover-
nor ford that the total included three pieces of cannon and about
two hundred and fifty stand of small arms and their accouter-
ments of these the three pieces of cannon and two hundred and
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twenty stand of small arms were surrendered 20 after the death of
joseph smith three days later the nauvoo citizens were left to arm
themselves privately eventually the legion played a major if
unofficial role in the defense of the mormonscormons prior to the flight
of 1846 21

in lightfight of its reduced armament however the value of the
nauvoo legion seems to have been less a combat ready multiregi
mental force than a skeleton organization prepared for full mobi-
lizationlization when the need arose nevertheless what was known of the
legion true or otherwise seriously worried hancock county resi-
dents though the legions armaments may have been weakened
the very availability of a mobilized force in a climate of increasing
hostility and suspicion worried hancock county residents fear and
suspicion outside nauvoo were compounded by rumor or outright
deception mostly on the parts of individuals violently opposed to
the mormonscormonsMormons A large portion of the people by pure nmisrepresen-
tation wrote ford had been made to believe that the legion had
received of the state as many as thirty pieces of artillery and five or
six thousand stand of small arms 17221122372222 such falsehoods and rumors led
to disaster in the summer of 1844 the editor of the quincy ubigwhig
probably expressed the anti mormon sentiment best so long as
they the mormonscormonsMormons are banded together under the direction of one
head so long will they be looked upon by the people of the state
with mistrust and suspicion 13231123232323

the general return of the second cohort offers valuable
contemporaneous information about the status of the nauvoo
legion further historical treatment touching anti mormon percep-
tions in the area should be considered in the lightfighthight of this new doc-
umentaryumentary evidence

richard L saunders is an academic librarian living in bozeman montana

NOTES

joseph smith jr the history of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter
day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book
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1971 791079 10 hereafter cited as history of the church interestingly the
states quartermaster general who issued the allotment of arms to the nauvoo
legion was john C bennett who joined the LDS church and quickly rose to
political and military prominence in nauvoo he was joseph smiths second in
command of the legion upon his excommunication in 1842

documents in the illinois governors papers include a list of officers
elected for commission but these concern the legion before it was actually orga-
nized they are therefore antecedent and not descriptive

3thetheathe only substantive secondary work that has been published is the nau-
voo legion in george W givens in old nauvoo everyday life in the city of
joseph salt lake city deseret book 1990 13141131 41 the best scholarly study
of the legion is john sweeneyjrsweeneyjr s unpublished treatise A history of the nauvoo
legion in illinois masters thesis brigham young university 1974 neither mar-
vin hill and dallin oaks in carthage conspiracy the tidaltrial of the accused assas-
sins ofjosephof joseph smith urbana university of illinois press 1975 nor robert B

flanders in nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois
press 1965 has much to say about the legion paul bailey the armies of god
new york doubleday 1968 is a journalistic commentary possessing major flaws

times and seasons 2 january 1 1841 26667266 67 history of the church
4239 244

information is sketchy but see history of the church 4354 55 363 382
and 582 and 5422 43031430 31 and 443 although there are several references to
battalions in history of the church whether such headquarters between regi-
ment and company were ever actually staffed is unknown

designations of some company size units are also colorful in addition to
normal designations such as infantry light infantry riflemen and cavalry
there were life guards flying artillery lancers invincibles and dragoons
additionally the legion had an officially designated band of music not exceed-
ing twenty men which apparently performed often see history of the church
4300 401 and 502

times7timesstimes and seasons 2 may 15 1841 417 18 history of the church
4354564354 56

assignment of company level officers is clarified by section 12 of ordi-
nance no 1 dated march 12 1842 times and seasons 3 march 15 1842 734
see the commission given to second lieutenant wandle mace p 138 of this
essay note that he was assigned to the first company first battalion of the
fifth regiment and second cohort of the nauvoo legion see also leg-
ion general orders of december 20 1841 which in part directed the brigadier
generals the two cohort or brigade commanders to require the colonels
of regiments to order battalion parades some time prior to the general parade
within the bounds of their respective commands the colonels willwinwili act as
reviewing officers and the lieutenant colonels and majors will command their
respective battalions times and seasons 3 january 1 1842 654 this indi-
cates that the regiment at least for parade purposes would organize into two bat-
talionsta one under the lieutenant colonel and the other under the major indicated
by the general orders as being in each regimental commanders staff

dimestimes and seasons 3 january 1 1842 654 history of the church 4415
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10susansusan easton black how large was the population of nauvoo in this
issue p 93

history of the church 4300
rank roll of the nauvoo legion nauvoo may 1842 broadside copies

are held by the chicago historical society beineke library at yale BYU and the
LDS church historical dept the general orders of december 20 1841 specified
that from that date the officers will take post according to the rank assigned them
by the date of their comncoancommissionsdssions agreeably sic to the rules and regulations of
the united states army and the rules heretofore adopted of ranking by grade
of companies is hereby abrogated times and seasons 3 january 1 1842 654

minor discrepancies exist between the totals of officers listed as com-
missioned on the rank roll and the numbers tallied in the general return for
example the counts of first second and third lieutenants do not quite total the
tally given on the general return rank also does not correlate to staff assign-
ment the chaplains as members of the general staff assigned to the cohort held
rank as majors the adjutants quartermaster sergeants and adjutant majors and
probably the surgeons were captainciescaptaincies despite the titles given to the appoint-
ment with two exceptions the senior line officers of the second cohorts first
four regiments correspond to the rank roll precisely the two quartermasters
the sergeants the single aide de camp and commissary in the general staff and the
adjutant of the first and one sergeant major of the second regiment remain
the only officer positions unknown of the remaining officers from the four reg-
iments 17 captains 18 first and third and 20 second lieutenants of the twenty
three regimental positions for each rank then available are listed by name on the
rank roll

131hethe rank roll of the nauvoo legion shows that the second cohort the
infantry brigade was much more completely staffed than the first cohort
the cavalry brigade the higher ranks were staffed completely majors and cap-
tains were divided fairly evenly but of the various lieutenants only 23 of the 79
names enumerated barely 29 percent belonged to the first cohorts corps of
linefine officers see history of the church 4293 96 300 30910309 10 353353382553382382 and 502
for listsfists of ranking officers by name in the general brigade and regimental staffs

times and seasons 2 may 15 1841 419 history of the church 5201
in december 1842 william smith argued that the legion had not even that equal
portion of arms that they are entitled to by law history of the church 5203

history of the church 631
nauvoo neighbor december 9 1843 this may be why the general

return is not found in the illinois archives today
17times and seasons 2 may 15 1841 419

history of the church 5201 3
1919historyhistory of the church 6553576553 57

quoted in history of the church 710
2givensgivensnGivensnin old nauvoo 13233132 33 13839138 39
21history21history of the church 771010

oaks230aks and hill carthage conspiracy 23



general return of the second cohort
or brigade of the nauvoo legion

of the illinois militia for the year 1843

generalneral I1istst reg 2ndand reg ard3rd reg 4thath reg 5thath reg aggre-
gatestaff artillerytiBeryAl meriflereflerenne meriflerinne merifle infantry

brigadier generals 1 1

colonels 1 1 1 1 1 5

lieutenant colonels 1 1 1 1 1 5

majors 1 1 1 1 1 5

brigade major 1 1

quartermasters 1 1 2
aids de camp to

the brigadier general 1 1

commissary 1 1

chaplains 5 5
surgeons 1 1 2
adjutants 1 1 1 1 1 5
quartermaster sergeants I11 I11 1 1 1 5
sergeant majors 1 1 1 1 1 5

captains 6 5 6 6 6 29
ist lieutenants 6 5 6 6 6 29
2ndand lieutenants 6 5 6 6 6 29
3rdard lieutenants 6 5 6 6 6 29
sergeants 23 25 28 27 27 130
corporals 16 20 27 22 19 104
pioneers 3 6 9
musicians 1 6 7
privates 195 257 388 230 272 1342

total commissioned 11 30 26 32 30 30 159
total noncommissioned

officers and privates 235 302 449 282 324 1592
aggregate 11 265 328 481 312 354 1751

muskets 21 42 63
rifles 6 59 40 28 133
swords 63 2 20 13 98
pairs of pistols 1 3 4
cannons & equipage 2 2

total arms 71 61 61 65 42 300

john bills
brigade major



legion officers of the second cohort as
given on the rank roll of the nauvoo legion

rank unit name
brigadier general general staff charles C rich
colonel I1istst regiment artillery titus billings
colonel 2ndand regiment rifle francis M higbee
colonel 3rdard regiment rifle samuel bent
colonel 4thath regiment rifle jonathan H dunham
lieutenant colonel ist regiment artillery john scott
lieutenant colonel 2ndand regiment rifle N higgins
lieutenant colonel 3rdard regiment rifle george morey
lieutenant colonel 4thath regiment rifle james brown
major ist regiment artillery hosea stout
major 2ndand regiment rifle A H golden
major 3rdard regiment rifle william neiswanger
major 4thath regiment rifle J P harman
brigade major general staff john bills not on rank roll
chaplains majors general staff william marks george A

smith william smith
willard richards
wilford woodruff

adjutant captain 2ndand regiment rifle john G hasson
adjutant captain 3rdard regiment rifle timothy foote
adjutant captain 4thath regiment rifle E L brown
quartermaster

sergeant captain I1istst regiment artillery william D pratt
quartermaster

sergeant captain 2ndand regiment rifle PCP cahoonpcahoonahoon
quartermaster

sergeant captain 3rdard regiment rifle jonathon H hale
quartermaster

sergeant captain 4thath regiment rifle joel S miles
sergeant major captain ist regiment artillery lewis robison
sergeant major captain 3rdard regiment rifle E potter
sergeant major captain 4thath regiment rifle edwin D woolley
captains unit not specified levi bracken B S wilbur

theodore turley peter W
canover alva L tippets
william huntington james
worthington darwin
chase william M alredaired
john H tippets 0 M

alienallenailen C D barnum
samuel mosic charles R

dana john pack moses
clauson andrew M
hamilton



ist lieutenants unit not specified S winchester stephen
chase hiram clarkdarkoark peter
lemon A williams
william aldridge
alexander badlam
P colton P wells
H herriman andrew
lytle lewis robins
lucius N scovil warren
snow horace M

alexander stephen
williams john J degraw
ira E lincoln

2ndand lieutenants unit not specified stephen H goddard asahel
perry alienallenailen taylor
william wirick 0 M

duel tarlton lewis
william munjar horace
evans john S higbee
lyman 0 littlefield
edson barney J G luce
wesley knight george
woodward john bair
josiah bois andrew
palmer john P smith
george W vorus
daniel cam

3rdard lieutenants unit not specified E marsh A johnson
truman 0 angel D

cathcart isaiah
whiteside john M ewel
william miller jacob F

abbot harvey J moore
william C perry john
ellis william heap
lorenzo D driggs
william garnergamer alvin
horr martin ewel john
anderson appleton M

harmon



sunken baptismal font with mosaics symbolic of life in the water in the
air and on the ground below the water level are pictured a dolphin
fish and anchor symbols for the crucified christ christians and the
cross respectively courtesy the liturgical press



reviews

examiningreexaminingre baptismal fonts baptismal space for the con-
temporary church the liturgical press st johns abbey PO box
7500 Collegcollegevillecouegeviueeville MN 56321750056321 7500 order of st benedict 1991
36 min videocassetteVideocassette 595059.505950

reviewed by M catherine thomas assistant professor of religion brigham
young university

this richly colorful video encourages the christian commu-
nity to reexamine the significance of baptism and redesign the
space where their baptisms are performed in view of an awakened
interest in the theology of baptism it pleads for visual enhance-
ment of the baptismal experience in order to teach the many
layered symbols of baptism in greater depth but of greater interest
to latter day saints is the videos treatment of the decline of bap-
tism by immersion in the early christian period before reviewing
the video however I1 will consider briefly the history of baptism
as a background for the videos presentation of ancient christian
baptismal sites and baptismal symbolism

historical background of christian baptism

water was widely used in the ancient world as a means of rit-
ual purification 1 the law of moses required washing as a cleans-
ing of certain impurities before participation in religious acts
lev 14 15 num 19 and the temple of solomon had a brazen sea

in which the priests washed prior to their temple service A signifi-
cant passage in the mishnah at the end of the tractate yomanomamomatomaxoma deals
with the day of atonement a fast day which included the solemn
immersion of the high priest in waters of purification blessed are
ye 0 israel before whom are ye made clean and who makes you
clean your father in heaven as it is written and I1I1 will sprinkle
clean water upon you and ye shall be clean 1I2 because sprinkling
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as well as immersion was used for ritual purification in the law of
moses see num 199 13 some early christians may have con-
cluded that sprinkling was as valid as immersion for baptism 3 the
rabbis linked ezekiel 56253625 with jeremiah 1713 which contains
a play on the word for the baptismal water and the word for hope
0 lord the hope mikwehmikweemikweh of israel as the mikweemikweh cleanses the

unclean so does the holy one blessed be he cleanse israel 4

another rabbinic saying links baptism with the coming of the mes-
siah to receive the spirit of god or to be permitted to stand in the
presence of god his shekinah man must undergo baptism
wherefore in the messianic time god will himself pour water of
purification upon israel in accordance with ezek xxxvi25 1751157755

in addition the jews built synagogues near sources of water
which could be used for ritual purifications in the period before
AD 70 they built immersion pools mikvaoth for performing cer-
emonial washings 6 mikvaoth generally consisted of two pools con-
nected by a channel to permit pure or living water to flow into
the bathing pool to purify it rabbinic literature specified a mini-
mum capacity seventy five gallons and size that would permit cov-
ering the entire body these regulation pools appear amid the ruins
of herodian jerusalem near the temple mount as well as at qumranquaran
where they were used for ritual washing by the jewish essenesespenesEssenes
finally gentiles converting to judaism were required to immerse
themselves as part of their initiation into the abrahamic covenant 7

that the jews may have had a vague memory of baptism and
an expectation that the messiah would restore baptism may be
inferred from their asking john the baptist if he was the messiah
john 119 2523 at some uncertain point in israelite antiquity bap-
tism by immersion had disappeared even though baptism had
been revealed to adam as an essential ordinance moses 664 65
god laments to abraham the loss of ordinances such as baptism

my people have gone astray from my precepts and have not kept
mine ordinances which I1 gave unto their fathers and they have not
observed mine anointing and the burial or baptism wherewith I1

commanded them but have turned from the commandment and
taken unto themselves the washing of children and the blood of
sprinkling and have said that the blood of the righteous abel was
shed for sins and have not known wherein they are accountable
before me JST gen 174 7
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whereupon the lord gave abraham circumcision as a token of the
covenant between god and israel the relationship between cir-
cumcision and baptism as covenants is not clarified in the bible

john the baptist restored baptism by immersion to israel
new testament baptisms were performed by immersion as biblical
language and metaphor indicate various scriptures describe bap-
tism as being buried or planted in the water rom 64 6 and
coming up out of the water matt 316 the greek word bap
tizo is given in the standard lexicons of the greek new testament
as dip or immerse not pour or sprinkle

from these simple beginnings however the ordinance took
on more elaborate forms in the second century tertullian re-
ported the practice of the trine immersion also mentioned in the
didache or one immersion for each person of the trinity but
acknowledged that it was more than the lord prescribed in the
gospel 8 this triple practice was abandoned by some because
heretics practiced baptism with three immersions to indicate a divi-
sion of the godhead which division the mainstream church had
renounced nevertheless the single and triple forms persisted the
eastern churches preserving the triple immersion and the western
having various practices 9

the substitution of pouring or sprinkling for immersion was
probably late and gradual and finally triumphed in the west 10 the
only indication of pouring in the second century comes from
the didache which says

1 baptise in the name of the father and of the son and of the
holy spirit in running or living water 2 but if thou hast no run-
ning water baptise in other water and if thou canstcanet not in cold then
in warm 3 but if thou hast neither pour water three times on the
head in the name of the father son and holy spirit

this passage from the didache may be an interpolation from a
later period probably the third century 12

it also became customary to exorcise the converts previous
to their receiving baptism this exorcism which at first only called
on them to renounce the devil and all his works was subsequently
modified so as to include certain prayers adjurations in the name
of christ commanding the demons to quit the persons about to be
baptized and imposition of hands 13 breathing upon insufflation
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the catechumen prebaptismprebaptism convert was next added and was
administered both before baptism to signify the expulsion of the
devil and after immersion to symbolize the gift of the holy ghost
cyril of jerusalem exhorted his catechumenscatechumens to receive exorcism
with diligence in the time of catechisingcatechising for whether it was insuf-
flation or exorcism it was thought to be salutary to the soul 14

tertullian described an additional practice of his time in
which the newly baptized person was given a portion of milk and
honey to denote his entrance into the promised land of canaan
and his belonging to the spiritual israel 15

another addition included anointing the breast of the bap-
tismal candidate with oil before baptism and with unguent oint-
ment after the custom developed of the convert wearing white
garments usually for eight days following baptism these were
metaphorically called the garments of christ or the mystical gar-
ments among the added customs was the washing of the feet
of the baptized neophyte new convert the additions of dismiss-
ing the devil anointing the initiate with oil and donning white
garments suggest that residues of the temple endowment may
have persisted in the memory of these later christians as they
merged elements of temple ordinances with baptism

visualizing baptism

in the video sister anita stauffer points out that water is the
stuff of creation and of life in other words life begins in the water
in the womb and nothing can endure without water but water also
has destructive powers as in noahsmoahs flood and the closing of the
red sea over pharaoh and his soldiers both of which represent
baptisms see 1 pet 320 21 and 1 cor 102 baptism partakes of
both these aspects of water in that the person being baptized
descends into the water of death a watery tomb and there receives
new lifeiffe as in a womb her allusion is to romans 64 6

therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death that like as

christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the father even
so we also should walk in newness of life for if we have been
planted together in the likeness of his death we shall be also in the
likeness of his resurrection knowing this that our old man is cruci-
fied with him that the body of sin might be destroyed that hence-
forth we should not serve sin
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the believer is crucified and buried planted with christ and spir-
itually resurrected into a newness of life

sister anita traces the decline of the centrality of baptism in
christianity as manifested by the changing shape and size of bap-
tismal fonts illustrating her lecture with photographs of archaeo-
logical remains she begins in the first three centuries showing
that baptisms were most frequently performed in natural living
bodies of water rivers lakes and streams where an abundance
of water supplied the life and death symbols of baptism with the
end of christian persecution at the conversion of constantine in
AD 313 the fourth to sixth centuries saw baptism move indoors
to large pools dug into the ground often in separate buildings adja-
cent to cathedrals these buildings were constructed separately
for greater privacy because those being baptized were required to
be nude adult baptism the norm was most commonly performed
at easter in large pools where affusion pouring or immersion
could be practiced for example ambrose baptized augustine of
hippo by affusion in milan in an octagonal pool still extant the
pool measures twenty feet across with two steps on each of seven
of the sides leading down into shallow water the steps represent
the descent into a watery grave and then the ascent on the oppo-
site side to new birth

sister anita praises a font from a catacomb in north africa that
capitalized on the meanings of baptism with beautiful mosaics of a
dolphin symbolizing the crucified christ an anchor the cross
and little fishes christians the depiction apparently alludes to a
statement by the third century tertullian who wrote we being lit-
tle fish as jesus christ is our great fish begin our life in the water
and only as we abide in the water are we safe and sound

in the seventh to ninth centuries the pools were built upon
the ground and came to be used primarily for infant baptism ap-
parentlyparent ly because of the infant mortality rate as well as the
emerging doctrine of original sin expanding on the videos discus-
sion of infant baptism one may note that the first explicit evi-
dence for baptism of very young children appears in tertullianstertuflianstertullianoTertullians
on baptism written approximately AD 200 in this instruction
tertullian objected to infant baptism let them become christians
when they have become able to know christ 16 nevertheless
by the mid third century baptism of infants was accepted as a
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wellweliweil established tradition supposedly dating from the earliest
period of christian history in his sermons origen cited this tradi-
tion to prove that infants inherited sin and guilt 17 at about the
same time cyprian bishop of carthage wrote that although
infants have not committed willful acts of sin as descendants of
adam they have contracted the contagion of the ancient death
at the instant of birth and thus must receive forgiveness not of
their own but of adams sin 18 later original sin was to be the
principal basis forvor infant baptism 19 from the mid third century
on baptism of infants was standard practice in both east and
west 20 the emperor justinian I1 made infant baptism compulsory
in the sixth century by contrast the early christian documents
contain frequent reference to the sinlessness of children 21

from the tenth to sixteenth centuries the now much smallersmailer
fonts were builtbulit on stands primarily in the narthex entry or gath-
ering place of the church that is outside the worship area properpropen
during this period font covers were fashioned and even locked
onto the fonts because the covers were frequently stolenstoien for use

in witchcraft here
the symbols of bap-
tism had almost com-
pletely disappeared
even the smallsmail amount
of water cannot be
seen nor its symbol-
ism appreciated

from the seven-
teenth century to the
present increasingly
smallersmailer fonts were con-
structedstructed that came to
look likeilke birdbaths in
which sister anita
observes baptism ap-
proachesproaches dry clean-
ing she makes a pleapiea
for fonts that anowabow forfont for immersion of infants placed above

the ground this font is made of engraved immersion a method
stone courtesy the liturgical press she defines as water
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poured over the neophyte that is by her definition affusion is a
form of immersion she uses submersion to mean being placed
beneath the water

she pleads as well for the realization that the font is not a
piece of furniture but should be architecturally part of a well
defined space in the worship area she shows striking views of
modern churches in which the font has been constructed on an
axis with the altar in one new church the octagonal font is 3 12
feet deep has steps down into the water and holds 10000 gallons
of water painted aquatic imagery appears along the passageway
leading to the font at a level low enough for children to see
splashes of color which stream through stained glass windows set
up high above the font area play on walls and water A shelf area
on the top of the font walls holds anointing oils

latter day saints interested in promoting a deeper under-
standing of the development of modern christianity from the early
christian period as well as an enhanced awareness of the scriptural
symbols attached to baptism could find this video worthwhile

an unusual baptismal pool in a modem catholic building this large font
holds 10000 gallons of water courtesy the liturgical press
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see hugh nibley the message of rhethethejosephth josephejoseph smith papyri an egyptian
endowment salt lake city deseret book 1975 93 96 which discusses egypt-
ian ceremonies of ritual purification see also robert A wild water in the cul-
tic worship ofoflsisisis and sarapissarafis leiden brill 1981 14348143 48

2 herbert danby the mishnah new york oxford university press 1933
reprint 1983 172 italics in original

3seeaseeee thomas F torrance the origins of baptism scottish journal of
theology 11 19581581958 158 71

danby4danby mishnah 172 italics in original
quoted in baptism jewish encyclopedia 12 vols london funk and

wagnallsWagnalls 1902 2499
6seeaseesee william sanford lasor jewish miqvaot and christian baptism

through their eyes november 1986 141514 15
7seeaseeee torrance origins of baptism 16771167 71
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york garland 1990 132
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GRANT UNDERWOOD the millenarian world of early mor-
monism urbana university of illinois press 1993 iv 213 ppap
notes index 249524.952495

reviewed by milton V backman jr emeritus professor of church history and
doctrine brigham young university and director of BYU semester program in
nauvoo

grant underwood associate professor of religion at brigham
young university hawaii wrote the millenarian world of early
mormonism after years of research during which he wrote a doc-
toral dissertation on and published a number of scholarly articles
concerning mormonism and millenarianism the millenarian world
is not only a polished formulation of underwoods previous re-
search that supersedes many of his earlier writings it is also the
only comprehensive work that places mormon beliefs regarding
the last days and the millennium in a historical setting

after briefly discussing the history of the end times from
the early christian era to the early nineteenth century underwood
concentrates on mormonism and millenarianism in the early nine-
teenth century he concludes with a brief description of patterns
of millenarian thought today including the latter day saint re-
sponse to secularism and scientific history that challenges tradi-
tional millenarian beliefs

according to underwood millenarianism is more than a belief
in the imminent second coming of christ and the millennium the
term millenarianmillenariansimsim is used to refer broadly to peoples ideas
about the final events in individual human lives as well as the col-
lective end of human history 2 in addition to describing latter
day saint beliefs regarding the last days the second coming the
millennium and judgments this book probes many related
aspects of the mental universe of latter day saints and in the
process demonstrates how one of the most satisfactory models for
understanding mormonism during its earliest phase 18501830 1846
is from the standpoint of millenarianism 2 although some
might argue that underwoods expanded definition needs further
qualifications he notes

so central was the restoration of israel to the meaning of the mor-
mon mission that it even influenced what they valued most about

161
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their new scriptures early saints stressed that one of the prime pur-
poses for the coming forth of the book of mormon and other revela-
tions was to identify israel and to locate the place of gathering 67

underwood considers two main streams of millennial thought
that were popular during the early nineteenth century premil-
lennialism and postmillennialism he avoids the oversimplification
that premillennialism was a belief that christ would return before
the millennium and that postmillennialism was a school of thought
that specified that christ would return after the millennium these
two schools of thought he asserts disagreed not only in respect
to the time and manner in which the millennium would be estab-
lished but also in regard to its nature and the way christ would
11 exercise control 4 quoting robert G clouse postmillennialists
held that there would be one general resurrection and one day of
judgment and that both would coincide with christs return to
earth at the end of the thousand years premillenialists believed
there would be two comings two judgments and two resur-

rectionsrections one at the time of christs coming and one after 4
postmillennialists further believed that the thousand years repre-
sented the culmination of the gradual christianization of the entire
world and would be achieved largely through successful evange-
lists premillenialists merely hoped to convert a relative handful
before christ came personally 5

although some writers have reasoned that many early latter
day saints embraced basic postmillennial ideas underwood insists
that mormon theology from the days of joseph smith to the pres-
ent has been more in harmony with views held by premillennial
istsests than postmillennialists he further suggests that postmillennial
thought as expressed in the teachings of influential leaders of the
early republic such as alexander campbell was more popular in
the early nineteenth century than premillennial thought

one of underwoods significant contributions is his com-
parison of the millennial beliefs of latter day saints with popular
teachings of early nineteenth century religious leaders A major dif-
ference existed between the theology of early latter day saints and
that of their contemporaries mormonism added one more lit-
eral gathering spot america and several more literal gathering
groups 66 latter day saints taught and continued to believe
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that before the general destruction of the wicked and the coming
of christ god would gather his people in a zion a place of refuge
the saints included in this gathering not only the lost tribes of
israel and the jews but also the native americans

underwood also addresses the challenge early latter day
saints faced in remaining faithful while living in a world ripe for
destruction some of their attempts to avoid worldliness fostered
differences As they became a peculiar people they faced the
challenge of knowing which behaviors were appropriate and
which were undesirable they had to resolve questions relating to
slavery politics government and economic practices as wellwenweliweil as
the propriety of drama and social dancing

underwood suggests that the early latter day saints stance
on these issues led to increased persecution nevertheless he
notes the saints belief in the imminence of the second coming
and the peace that will follow helped them endure some of the
trials they encountered in northeastern ohio and western missouri

while one cannot fully understand the beliefs and actions of
early latter day saints without emphasizing their attitudes toward
the imminence of the second coming and the millennial reign of
christ one should understand these attitudes in context latter day
saint millenarian thought was only one of many forces that fostered
persecution and molded the saints into a peculiar people moreover
many other christians some of whom did not embrace popular
millennial ideas were also trying to resolve the questions involved
in forsaking the sins of the world many of these christians became
enthusiastic supporters of reform movements and some gathered
in utopian communities the latter day saint peculiarity was in part
a product of this environment in addition not all of their new rev-
elationselations and scriptures related directly to millennial ideas

readers also need to cautiously explore underwoods ac-
count of how the revelation of the three degrees of glory gradually
impacted early mormon thought prior to the early 1840s while
the dualism of heaven and hell continued to be found in early
mormon writings following the 1832 publication of what is
now known as doctrine and covenants 76 writings of early latter
day saints such as W W phelps warren foote philo dibble wil-
ford woodruff levi hancock george laub zera pulsipher and
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george morris provide examples of converts who rejected the
traditional belief in hell and readily accepted the prophets vision
of glories thus although a belief in heavenly mansions was not
emphasized in the 1830s by latter day saint missionaries it was a

belief understood and embraced by many early converts addi-
tional study of the impact on early latter day saints of the doctrine
of the three degrees of glory is still needed

underwoods endnotes include an excellent listing of works
that relate to the history of millennial thought although under-
wood did not gather them into a separate bibliography

underwood has blended his extensive research on early mor-
mon history and doctrine into a significant exploration of millenar-
ianism recognizing the importance of underwoods contribution
the mormon history association in 1994 gave its best book award
to the millenarian world of early mormonism



GEORGE D SMITH ed an intimate chronicle the journals of
william clayton salt lake city signature books 1995 hardback
edition 1991 ixxiilxxii 580 ppap illustrations maps appendixes bibli-
ographyography index paperback 179517.951795

reviewed byjames B alienallenailen senior research fellow joseph fielding smith insti-
tute for church history brigham young university

the personal journals of william clayton poignantly reflect
the experiences concerns and attitudes of one of the many faith-
fulfulfui latter day saints who though not leaders were essential to the
strength and success of early mormonism after 1842 however
clayton was particularly close to joseph smith and his journals pro-
vide some important insight into the life of the founding prophet
of the IDSLDS church they also shed significant light on the history of
the church in england in nauvoo during the exodus from nauvoo
to the great basin and during part of the early utah period

an intimate chronicle consists of abridgementsabridgements of five jour-
nals written by william clayton the full text of another and three
appendixes As detailed below most of the items have been pub-
lished before but two appear here for the first time the editor
george smith has written a fine introduction in which he reviews
claytonsclaytonaClaytons life and accomplishments and adds several miscellaneous
facts about clayton undiscovered by previous writers including
this reviewer footnotes provide other important insights into
clayton and his times and smith has done a credible job of editing
the material available to him the main value of this publication is
that it brings together in one volume significant portions of clay
tons journals along with some other writings

despite its strengths several problems are inherent in this
publication journal 2 is so incomplete that it cannot be relied
upon to provide a fullfuli or balanced perspective journal 53 is not
a william clayton journal at all but rather a heber C kimball
journal and the abridgementsabridgements of two previously published clay-
ton documents journal 1 and journal 4 are so severe that the
serious student of mormon history will want to look at the origi-
nals anyway

journal 1 england and emigration 1840 1842 is an abridge
ment of the journal clayton began on january 1 1840 while
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serving as a missionary in manchester england the entire journal
was previously published with profuse annotation in 1974 by
this reviewer and thomas G alexander as manchester mormonscormonsMormons
the journal of william clayton 1840 to 1842 v1 it provides
important information on the activities of the LDS church in eng-
land in 1840 casts light on the emigration process and illuminates
the story of zarahemlaZarahemla an LDS settlement in iowa that ultimately
failed the original journal is housed in the library at brigham
young university

of the 273 daily entries in this journal smith eliminated forty
one or 15 percent in addition nineteen entries are incomplete
though editors have the right to determine what to eliminate it is

unfortunate in this case that some seemingly significant entries
were excluded while some relatively insignificant passages were
retained sunday march 8 1840 for example was a very eventful
sabbath day for clayton in the morning he prayed with a sister
burgess who had a serious infection on her breast he also re-
corded where he had breakfast who spoke at church meetings
during the day and evening the ordination of certain men to the
priesthood some baptisms and confirmations visits he made to
members of the church gifts he received of oranges and money
he often recorded such things as a reflection of his gratitude for

people who supplied him with food and other needs while he was
working without purse or scrip and finally a cryptic comment
about using liberty toward alice hardman in his abridgementabridgement
however smith kept only about one sixth of the total entry sister
burgess came her breast is very bad I1 prayed with her sup-
per at hardmanshardmannHardmans used great liberty toward alice hardman 33
by including only the somewhat titillating material and leaving out
the much more important information about clayton and what he
was doing as a missionary this abridgementabridge ment does little but distort
the days activity

the most problematical document in this collection is jour-
nal 2 nauvoo illinois 1842 1846 the original three volumes
which comprise this journal are owned by the LDS church and
cover the period of november 27 1842 to january 30 1846 they
constitute an immensely valuable source for understanding the life
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ofjoseph smith as well as the history of the church during its final
years in nauvoo clayton made significant observations for exam-
ple on the tender relationship between joseph and emma smith
as well as some of the tensions between them he also wrote of
josephs relationship with other people both friends and enemies
efforts to institute plural marriage and the recording of the reve-
lation on plural marriage clayton kept the accounts related to
building the temple kept other church records took care of many
of joseph smiths business transactions was involved in the
prophets political activities participated in nauvoosNauvoos cultural life
observed and helped out in the solution of the many problems that
followed joseph smiths death and was deeply involved in the
preparations for leaving nauvoo 2

scholars should be wary of this abridgementabridgement however for
the editor did not have access to the original journals instead he
relied for the most part on highly selected excerpts compiled in
1979 by andrew ehat as notes for his specific research interests
unfortunately and through no direct fault ofofehatsofEhats these excerpts
were purloined and copied in an unauthorized way by yet another
person who illicitly shared them with friends like the proverbial
feathers tossed to the wind duplicates spread rapidly the ex-
cerpts were eventually published unapproved and with no edit-
ing in photoduplicatephotoduplicate form bybyjeraldjerald and sandra tanners modern
microfilm company of salt lake city smiths abridgementabridgement is based
almost entirely on that source with some additions from a few
other sources

smiths introduction to this journal leaves some misleading
impressions about its full content he says for example that the
ehat excerpts comprise approximately one half of the original
holograph journal ivi note since he never saw the holograph
however he had no way of knowing that there are actually 1170
daily entries in the three journals smith provides a full or nearly
fullfallfulifail reproduction of 102 entries 878.787 percent and partial repro-
ductionsductions of another 254 21.7217 percent considering all the
omissions from the partial entries it is safe to estimate that less
than 25 percent of the whole is included in this publication schol-
ars should be very cautious when they try to interpret what is
there for 75 percent of the whole is missing
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moreover in the case of the nauvoo journals george smith
took no real part in the abridgementabridgement all he had before him were
ehatschats excerpts which were never intended as an abridgementabridgement
they were merely verbatim notes to be used in ehatschats writing they
were not meant to be published as a collection what was finally
published by modernmodem microfilm unfortunately was an agglomera-
tion of unconnected except as they related to ehatschats studies and
out of context excerpts that piqued the interest of the curious
because they seemed somewhat sensational

smith correctly observes that claytonsclaytonaClaytons journals were the
source for many entries in the documentary history of the church
edited by B H roberts but he wrongly suggests that most of the
18431845 45 entries are present in edited form in that history iiiiivii1vii

actually for the period before the death of joseph smith only
about twentyfivetwenty five of the dailydaffydallydaliydabby history of the church entries are
clearly drawn from the clayton journals the same is true of the
period after the prophets death clayton wrote in his journal
almost daily but only a very small number of entries in volume
seven of the history of the church are based on that source
in nearly every instance moreover his journals are much more
extensive than the excerpts used in the history 3

the result so far as an intimate chronicle is concerned is

an abridgementabridgement that leaves the worst kind of imbalance it is not a
scholarly abridgementabridgement based on a consistent rationale concerning
what is important enough to include or insignificant enough to
leave out for example ehatschats excerpts reveal some problems be-
tween joseph and emma but the original journals show with
equal clarity that the two were very close and very much in love
clayton saw the problems but he also saw the prophet and his
wife working together for a common cause in a variety of ways

the excerpts largely obscure that fact
for example an entry in an intimate chronicle for june 5030

18431845 mentions a speech given by joseph smith after he was
arrested in dixon illinois then freed on a writ of habeas corpus
missing however are what clayton must have considered the
much more important parts of what he wrote that day he re-
ported joseph smiths dramatic entry into nauvoo amid throngs of
saints grateful to see him part of the story based on claytonsclaytonaClaytons
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journal is recounted in the history of the church but clayton
observed some intimate heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming particulars that did not
appear in the history emma was at the prophets side and clay-
ton described in beautiful detail the love that was apparent at the
reuniting of joseph and his family prest J left the buggy and
mounted old charley he called for sister emma & his brother
hyrum who when they came up and took him by the hand all
wept prest took hold of the hand of his partner in sorrow and per-
secutionse surely it would have moved any thing but the heart of an
adamantine clayton also commented on the non mormonscormons who
had accompanied joseph smith to nauvoo who all gazed with
astonishment & rapture to see the enthusiastic attachment of the
mormon people to their beloved leaders entries such as these
cast quite a different light on joseph smith than do out of context
excerpts that tend to focus on the tensions

the excerpts bypass many personal entries that reveal the
deeply spiritual nature of clayton himself they also say little
about claytonsclaytonaClaytons multitudinous daily activities or about the vibrant
social life of nauvoo yet the journals are filled with notations
regarding business affairs concerts plays parties and other activ-
ities that rounded out the lives of clayton and his friends in short
the excerpts provide insights into some aspects of nauvoo history
but they do not reveal the warm positive image of the church
and of joseph smith that pervades the journals themselves they
also distort the real character of william clayton and fail to pro-
vide some very important information about the period after the
death of joseph

all these issues raise questions about the propriety of repub-
lishing the excerpts at all working without permission to study
the original documents doomed their editor to the production of
a manifoldly flawed volume

journal 3 nauvoo temple 1845 1846 in this reviewers
opinion has no place in a publication of clayton journals for it is
really the journal ofofheberheber C kimball as george smith himself rec-
ognizes aviiivii the kimball family deposited it in the church
archives in 1903 along with several other kimball journals it fits
exactly chronologically with the other journals in the set and car-
ries a handwritten inscription on the first page indicating that it is
the journal of heber C kimball smith justifies including it with
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the clayton journals simply because the major portion of this
particular volume from december 10 1845 to january 6 1846 is
in claytonsclaytonaClaytons handwriting

anyone who has studied the keeping of journals in church
history must know that joseph smith brigham young heber C

kimball and other church leaders often called on their scribes
and secretaries to record their journals for them no responsible
historian presumes to publish such journals as part of the papers
of the scribes who wrote them such journals are the journals of
those for whom they were written smith correctly observes that
when stanley B kimball published the journals of heber C kim-
ball he left this one out that still does not legitimize publishing it
here if such a journal could be called a clayton journal then so
could the journal clayton wrote for kimball while crossing the
plains in 1847 that journal has been published twice as a

heber C kimball journal the temple journal is in exactly the
same category if it is to be published at all it should be published
with a kimball collection not a clayton collection

the occasion for claytonsclaytonaClaytons involvement in writing this por-
tion of kimballsKimballs journal is found in claytonsclaytonaClaytons personal journal
entry for december 10 1845 that morning clayton was in his
office but feeling quite unwell nevertheless he wrote brigham
young said he wanted me up in the temple and would not take
no for an answer accordingly the faithful clayton quit work and
found his way to the attic of the temple where several of the
brethren were assembled at that point er kimball requested me
to write his private journal to day 4 the activities that follow
clearly explain why kimball wanted clayton who had performed
similar duties for him in england in 1840 to write his journal for
kimball spent the rest of the day busily preparing the temple
for the sacred ordinance work that was about to commence As a

church leader kimball was one of the key figures in administering
those ordinances to the hundreds of saints who flocked to the tem-
ple day and night over the next few weeks sometimes working
until the early morning hours he had no time to write in his jour-
nal clayton too was busy but during all that time he wrote in his
own journal as well as kimballsKimballs he continued the dual journal
writing until january 6 while kimball was in the temple daily on
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many of those days clayton was also there but after december 2211

he spent most of his days working at the office clayton never
thought of kimballskimbaltsKimballsbalTsbaitsbairsbailsbalis journal as his own

A significant difference exists between the clayton journal
and the kimball journal for the days that clayton was in the tem-
ple in his own journal clayton told of the people who received
the sacred ordinances but he gave no details in kimballsKimballs journal
probably under kimballsKimballs instruction he gave enough detail that

faithful mormonscormons reading it today might rightly feel uncomfort-
able for it too openly reflects things they consider deeply sacred
clayton saw no need and perhaps even thought it improper to
place such details in his personal journal

nevertheless the kimball journal gives a heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming per-
spectivespective on the dedication of the saints who streamed to the tem-
ple during this crucial hectic period just before the exodus from
nauvoo the journal shows church leaders working tirelessly day
and night even though they were being hounded by their enemies
to give the saints the blessing of the temple endowment and to
give husbands and wives the blessing of being sealed together for
eternity in addition church leaders and other high priests met
regularly for fervent prayer if the reader tries to imagine allanailali that
was happening to the saints and all that must have been going
through their minds in this time of trouble the temple story is
indeed inspiring unfortunately smith does little in his commen-
tary to magnify this important theme

smiths abridgementabridgement for the most part eliminates long lists
of names of those conducting or participating in the ordinances or of
those who took part in the many prayer circles and meetings that
were held in the temple during those days in a few places the
abridgementabridgement leaves some things unclear the entry for december 30
for example deletes several lists of names at the same time how-
ever it deletes a reference to a prayer meeting which makes it
impossible to understand to whom the journal is referring when
it says that they united in prayer for the preservation of president
brigham young and his council 244

As in the case of journal 2 the kimball journal is owned
by the LDS church which has not given permission for its publi-
cation smith may have feltjustifiedfeltfeit justified in publishing it because an
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11 underground copy has been circulating for a few years in 1983
modernmodem microfilm printed a photographic reproduction appar-
ently taken from a microfilm that had been spirited away from the
LDS church archives without permission apparently smith
worked from this photographic copy in making his transcription

journal 4 pioneer trek west 184618471846 1847 is an abridgementabridgement
of claytonsclaytonaClaytons well known pioneer journal published by his family in
1921 and republished at least twice since then and readily available

the original manuscript is in the clayton collection in the church
archives some differences exist between the text as published by
smith and that published by the family but they are neither exten-
sive nor serious in a few instances smith corrects some errors in
the original publication in his abridgementabridgement however he deleted
numerous daily entries and condensed many more resulting in the
eliminaeliminationeliminatiotion of close to 50 percent of the original text on the other
hand smith provides a few entries at the end that for some
unknown reason the family did not include in the 1921 publication

journal 5 visit to utah settlements 1852 is the first of two
documents in this collection that have not been published in some
form elsewhere it is short but interesting because of its brevity
smith has not abridged it at all unfortunately he only briefly
explains the significance of the expedition covered by this journal
this was the occasion of brigham youngs second annual visit to
the settlements in southern utah but the groups mission also
included exploring the country ascertaining the situation of the
indians making roads building bridges killing snakes preaching
the gospel and doing and performing all other acts and things
needed to be done as they may be led by the good spirit 3151155 clay-
ton was assigned to go along as the official scribe the expedition
traveled over 300 miles southward visiting all the mormon settle-
ments between salt lake city and parowancarowanParowan the journal which
begins on april 21 comments on the native americans the group
encountered gives claytonsclaytonaClaytons impressions of some of the commu-
nities themselves and provides several other interesting insights
the original manuscript is owned by the LDS church

journal 6 polygamy mission to england 1852 1853 also in
the clayton collection and owned by the church is the other doc-
ument that has not been published previously clayton was one of
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nearly a hundred missionaries sent out immediately after the
special conference in august 1852 in which orson pratt made
the first public announcement of the doctrine of plural marriage
these new missionaries were not just to preach the gospel as
usual but also to make the new doctrine known to the world
claytonsclaytonaClaytons journal tells of the trip eastward across the plains the
many doctrinal discussions held around the campfire his disap-
pointment when in st louis he saw the doctrine of plural mar-
riage roundly rejected by some of the saints as well as other
people and his missionary work for the short time he was in eng-
land misunderstanding and some personal conflicts led to his tem-
porary suspension as a missionary though he was soon reinstated
after an investigation by the mission president the facts are in-
complete in the diary but on february 4 1853 clayton wrote a
letter to thomas bullock explaining them in detail the letter is in
the bullock papers in the church archives unfortunately smith
did not see fit to either reproduce or summarize it in a footnote 6

since this journal is brief smith did not extensively abridge
it nevertheless several ellipses in the text tend to diminish the
value of the publication the entry for saturday september 25
1852 for example is gone yet it reveals much about claytonsclaytonaClaytons
faith it would have taken only a few more pages to reproduce the
journal completely

smith provides three worthwhile appendixes the source
used for the first extracts from william claytonsclaytonaClaytons private book
is a handwritten manuscript located in the papers ofoflkoflL john nuttall
at brigham young university nuttallsnuttaltsNuttNutallstalTstaitsailsalis source was apparently a pri-
vate journal kept by clayton in which he recorded excerpts from
several sermons of joseph smith the extracts are interesting but
they say nothing specific about clayton moreover whether clay-
ton actually heard these sermons or whether he copied them from
someone elsesalses transcription is unclear one short entry titled
A key by joseph smith dec 1840 deals with the key by which

someone may determine whether a messenger is a spirit from god
or from the devil 7 on february 9 1843 clayton was with the
prophet in nauvoo when he repeated the same instructions as re-
corded in doctrine and covenants 1294 9 that passage is actually
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a word for word duplication except for one minor difference of
claytonsclaytonaClaytons nauvoo journal entry for that date this entry was the
source for the official transcription when it was prepared for
the doctrine and covenants the editor of an intimate chronicle
could not have known this since he had access only to the sketchy
highly selected excerpts from the nauvoo journal

the second appendix an interesting journal is a historical
essay penned by william clayton on the building of the nauvoo
temple the original handwritten manuscript is in the nauvoo col-
lection in the church archives but smiths source was the juve-
nile instructor which published the essay serially in 1886 the
editors of the instructor made numerous grammatical and punc-
tuation changes to the original shortened some sentences and
reconstructed others the changes are not serious in terms of his-
torical understanding but some scholars would have preferred a
faithful reproduction of claytonsclaytonaClaytons original account the most dis-
appointing thing about the instructor version is that it does not
reproduce the entire original it stops on page 85 of a 100 page
manuscript even though the original does not tell the story of the
nauvoo temple through its completion it would be nice to have
the full document published

the last appendix is william claytonsclaytonaClaytons account of how he was
introduced to the doctrine and practice of plural marriage and his
recording of the revelation doctrine and covenants 132 as it was
dictated by joseph smith george smiths source is a version pub-
lished by andrew jenson in 1887 8 the original handwritten man-
uscript is in the clayton papers in the church archives there are
minor differences in terms of punctuation but for all practical pur-
poses both published versions are true to the original

an intimate chronicle brings together mostly in abridged
fashion and often relying on secondhand sources several docu-
ments produced by william clayton most of the collection has
been published elsewhere but having it available in one volume
even though the abridgementabridgement sometimes leaves misleading impres-
sions provides students of mormon history with a modest tool for
studying some aspects of clayton and his times but it must be
used with caution
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NOTES

james B alienallenailen and thomas G alexander eds manchester mormonscormonsMormons the
journal of william clayton 184018421840 1842 salt lake city peregrine smith 1974

these events are all discussed in detail in james B alienallenailen trials of disci-
pleshippleship the story of william craclaclaytonyton a mormon urbana university of illinois
1987 chsachs 4 7

31nn another misleading statement smith says that the journals contain
joseph smiths translation of ancient characters from the kinderhook plates
xxiv this is inaccurate clayton simply wrote that he had seen the plates and

claimed that joseph smith had translated a portion of them and had described
their content and author this report appears to be based on hearsay and no
translation was ever given see stanley B kimball kinderhook plates brought
to joseph smith appear to be a nineteenth century hoax ensign 11 august
198166741981661981 667466 74

interestingly enough smith does not include this entry for december 10
in claytonsclaytonaClaytons nauvoo journal although it is among the ehat excerpts

andrewjenson5andrewjensonAndrew jenson journal history of the church april 222218521852 LDS church
archives

the reader who is interested in what clayton had to say should try to see
it in the bullock collection or see the discussion in alienallenailen trials of discipleship
290 92

7thetheathe key is that if the spirit is from god he will not offer you his hand but
if from the devil he will either shrink from you or offer his hand which if he
does you will feel nothing but be deceived 514 significantly the same idea is
recorded in wilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruftwoodruffes journal under the date june 27 1839 it was
among the instructions joseph smith gave to the twelve before they left on their
mission to the british isles it is also noted in willard richardssRichardrichardsss pocket com-
panion a notebook that contains many of those instructions since richards was
in england when they were given in june 1839 it is apparent that he got his infor-
mation from notes shared with him by the apostles when they arrived in 1840
george smith suggests that clayton heard the idea from joseph in nauvoo in an
otherwise unknown december 1840 sermon 514 others have assumed that
clayton got his note either from richards or woodruff and recorded it in his book
during the month of december it is possible that the prophet spoke on the sub-
ject on several occasions

plural marriage historical record 6 may 1887 224 26
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reviewed by kathryn H shirts who holds a masters degree in theological
studies from harvard divinity school

the first eight volumes of selected speeches from the womens
conferences at brigham young university provide a unique per-
spectivespective on the concerns of latter day saint women during the past
two decades they also represent a continuing dialogue between
the womens research institute at BYU whose goal is to publish
scholarly articles on womens issues and deseret book whose goal
is to attract a wider readership by featuring sermons and personal
essays despite the tension between these goals or perhaps be-
cause of it the result is a unique blend of quality scholarship on
compelling religious and social issues and highly intelligent personal
statements from women of diverse backgrounds these womens
conference books are both challenging and readable it would be
difficult to find a more appealing combination of faith and scholar-
ship on the variety of issues important to mormon women

the history of womens conference books

brigham young university has sponsored a womens confer-
ence every year since 1975 the first conferences were relatively
small student events which quickly became popular among
women of all ages wanting to discuss issues affecting their lives
and which moved from student sponsorship to joint BYU relief
society endeavors because of the great interest in the womens
conference sessions selected talks have been published since
1980 first in paperboundpaperbound volumes and starting in 1986 in hard-
bound volumes from deseret book

the first hardbound book woman to woman is unusual
among the BYU womens conference books not only because it is
a compilation of the earlier paperboundpaperbound publications but also
because it draws from an entire decade of conferences the next
three volumes A heritage of faith As women of faith and
women of wisdom and knowledge are also compilations but
include selections from fewer conferences beginning with
women and the power within 1991 each new book in the
series draws from a single conference is professionally edited
under the direction of the womens research institute and is pub-
lished the following year
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significant differences exist between the conferences and the
womens conference books even in the years when the books are
edited by the same women who chaired the conferences on the
whole less than a quarter of the conference presentations in any
given year are represented in the published volumes the confer-
ences include panels talks given from outlines question and answer
sessions dramatic performances and casual discussions in the hall-
ways the more informal aspects of the womens conferences are
not reflected in the books which highlight keynote addresses and
fullyfolly crafted presentations speakers who wrote out their talks or
were willing to transform their notes into a complete essay were
more likely to be included in the earlier books of the series in later
books of the series editors were given the resources to spend
more time transcribing valuable presentations from spontaneous
speakers and helping first time authors create polished manuscripts

conference themes in the first decade

the womens conference is a conversation marie cornwall
writes 1990 3 the conference presentations can in fact be seen
as an extended conversation about the issues that matter most to
mormon women thus the primary focus of woman to woman is
essays by prominent mormon women addressing womens social
concerns of the preceding ten years although rarely mentioned
directly the national controversy over the ratification of the equal
rights amendment was obviously on the minds of the womens
conference presenters who express the need to sift through the
issues of home versus career or public service 1986 7 30 31 85
115 and carefully evaluate the pluses and minuses of the womens
movement an appendix in woman to woman features a 1974
talk given by belle spafford former general president of the relief
society sister spafford praises the efforts of nineteenth century
women to enhance their social and political status yet expresses
concern that the goals of the contemporary womens movement
were compromised by shifts in some of the traditional values of
life 1986 207

although the national debate over the equal rights amend-
ment was about womens legal but not religious status persistent
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questions about equality prompted womens conference essays on
women and priesthood themes of these essays include the admin-
istrativeistrative roles and saving blessings of the priesthood 1986 56 the
balance between the responsibilities of motherhood and sisterhood
and those of fatherhood and priesthood 1986 76 and the ultimate
spiritual equality inherent in the conviction that the savior is the
main role model for women as well as for men 1986 101 13 46

conference themes in the second decade

the complex commitments and questions that shaped the
lives of contemporary mormon women in the second decade are
reflected in essays on such topics as achieving unity in a culturally
diverse and increasingly international church balancing womens
roles learning from women in scripture and church history deal-
ing with adversity and understanding the atonement and devel-
oping ones relationship with the savior

achieving unity the most common recurring theme in
womens conference books since 1988 is the challenge of achiev-
ing unity among diverse mormon women of the eighties and nine-
ties underscoringUnderscoring the saviors admonition if ye are not one ye
are not mine dacd&c 38275827 sociological and linguistic studies sug-
gesting that women are especially conscious of interpersonal rela-
tionshipstionships give insight into the dynamics of womens conference
presentations for example cheryl brown BYU linguistics profes-
sor notes that unlike men who generally speak in order to estab-
lish self worth and independence women generally use language
to establish intimacy 1993 237 46 this tendency among wom-
en to focus on relationships may partially explain the persistent
womens conference themes of unity and community

in the faithful heritage of a convert carolyn rasmus af-
firms that the most important factor uniting mormon women
should be a realization of their common commitment to the lord
jesus christ and to his church 1988 40 patricia holland urges
women to unite through a mutual appreciation of an eternal
female identity since eve was designated the mother of allanaliail living
gen 320 long before she had borne a child women must not

let the word mother divide them the title is first and foremost a
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statement about womens nature not a headcount of their children
1988 26 julia mavimbela a convert from south africa feels that

women can unite to meet our common enemies illiteracy
poverty crime disease and stupid unjust laws that have made
women feel so helpless as to be hopeless 1990 63

delmont oswald describes the power of labels and stereo-
types we commonly use to harm one another and to fracture our
sense of community 1992 28896288 96 we can perceive polarity
where it doesnt exist observes donluconlu thayer seeing ourselves in
competition with something we are actually part of thus destroy-
ing any possibility of real community with others 1993 139

often when we have been labeled by others authors note
we bear the burden of healing the rift and remaining in the com-
munity even though being in the minority may be painful some-
times kate kirkham insists we need to claim the right to be
different and to be present 1993 213 hattie soil an african
american convert from inner city chicago describes her experi-
ences in an LDS branch among college students who assumed that
she would not understand their conversations this rejection
enabled her to evaluate who she was the daughter of heavenly
parents and she survived this period with testimony and a truck-
load of tact 1992 283 lisa boswell tells how an infertile woman
surrounded by prolific mormon mothers felt like a blind person
who was a member of a church that worshippedworshipped sight 1992
201 she considered leaving the church but decided to stay now
her presence helps remind members of the church that not every-
one fits typical patterns 1992 201

in the international church sensitivity to cultural differences
creates a spirit of unity for example anthropology professor john
hawkins cautions that behavioral differences are similar to lan-
guage differences and that latter day saints need to be aware of
what they are communicating perhaps inadvertently allowing
teenagers to go to youth activities unchaperoned in guatemala for
example is equivalent to saying that mormonscormons do not care about
the morals of their young people 1988 161igligi in the effort to
achieve greater unity and understanding hawkins advises say
what is truth in the distinctive behavior and distinctive language of
every region 1988 168
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the key to bridging the gaps that divide us emma lou thayne
asserts goes beyond superficial congeniality we need to know the
details that form anothersothersan life and perspective we need to hear
each others stories 1994 175 however if we disbelieve some
ones experience observes kate kirkham or if our hearts are
blind to what another has been experiencing we will be unable to
reach that wholeness that is the community ofofzionzion 1993 219
tammy heaton addresses the special importance of listening with
respect to victims of abuse in order to allow such victims to regain
a sense of their place in the community 1991 250

the essay by alienallenailen bergin is one of the few that deals with the
way organizational principles can foster unity he suggests the prin-
ciples of church government recorded in doctrine and covenants
107 allow both church councils and marriage partners to act in
unity 1990 125 noting that the relief society was organized
under the priesthood after a pattern of the priesthood jannathhannath

cannon and jill derr use historical examples to demonstrate how
women can use that priesthood pattern to achieve unity in their
collective endeavors 1989 122 23 younger relief society board
members advocating standardized lesson plans worked sensitively
with older members who feared that standardization would lessen
spirituality relief society sisters worked with bishopricsbishoprickbishoprics in coordi-
nating the transition from separate relief society halls to relief
society rooms within ward chapels 1989 125 26 141 42

balancing womens roles womens conference contribu-
tors have also continued to be concerned with womens choices
regarding work and mothering cheryl preston suggests that the
variety of opportunities available to contemporary women make
womens choices more difficult and the difficulty of their own
choices can make women less tolerant of other women 1994
177 85 donna lee bowen expresses dismay that the degrees
after her name disqualify her from being a real woman in the
eyes of some women could such women relate to her more if
they knew of her dreams and her joys her difficulties and insecuinsect
ritiescities if they knew of her battle with breast cancer her miscar-
riages and her divorce do profession clothing education income
appearance or other factors that do not represent our whole
selves need to distance us from one another 1992 2682687979
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interestingly as mormon women explain their positions and
tell their whole stories they seem much less different from each
other the women writers such as camilla kimball who empha-
size the crucial role of the mother in nurturing children also rec-
ognize the need for women to prepare for a vocation where they
can serve the community and be financially independent in a fam-
ily emergency 1986 1111 11 women like ida smith who empha-
size the need to prepare for circumstances which might require
work outside the home also stress the prime importance of build-
ing a home where all who live there can thrive 1989 203 22
again and again it becomes obvious that women with advanced
degrees value the role of wife and mother their decision to pur-
sue professional careers often comes with difficulty after careful
thought about how to move on productively with their livesfivesilvesbives

1992 222 30
the authors discuss not only how women with different roles

relate to each other but also how women relate to the different
roles they fill in their own livesfivesilvesbives leanna ballard writes honestly of
her great difficulty balancing interests in biology with the attention
she wanted to give her young family 1994 231 40 emma lou
thayne from the perspective of a lifetime writes more comfort-
ably about mingling education and family so that each enriches the
other thayne went back for a masters degree in creative writing
when her youngest daughter started school and found that she
came home to her children better able to talk their language hav-
ing talked a grownupgrown up tongue for a while 1990 101 her insecuinsect
ritiescities about entering the work force were allayed when she realized
how much she had learned in her twentyfivetwenty five years out of school
quoting rilke she affirms all the things that I1 lavish myself on
grow rich and lavish me 1990 102

like emma lou thayne karen davidson 1993 17 27 and
ann finlayson stress the ways in which the normal activities of a
mormon mother can prepare her for valuable service in the com-
munity when her children are grown finlayson chair of the
pocatello schoolboardschoolboard comments that latter day saints do not real-
ize what marvelous leadership training they receive by fulfilling
church callings mormon women are unusually prepared to
become involved in community affairs when the time is right in
their lives 1990 737673 76
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one way women can balance education and family is to be
aware of the varying stages in their lives and to appreciate the
value of each dont wish away your years of caring for small chil-
dren admonishes marjorie hinckley this is a time of great oppor-
tunity for you to build the kingdom when you teach children
to love their heavenly father you have done one of the greatest
things you will ever do 1989 5 helen stark and camille delong
affirm the importance of women paying attention to their own
needs even in the busynessbusy ness of rearing families 1991 155 63
118 24 As delong notes her children are sensitive to her
stresses and when she allowed herself to care for her own needs
her daughters lights came back on too 1991 121 22

janet lee and kathleen jensen caution against the kind of dis-
couragementcouragement that comes when a woman measures herself against
an imaginary patti perfect or mormon supermomSupermom louise plummer
a talented creative writer and popular conference speaker pre-
sents witty essays about her lack ofofhomemakinghomemaking skills with humor
plummer broadens the ideal of the successful mormon woman to
include the intuitive grasshoppers as well as the organized ants
19881851988 185 91 1993199312528199312512528125 28

several conference essays deal with men joining women in
the important task of nurturing children A panel entitled equal
partners two versions shows how husbands with either flexible
or structured careers can sustain and encourage their families
1991 9311793 117 alan hawkins and kathryn sargent demonstrate

how a fathers involvement with his children is not only good for
the children it is also essential to the fathers own growth and
maturity 1994 127 39 sociologist stephen bahr points out that
parent aloneness is the most constant variable in struggling fami-
lies for homes without fathers he suggests the importance of
teams such as mother grandmother 1989 223 41

the continuing conversations on learning parenting careers
life stages and unity and diversity can be seen as one aspect of a
womanscomans search for identity in the hectic and demanding twenti-
eth century what does my lifestylelife style say about who I1 am when my
lifestylelife style changes how do I1 stay the same what do I1 have in com-
mon with other mormon women at different places in their lives
alongside these conversations womens conferences provide
forums for a deeper look at womens essential identities
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learning from women in scripture and church history
conference organizers invite speakers with expertise in scripture
study and history to lead rigorous discussions contributions by
women are especially encouraged consequently the womens
conference volumes contain some of the best contemporary mor-
mon scriptural exegesis regarding women

several womens conference authors are drawn to the story
ofadam and eve and find it pivotal to any discussion about women
all of them give a favorable account of eves role in bringing about
the conditions of mortality this interpretation might be expected
given the mormon emphasis on the positive aspects of the fall
interestingly however all of the writers emphasize aspects of the
story which deal with achieving unity among women and men
a more unusual reading but consistent with the themes of BYU

womens conference presentations
in becoming bone of bone and flesh of flesh eugene eng-

land focuses on the ways in which both men and women are cre-
ated in the image of god he believes the revelations of joseph
smith indicate that scriptural references to god mean the eternal
partnership of heavenly parents thus both men and women are
indeed created in the divine image furthermore the book of moses
affirms that both male and female were created in the image of the
only begotten moses 227 who came to reveal to both men and
women what they could become together 1989 107 2211

suzanne lundquist points out the richness of the adam and
eve story in the latter day saint tradition four versions in gene-
sis the book of abraham the book of moses and the temple
endowment illuminate each other in meaningful ways all four
accounts describe how men and women become separate from
each other and require mutual repentance and a healing of their
relationships in order to become whole again 1989 88 106

with eves role in the creation and the fall to mortality
jolene rockwood makes an invaluable contribution to our under-
standing of the primordial unity of adam and eve by analyzing crit-
ical phrases from the hebrew text of genesis such understanding
challenges the assumptions of the judeofudeo christian culture that has
placed the blame for sin in the world entirely upon eve thus estab-
lishing the inferiority of women for example in hebrew adam
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refers to humankind both male and female the words ish man
and isha woman were not used in the story until after the
account of the fall 1991 56

along with the story of adam and eve authors explore the
new testament as a primary source on women in choosing
the good part rockwood notes that for christ women were to
have the same spiritual priorities as men 1991 109 christ
invited mary to sit at his feet and study the law and he pairs male
and female examples in his parables to make sure that both
women and men see his teachings as relevant rockwood indicates
that in general women were active participants in the early
church praying prophesying and exercising spiritual gifts given
his jewish background paul was much more than a moderate
in his affirmation that there is neither male nor female in christ
according to keith norman 1990 206

while we are not as influenced by old testament models
today carol madsen points out the richness of the concept of
mother in israel for women in the nineteenth century church

motherhood was the major source of authority for israelite
women and the judge deborah identified herself as a mother in
israel because she had unified her people in throwing off their
oppressors judges 56 7 among the puritans and later among
the mormonscormonsMormons this special title linked the spiritual and domestic
spheres identifying both as natural and desirable areas for female
ministry 1990 170201170 201

in A latter day saint theology of suffering francine bennion
explains how we go beyond scriptural analysis of individual topics
to formulate broader concepts which help us deal with our whole
life experience she writes theology provides a framework
that binds diversity and complexity into a more simple net with
which we can make sense even of things we dont fully under-
stand 198819885555

overcoming adversity expressions of theology need not
necessarily be systematic womens conference speakers use both
the personal essay and the sermon to affirm their faith despite
adversity the atmosphere of the BYU womens conferences pro-
vides an opportunity for participants to speak personally in their
sermonssermons and rigorously in their personal essays acknowledging
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their own circumstances and trials the authors are especially
effective because they combine honesty about the difficulty of
adversity with faith in the sustaining influence of the lord and the
community of believers

carlfredearlfredCarlfred brodericksBrodericks essay the uses of adversity summa-
rizes succinctly the theme of many essays the gospel of jesus
christ is not insurance against pain it is resource in the event of
pain which will inevitably come to us in mortality 1989 172 73
for example martha beck expresses the difficulty she had accept-
ing the birth of a handicapped child she realized that what she
really needed was not a change in her sons condition but free-
dom from the great distress she felt about his condition this freedom
came through her increased understanding of his inherent worth
1993 159 61

richard ferre and marian bergin describe the pain of having
wayward children As ferre poignantly observes god suffers for
us in our agency we suffer for them in their agency 1990 165
bergin refers to psychologist M scott peck who likens pain to
going into the desert for self discovery as did the savior pain
makes us aware of what we value and more capable of experienc-
ing joy accepting a child who has made wrong choices does not
mean that we give up but that we free ourselves to make appro-
priate responses 1990 15358153 58

marjorie conder and craig conder write from the perspec-
tives of mother and son regarding craigs withdrawal from the
church in the aftermath of a personal tragedy both emphasize
the importance of patience in allowing children to come to terms
with their own experiences and of prayer to the lord that he will
provide appropriate help at the appropriate time 1994 145 54
in staying together despite not praying together families deal-
ing with inactivity edward kimball stresses the importance of main-
taining our own standards keeping lines of communication open
appreciating the admirable qualities of inactive family members
and praying for wisdom and patience 1993 167 74

several authors discuss the financial legal and emotional
hardships caused by divorce according to elaine sorensen time
alone will not heal the pain of divorce and women going through
a divorce must evaluate their needs and discover the ward and
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community resources available to them 1994 46 50 neither the
process of divorce nor the absence of the father need remain per-
manentlymanent ly devastating maintains suzanne dastrup the way
remaining family members function is what determines either tur-
moil or success 1994 58

anne horton grethe peterson tammy heaton and warren
nielson address the problem of child abuse 1988 100 109 and
lynda driscoll describes her journey from victim to survivor
driscoll reports how honestly working through her feelings and
learning from other survivors helped her to evaluate her ex-
periencesperiences and gain control of her life 1991 247 67 catherine
thomas the adult child of an alcoholic father observes that those
who do not have a model for consistent and mature love when
they are growing up often struggle when they themselves become
parents 1991 186 90 through the gospel of jesus christ how-
ever we can mature spiritually and make up for those depriva-
tions 1991iggi1991187187

midge patrick and carol clark write eloquently and candidly
about the value of forgiving and the challenges of doing so patrick
who was driving the car at the time of an accident that disabled
her and killed her son and husband decided she was not willing
to let her children suffer because she could not forgive herself and
get on with life 1I was able to forgive myself she says because I1

literally felt the lords kind gentle arms around me during this
time my soul was touched my spirit healed and I1 came to feel
at peace with our circumstance as it was 19951993 120 clark de-
scribes an intense three year effort to learn to forgive which
involved praying searching the scriptures and talking with sup-
portive friends she concludes never have I1 felt the atonement
more personally than when I1 worked for years to forgive someone
who had wounded me to my very core 1993 175 78

understanding the atonement and developing ones
relationship with the savior the focal point of womens con-
ference sermons as well as that of the personal essays is the
atonement ofjesusofjesus christ in A perfect brightness of hope elaine
jack relief society general president affirms that the basis for
faith and hope in the midst of lifes real challenges is not wish-
ful thinking but our understanding of the atonement and the
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restored gospel 1992 6 18 karen davidson who gave the
keynote address of the 1990 conference maintains once a woman
comes to understand the atonement she knows she does not have
to live with past mistakes disadvantage and injustice need not
drag us down 1991 15 the message of the atonement insists
marybeth raynes is that we are not beings who are irreparably
harmed 1991 178

in a joint presentation eve heard all these things and was
glad grace and learning by experience bruce and marie hafen
focus on adam and eve as role models who together teach us how
to receive the atonement through our covenantal relationship
with the savior we overcome not only the effects of our sins but
also all the other negative consequences of the fall physical dis-
ability death and the harm which others may do to us as a result
of wrong choices 1994 16163333

cheiko okazaki of the relief society general presidency gave
the powerful concluding talk of the 1993 conference grace and
glory strength from our savior 1994 24152241 52 christ is not like
a man waiting on the shore with a life preserver on a rope calling
that he will save us after all that we can do christ is the master of
wind and wave yet he is in the water with us feeling the batter
ings of the same current he lends us strength so we can try
he gives us his vision so that we can see the shore it may be
true that we can always do more but not because we have no
limits its because he has none 1994 249

when we understand the willingness of the lord to be with
us and sustain us in the particular circumstances of our own lives
assures ardeth kapp our service becomes customized by the
spirit 1991 34 35 cecile pelous who balances a job as a fash-
ion designer with work among disadvantaged children in india and
nepal affirms that in the hands of the lord 1I have been able to do
much more than I1 thought possible I1 see that what I1 accomplish
is a part of the work of the lord and that I1 am his instrument
he guides me and opens doors for me sometimes in unforeseen
ways 1993 15

elder dallin H oaks encourages women to seek after spiritual
gifts which can lead us to god and compensate for our inadequa-
cies 1988 38 maureen beecher affirms the sacred spirituality
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that graced the nauvoo relief society is still our birthright it is

generated among us in answer to our own needs 1992 61 in her
keynote address in the covenant of grace carol madsen invokes
the blessing of zina young taken from her testimony at a 1874
womens meeting the spirit of god is here and when we speak
to one another it is like oil going from vessel to vessel 1994 14

looking ahead

the themes discussed over the last ten years at the BYU wom-
ens conferences have remained remarkably constant however as
an ongoing record of the conferences the womens conference
volumes have changed format and will undoubtedly continue to
change to rejoice as women the most recently published vol-
ume indicates decreasing emphasis on scholarship and increasing
emphasis on sermons and personal narratives 1 undoubtedly this
trend will continue reflecting deseret books interest in promot-
ing the books to a wider readership

in the preface to women and the power within BYU presi-
dent rex E lee acknowledges that maintaining a forum for the dis-
cussion of issues relevant to mormon women willwin never be easy nor
free from controversy but he concludes that few things that are
really worthwhile enjoy either of those luxuries 1991 3 over
the years the BYU womens conference books will remain a store-
house of insights for women seeking to pursue wisdom and knowl-
edge and to reinforce their faith in the gospel and in themselves

NOTE

susettemusette fletcher green and dawn hall anderson eds to rejoice As
women talks from the 1994 womens conference salt lake city deseret
book1995Book 1995
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reviewed by roger finke associate professor of sociology purdue university

the angel and the beehive is the story of mormonscormons vacillat-
ing between acceptance and rejection of the surrounding amer-
ican culture the beehive serves as the symbol of worldly
enterprise including economic educational cultural and political
success the enterprises that help accelerate the process of assim-
ilation in sharp contrast the angel represents the otherworldly
spiritual dimensions such as latter day prophets redemption of
the dead and proclaiming the faith to all the dimensions that
serve to separate mormonscormons from gentiles and make mormonism
distinctive from other religions the story is about mormonscormons seek-
ing assimilation into the surrounding culture until the 1960s then
striving for distance when the culture becomes too receptive
they reevaluate their progress gradually reverse the trend and re-
build their barriers today mauss reports the angel is alive and
well and the church is anxious for the world to know it 199

but this book is more than a story about the mormonscormonsMormons strug-
gle with the larger culture As a sociologist armand mauss assesses
this struggle using theory and research on the sect to church tran-
sition 1 he explains how sectarian tension can increase religious
commitment and eventually he concludes that the LDS church
has defied the standard drift from sect to church by choosing to
increase sectarian tension rather than reduce its demands on the
faithful finally the book reports on the personal journey of
the author mauss describes the book as an effort to help me
understand my own changing relationship to the mormon institu-
tions and people xiii

the angel and the beehive begins by devoting attention to
the successful assimilation of mormonscormons prior to the 1960s chap-
ters two through five provide evidence of the assimilation process
drawing on shepherd and shepherds analysis of rhetoric in gen-
eral conference sermonssermons22 and on a variety of historical accounts
mauss argues that until the 1960s mormon leaders and the laity

190
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were gradually emphasizingdeemphasizingde the distinctive features of mormon-
ism and attempting to bring the church into the mainstream
here he turns to his own surveys of california and utah mormonscormons
in the 1960s and compares his findings to stark and glocksblocks 1960s
surveys of a wide range of denominations 3 at the end of chapter
four he concludes that by the 1960s mormonscormons were highly assim-
ilated except in the area of lifestylelife style where he reported a lag-
ging assimilation

chapters six through eight then review the response of LDS

church officials and the laity to this process of assimilation he de-
scribes this response as retrenchment he narrows his review to
five areas of retrenchment the principle of continuous revelation
through modernmodem prophets genealogy and temple work the mis-
sionary program family renewal and religious education he re-
turns to shepherd and shepherds work to demonstrate that these
themes have received increased emphasis in general conference
sermons and cites the general social Surveys 4 to show that mor
mons score higher than non mormonscormons in these areas and numer-
ous other measures of religiosity

the final chapters argue that fundamentalism is on the rise
within mormonism but the definition used for fundamentalism
strays from standard LDS usage rather than referring to groups
espousing polygamy mauss defines mormon fundamentalists as
those believing in scriptural inerrancy salvation by grace authori-
tarian leadership and strict obedience to pastoral injunctions
using this definition he cites the use of a lay clergy a movement
toward centralized management the turnover in the first presi-
dency the reaction to a new class of intellectuals and the dispro-
portionateportionate conversion of southerners as sources for this rise in
fundamentalism again mauss illustrates how this trend is appar-
ent in the belief and behavior of both church officials and the laity

the final chapter closes the book by offering a few predictions and
cautionary notes for the future

the contributions of this book are many though not a histo-
rian the author provides a historical backdrop to contemporary
issues and draws on a variety of historical sources this approach
allows the author to include the variable of time in his analysis and
argument the book also addresses several theoretical issues by
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demonstrating how the LDSLIDSliosllos church defies the traditional sect to
church drift and by offering perceptive insights on the institutional
sources for what he calls fundamentalism though the authors
personal support does not fall in the fundamentalist camp he
draws on rational choice theory to acknowledge the benefits of
strict demands and a distinctive identity for the commitment ofmem-
bers and the growth of the organization finally for those not famil-
iar with the mormon religion this book provides an insiders
knowledge on mormon institutions and beliefs

the limitations of the book are primarily limitations of the
data my most serious concern is whether the data support the basic
trends the book is designed to explain were the mormonscormons highly
assimilated in the 1960s and have they reversed this trend since
the 1960s I1 am convinced by the arguments and the evidence that
church officials have made substantial strides toward keeping
assimilation in check and promoting a distinctive identity but I1 am
less convinced that church officials and the laity made a sharp turn
in the 1960s first and perhaps most importantly the level of as-
similationsimilation in the 1960s is reviewed from only one side of the assim-
ilation relationship the mormon side though LDS achievements
reflected the achievements of the nation and the members identi-
fied with the culture around them most latter day saints were still
regionally isolated and tensions remained mauss concludes that
only in the area of lifestylelife style was there evidence of lagging assim-
ilation but as I1 review the tables I1 see mormon distinctiveness
going beyond lifestylelife style and I1 view lifestylelife style as a difference that
makes a difference because lifestylelife style differences such as religious
endogamy high birth rates and abstinence from alcohol tobacco
coffee and tea are highly revealing of a persons religious
commitment they are differences that draw effective boundaries
my reading of the data is that assimilation was far from complete
in the 1960s

second I1 am only partially convinced that there has been a
noticeable retrenchment I1 am persuaded that the rates of temple
work mission activity and participation in family home evenings
are increasing but the surveys used to demonstrate a widening
gap between mormon religiosity and that of others are plagued
with problems in contrast to the surveys of the 1960s which
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focused on church members from selected regions the general
social surveys of the 1970s and 1980s were based on the entire
adult population and respondents were asked to list religious affil-
iation rather than membership by using affiliates the latter sur-
veys include large numbers of inactive catholics and protestprotestantsants in
the non mormon category sharply reducing the reported level of
commitment for non mormonscormons mauss acknowledges the resulting
potential for distortion when he comments in a footnote it must
be conceded here that juxtaposing the sixties data with the eight-
ies data might well exaggerate the widening gap between mor
mons and others 156

beyond the issue of data other readers will challenge the
explanations offered for recent changes Is the increasing rate of
temple work mission activity and participation in family home
evenings a retrenchment or is this a response to the increasing
mormon growth outside the utah sphere As mormonscormons find them-
selves a local minority in the midwest the south and around the
world are they being forced to take a sectarian stance and change
their relationship with the larger culture this book represents just
one viewpoint on this intriguing issue

despite these concerns mausss research will be of interest
to a wide range of audiences for social scientists the book offers
an inside look at recent changes in the LDS church and applies
these changes to key theoretical insights for insiders the book
provides an application of theoretical insights to important church
issues for anyone interested in american religion the book
reviews a diverse collection of data sources on american religion
and for mauss the book has provided a journey in the ongoing
quest for understanding im sure many will want to join him on
that journey

NOTES

in the sect to church theory churches are religions that have grown
worldly and comfortable with the surrounding culture sects are groups that
want to focus on otherworldly issues and therefore break away from churches 6
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gordoncordonmordon shepherd and gary shepherd A kingdom transformed themes
in the development ofmormonismof mormonism salt lake city university ofutah press 1984

wodneyrodney stark and charles Y glock american piety the nature of reli-
gious commitment berkeley university of california press 1968

the general social surveys are federally funded annual surveys conducted
by the national opinion research corporation NORC see james A davis and
tom W smith general social surveys 197219901972 1990 chicago national opinion
research corporation 1990
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reviewed by robert E riggs emeritus professor of law brigham young university

what helpful insights can the gospel offer to those concerned
with the conduct of public affairs this is a question many LDS

people undoubtedly have wrestled with as they have tried to find
political ground that is both practically defensible and morally
responsible in this small book published by BYUs david M

kennedy center for international studies a group of LDS scholars
and foreign affairs practitioners have undertaken a collective
exploration of ways the gospel can be made relevant in public pol-
icy discussions

exploring a subject with no easy or obvious gospel answers
the book contains edited papers and extended remarks presented
at a symposium of the same title at the kennedy center in the fall
of 1993 moral principles have relevance to national security deci-
sions as in every area of public policy but general principles usu-
ally leave room for disagreement as to the effectiveness and moral
superiority of particular policies should the united states inter-
vene militarily in bosniabesnia should russia be admitted to the north
atlantic treaty organization should the united states destroy
all of its stocks of nuclear weapons and rely on conventional
weaponry for military security Is any kind of US military action
short of defense against an actual armed attack on the country jus-
tified such questions typically raise a host of practical issues that
tend to overshadow moral considerations but when the moral
issue is faced what does the gospel tell us

from time to time general authorities of the church have
made pronouncements on issues affecting national security A few
of these are summarized by steven A hildreth in a short chapter
entitled an LDS moral perspective on security policy church
leaders have decried war armaments and reliance on the arm of
flesh for secular security yet they have encouraged church mem-
bers to accept military service when called and have seldom

195
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publicly opposed any specific american military involvement
abroad 121 until the demise of the soviet union anti commucomma
nismcism was perhaps the most consistent foreign policy theme voiced
by church leaders also elder J reuben clark jr opposed US
membership in the league of nations and later regarded the united
nations as a threat to US security and sovereignty 1 elder ezra taft
benson likewise disapproved of the united nations 2 although
other church leaders have treated the organization with greater
respect such pronouncements are always heard with interest by
church members and sometimes the general public but they rarely
provide any comprehensive moral guidance for US security policy
this stance is not surprising since church authorities in allanailali pru-
dence have ordinarily not desired to commit the church to specific
positions on particular questions of foreign and security policy

the authors in this book nevertheless have ventured where
general authorities fear to tread they can do so with good con-
science knowing that no one will hold the institutional church
accountable for anything they say they also do so quite well
these committed latter day saints are nearly all thoughtful acade-
mics government officials experienced in the area of national
security or both one author has since been called to the second
quorum of seventy

this collection of papers comes at a time when the passing of
the cold war has made obsolete the former national security con-
sensus which was based on containing communism by various
deterrence strategies and a new consensus is yet to emerge taking
account of this changed situation the papers are organized under
three general topics 1 US national security objectives after the
cold war 2 the emerging international security environment and
3 the utility and morality of military options in the new environ-

ment As a practical matter most of the authors are not constrained
by the topic assignment they range over ends means the inter-
national environment and the morality of it all largely as their
interests dictate this is less a flaw in various papers and more an
acknowledgment that the three topics are highly interrelated

the most interesting aspect of the various pieces certainly to
members of the church and probably to others who will read the
book is the attempt to find relevance for gospel principles others
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writing in the field of national security policy are as well qualified
as these authors and have treated the subject in much greater
depth but this group is uniquely qualified to bring an IDS per-
spectivespective to bear on such issues for that reason I1 appraised each
article in terms of how well it achieved that purpose by this test
three of the fifteen articles failed yet even they had thoughtful
comments on the political aspects of national security policy two
of the three appear to have been informal remarks at the confer-
ence perhaps later edited rather than prepared papers

kerry M kartchner one of the editors of the volume and an
official with the US arms control and disarmament agency pro-
vides an introductory essay that achieves a nice balance between
analysis of the changing national security agenda and the moral
challenges posed by the altered circumstances he identifies five
key issues with deep moral ramifications 1 what is the proper
role of america in the post cold war world should we still strive
for primacy 2 Is secular peace attainable has peace been
taken from the world for the duration of this dispensation 53 how
significant are internal security threats including terrorism will
the lord fight our external battles if we can resist internal decaydecar
4 what is the moral responsibility of individual leaders for blood-

shed and destruction in the world should we hold them person-
ally accountable and if so how 5 when is the use of military
force abroad appropriate Is military action ever morally justified
or required kartchner raises questions rather than providing
answers undoubtedly the safe course when convincing answers
are so elusive but he places the discussion into a scriptural con-
text that makes church teachings appear genuinely relevant rather
than merely parochial

valerie hudson coeditor and associate professor of political
science at brigham young university had the much tougher
assignment of concluding and summarizing what was said at the
conference As might be expected a fair amount of agreement
emerged on a few general objectives of national security policy as
well as many of the threats we need to guard against disagree-
ment set in however on the specifics of what the united states
should do to attain security and on the moral justifiability of par-
ticular policies the emphasis again is on questions rather than
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answers but hudson manages to raise some very thoughtful and
pointed issues I1 was particularly impressed with her characteriza-
tion of the dilemma faced by mormonscormons in government As an LDS

national security professional she asks how do you keep one
foot in the world and one foot in the gospel when do you fall on
your sword over principle and when do you seek for credibility by
telling your superiors what the wisdom of the world would advo-
cate 177 put in terms of salt with savour she adds how do
you figure out what is enough savour and what is too much for
those worldly leaders with whom you associate 177 the same
question posed perhaps in slightly different forms raises a moral
challenge for all of us

between the introduction and conclusion most of the inter-
vening chapters offer useful and occasionally challenging insights
two in my opinion stand out from the rest and alone make the
book worth reading robert woods keynote address rendering
unto caesar moral responsibility and civic duty in a world of
states was superb any summary of this article will necessarily
understate the symmetry and profundity of the whole which joins
a broad understanding of the history theory and practice of inter-
national affairs with an equally profound appreciation of scriptural
concepts and ethical principles exploring the relationship between
the things which are caesarscaesaraCaesars and the things that are gods as
professor wood observes requires both theological and political
reasoning 54 the piece exhibits a high quality of both types
of reasoning along with a deep sensitivity to the moral question

A second superior contribution is paul hammonds security
and morality in a contingent world which provides a compelling
analysis of the complexity encountered by anyone in or out of gov-
ernmenternment trying to decide which foreign policies are likely to be
moral in their motivations and consequences one especially telling
comment addresses the behavioral limits of the morally aware per-
son responding to modemmodern environments in which the mass media
shrinks distances and demands attention to an agenda of morally
significant things that need fixing 143 hammond continues

ignorance once kept our individual moral agendas short now they
become long with our wider awareness of the worlds problems and
the possibilities of collective action to shorten and prioritize them
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is essential if we are to maintain any perspective on our collective
capabilities in the face of evident needs yet shortening the listest and
prioritizing it can make us morally callous if only as a defense mech-
anism against our sense of guilt how can we justify saying no to
starving children conversely how can we get on with our lives if
we always say yes to demands for our moral action 143

unlike many of the contributors hammond offers specific sugges-
tions for dealing with problems of moral choice in foreign policy
these suggestions are worth pondering

other contributions to the book are certainly also worth read-
ing bruce porter a BYU political science professor at the time of
the symposium has authored a short piece that poses the broad
moral and practical issues with understanding and common sense
kerry kartchner dealing with an issue that will interest many
appraises the morality of maintaining nuclear armaments in the
post cold war era

this book is not the beginning of the moral dialogue about
national security nor will it be the final word it is however
unique as a collective effort of credentialedcredentialed LDS scholars and expe-
rienced government officials to examine national security issues in
the light of LDS teachings it does not seek to indoctrinate it has
no hidden agenda it expresses a wide range of views all contrib-
utors nevertheless agree on one thing that the moral dimension
of national security policy is important this book will be wel-
comed by others who share that view

NOTES

aj1jJ reuben clark our dwindling sovereignty injhinjin reuben darkclark selected
papers on americanism and national affairs ed david H yam jr provo
utah BYU press 1987 21617216 17 223

2ezraaradezrazra taft benson an enemy hath done this salt lake city parliament
publishers 1969 201 8
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catching the vision working his efforts to enlist the support
together to create a millennial of his wife and family his coun-

selorsward by william G dyer and ward leaders and even-
tuallybookcraft 1993 the members of his ward
each chapter presents a principle

writing from his experiences such as developing stewardship
as a husband father bishop high managing diversity dealing with
councilor general sunday school repentance and forgiveness man-

agingboard member and stake presi-
dent

interpersonal conflicts con-
trollingthe author adds his exper-

tise
competition or meeting

as a professional sociologist to adversity these principles are
this serious look at what it would then taught through realistic and
take to prepare the saints their thoughtful narratives which reflect
families and their wards for mil-
lennial

the kinds of experiences nearly all
living members face sooner or later in

dyer asks readers to consider the their wards A final discussion fol-
lowsquestions can the millennium be-

gin
each narrative summarizing

if the saints are not prepared to and analyzing the experiences of
live a millennial law xx and what the fictional ward members and
will our own wards and stakes look providing practical conclusions
like and how will they function if catching the vision has many
we are seriously dealing with the workable ideas for the perfecting
question of becoming a prepared of the saints through callings af-

fordedpeople xi in wards striving to be a
he then presents a model through zion community it is enjoyable

the fictional bishop george pratt reading and well worth the invest-
mentand his plainsvillePlainsville second ward of a few hours

the bishop and the members of his kathryn C gardner
ward may not exist in reality but
what happens to them transpires
in almost every ward and branch in
the church the fresh approaches historical dictionary of mormon-

ismto problems and the discovery of by davis bitton scarecrow
solutions to common challenges press 1994
are stimulating insightful and
even touching while one of the greatest

dyer begins with a newly called strengths of mormonism is its mis-
sionarybishops development as he attains program many public

a vision of his calling and deepens libraries lack objective and con-
cisehis personal commitment and with information for the curious

200
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investigator concerning the church volume closes with three appen-
dixesall too frequently the only offer-

ings
a chronological listing of

are anti mormon in tone and church presidents another of com-
pletedcontent some of them subtly temples and an interest-
ingso and are therefore very confus-

ing
selection of famous quotes

for a seeker looking for a bal-
anced

ranging from joseph smith to
view of a new religion this chieko okazaki

information gap is exactly what any weaknesses in the volume
the historical dictionary of mor-
monism

are minor such as the choice of a
fills best its small size is few photographs that are too dark

much less intimidating that the to be satisfactory without reserva-
tionfour volume encyclopedia of mor-

monism
I1 recommend the historical

new york macmillan dictionary ofmormonismof Mormonism to mem-
bers1992 and its price is more afford-

able
of the church and encourage

for public libraries them in the interest of missionary
davis bitton has done a great work and providing correct infor-

mationservice by providing an introduc-
tion

for investigators to recom-
mendto the history of the church or donate bittonsbittensBittons book to

and to its leaders and activities their local libraries
throughout the world an initial gary gillum
perusal of the volume may indicate
that the articles are similar to those
in the encyclopedia however bit-
ton presents the information from the radiant lnelife by truman R

a fresh perspective consistent with madsen bookcraft 1994

his lifelong ability to communicate
clearly and concisely whatever the madsen a master teacher seeks
topic his explanation of the moun-
tain

here to lead saints to a fuller spiri-
tualmeadows massacre the united life to stir in them a new atti-
tudeorder and the utah period of the about their thoughts and

church are the finest summaries actions this work is similar in
ive seen anywhere and the arti-
cles

style to his book the highest in Us

on feminism and the roles of bookcraft 1978 both are in-
tendedwomen exemplify bittonsbittensBittons clear for general readership and

understanding of current issues in are designed to uplift and inspire
the church highly readable the book con-

tainsA chronology precedes the dic-
tionary

a potent mixture of theory
listings 40 percent ofwhich anecdotes and solid doctrine based

are short biographies of leaders on scripture A chapter on the sab-
bathand prominent members of the draws heavily from madsensmaddensMadsens

church immediately following knowledge of jewish tradition and
the main body of the book is a fur-
ther

from his time spent in the holy
hallmark of bittonsbittensBittons exacting land his discussion on forgiveness

scholarship an excellent bibliog-
raphy

will prove to be genuinely helpful
representing his years of for those seeking forgiveness as

research in church history the well as those seeking to forgive
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while madsensmaddensMadsens training in phi-
losophy

muslims are respected for their
is evident in the chapter devotion to monotheism other

on light the philosophical theory christians are not disparaged
is enlightening and not overwhelm-
ing

catholicism we are told rejects
in the chapter on human nothing that is good and true but

anguish and divine love madsen the pope does not agree that every-
thingguides readers through the philo-

sophical
is equal not for him the

theories of good and evil fashionable relativism of the 1990s
and leaves them with a greater under-
standing

buddhism for example he pro-
nouncesof the mortal experience essentially escapist and

madsensmaddensMadsens insight into the pur-
poses

atheistic the popes duty he says

of gospel principles inspires is to proclaim christ
a respect for his testimony his abil-
ity

some catholic feminist and
to teach and his knowledge of proabortionproabortion groups to judge from

the gospel he serves as an exam-
ple

their public pronouncements and
of a radiant life demands cannot be happy with

jennifer hurlbut his emphatic answer to questions
about abortion legalization of
abortion is

none other than the authoriza-
tioncrossing the threshold of hope given to an adult with the

by his holiness john paul II11 approval of an established law
alfred A knopf 1994 to take the lives of children yet

unborn and thus incapable of
defending themselves it isA happy combination of ques-

tion
not possible to speak of the

and answer this book has right to choose when a clear
been a best seller we get a sense moral evil is involved when
of informality as vittorio messori what is at stake is the command-

mentchosen because of his previous do not kill 205

writing and because he is a the conclusion which provides
believer asks the questions and the title for the book is a discus-

sionjohn paul 11II answers in words of the biblical expression be
intended to be understood not afraid the power of christs

always articulate the pope cross and resurrection is greater
responds to questions one by one than any evil which man could or
how does the pope pray if god sbouldfearshould rearfearreaf 219 the gospel is
exists why is he hiding why so demanding but christ reveals that
many religions the pope often his demands never exceed mans
refers to the declarations of vati-
can

abilities223abilities 223
11II which he defends as a although latter day saints will

great gift to the church to all naturally sift and recognize where
those who took part in it to the their answers would agree and
entire human family and to each where they might vary those not
of us individually 157 of the catholic faith can find inspi-

rationA spirit of reaching out of dia-
logue

in the popes words
breathes through these pages davis bitton
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thy people shall be my people this collection largely written
and abytby7by god my god the 22d by the rising generation of LDS

annual sidney B sperry sympo-
sium

biblical scholars offers clear and
brigham young university competent treatments of topics

1993 deseret book 1994 that are of great interest to latter
day saints

the 1993 sperry symposium christy dunn
on the old testament thy people
shall be my people and tbtthyyby god
my god is also relevant to studies

the paulpauk his andapostle lifeof the other standard works par-
ticularly the annual sid-

ney
ticularly the new testament testimony 23d

outstanding contributions include B sperry symposium
terry balls explanations of botani-
cal

brigham young university 1994
deseret book 1994imagery in isaiah applicable to

the words of jesus jennifer clarkdark
lanes discussion of adoption and each of the twelve essays com-

piledredemption in the old testament from papers given at the
and in pauls writings and dana 1994 sperry symposium is worth
pikes work on seals and sealing reading some pieces are homi-

leticthomas valletta discusses the others scholarly all treat
exodus as a type of the plan of re-
demption

either pauls milieu or his epistles
demption and catherine thomas several using methods of biblical
provides a spiritual and historical criticism to elucidate pauls literary
background for israel in the new and historical context from their
testament through israels provo-
cation

faithful viewpoints authors re-
freshinglyin the wilderness frank fre engage questions such

judd compares melchizedek to as can pauls epistles be read as a
enoch and both prophets to christ secondary account of resurrection
relevant to hebrews 7 and dale eyewitnesses collectively acting as

lebaron connects elijahselijassElijahs modem another gospel R L anderson
day and biblical significance kelly yes has new documentary evi-

denceogden and donald parry discuss pronounced paul a jewish
the testimonies and symbolic proph-
ecies

heretic hellenistic philosopher or
of the ancient prophets about suigenerissufsui generis christian C W griggs

jesus earthly ministry none of the above pauls docu-
mentedmore focused on the old testa-

ment
identities are ambiguous

but still broadly insightful was the jerusalem council the first
are gaye stratheamsStratheams examination general conference or a preschispreschil
of pharaohsPharaohs introduction to jeho-
vah

matic caucus R J matthews
through sarah and abraham more the latter however the im-

pendingandrew skinners article on jacob crisis was diverted by
covenant making and personal leaders diplomatic patience
revelation lyman reddsnedds analysis several articles offer philologi-

calof aarons consecration and rob-
ert

critiques interpreting pauls
matthews discussion of our adoption as redeemed by a kins-

manheritage from joseph of old 0 C lane distinguishing
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pauls rhetoric from evil soph-
istry

quotations concerning his charac-
terG L hatch and analyzing from those who knew him well

christs emptiness in hebrews give readers a vivid picture of the
C J ostler man glimpses of joseph smith sr

exposition pieces of pauline in a range of settings his home
doctrines interpreted in compari-
son

life his missionary work and his call-
ingwith other LDS scripture as the first patriarch demon-
strateinclude these topics the witness of his undying faith and devotion

the holy ghost R C reeve jr to the gospel of jesus christ
spiritual gifts as signs andor bless-
ings

lamar E garrard
R C freeman pauls major

themes for example justification
and exclusive salvation R L mil-
let the worldwide mission of the
church G StStaathearntheam upright liv-
ing J G scott and beneficial mar-
tyrdom M W middleton

charles randall paul

the father of the prophet stories
and insights from the life of
joseph smith sr by mark L

mcconkie bookcraft 1993

just before his death in egypt
joseph the son of jacob prophe-
sied that from his seed a seer
would be raised up called joseph
and it shall be after the name of his
father OSTJST gen 5033 nephi
repeats this prophecy 2 ne 315
which he likely obtained from the
brass plates with his book the fa-
ther of the prophet mark mcconkie
captures the spirit of that ancient
prophecy by honoring the seers
father joseph smith sr

the author provides his readers
with a well researched look at this
early saint pointing out that the
foreordination of joseph sr places
him in company with other great
men such as abraham detailed
physical descriptions and colorful
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ellen M copley

introduction
the mormon bibliography for 1994 is a selective bibliography

of publications about mormonscormons and mormonism this bibliogra-
phy concentrates on aspects of the utah based church of jesus
christ of latter day saints no attempt has been made to include
articles pertaining to other branches of the mormon community
including the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints articles are included about related organizations only when
they also touch upon the history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints

although every attempt has been made to include all aspects
of mormonism we have purposely excluded some types of items
for instance articles published in the official magazines of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints which are wellwenweliweil indexed
by the church itself and newspaper articles are not listed here
however the individual poems short stories and other such
works from these official magazines have been retained and are
listed in the arts and literature section of the bibliography the arts
and literature section also includes every item of this kind which
was written by a mormon author the other sections and the crit-
ical essays in the arts and literature section include only articles
and books written with a specific mormon focus and theme

As do compilers of any bibliography of course we constantly
fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out
readers who know of publications that should have been included
in this mormon bibliography are asked to contact either dennis
rowley or scott duvall department of special collections and
manuscripts 4040 HBLL brigham young university provo utah

BBYUYU studies 35 no 2 1995 205
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84602683584602 6835 in addition many items published during 1994 could
not be acquired before the publication deadline we will include
those publications in the 1995 mormon bibliography

this bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is
broadly organized into the following sections foreign language
journals arts and literature bibliography biography and autobi-
ographyography contemporary issues doctrine and scripture history
and inspiration

LISTUST OF abbreviations
the following abbreviations are used for mormon content

periodicals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapter

mormon content periodicals analyzed herein
AMCAP amc1pjournalAMCAP journal 20 1994 published by the association of

mormon counselors and psychotherapists salt lake city
BH beehive history 20 1994 published annually by the utah

state historical society this issue on utahs constitution

BBYMYM brigham young magazine 48 1994 published quarterly
by brigham young university provo utah continues BYU

today includes feature articles news items and columns

BYU studies BYU studies 34 1994 95 published quarterly by
brigham young university provo utah issue 2 is a mono-
graph titled hearts turned to the fathers issue 3 is a bib-
liographyliography

CC chronicles of courage 5 1994 published annually by
daughters of utah pioneers salt lake city

dialogue dialogue A journal of mormon thought 27 1994 pub-
lished quarterly by the dialogue foundation salt lake city
utah

digest latter day digest 3 1994 published eight times in 1994
last issues by grandin book orem utah ceased publica-
tion with august 1994

ensign ensign 24 1994 published monthly by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints only poetry is included
for articles in this and other church publications consult
the yearly indexes published by the church or the index in
the december issue
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exponent exponent II11 18 nos 2 4 1994 published quarterly by
exponent 11II inc arlington massachusetts no official
connection with the LDS church

insight insight 9 nos 2 53 and 10 no 1 1994 A forum for non-
fiction writing published once each semester by the
brigham young university honors program provo utah

insights insights an ancient window nos 929792 97 1994 pub-
lished six times a year by the foundation for ancient
research and mormon studies FARMS provo utah

JBOMS journal of book of mormon studies 3 1994 published
semiannually by the foundation for ancient research and
mormon studies FARMS provo utah

JCA journal of collegium aesculapiumaesculapius 1994 published
semiannually by collegium aesculapiumaesculapius foundation inc
provo utah an organization for LDS physicians

JMH journal of mormon history 20 1994 published semian-
nually by the mormon history association provo utah

JWJWHAJilijil4j john whitmer historical association journal 14 1994
published annually by the association lamoni iowa deals
with reorganized latter day saint history

lgb literature and beliefbelief151513 1993 published annually by the
brigham young university college of humanities provo
utah

MHM mormon heritage magazine 1 1994 published bimonthly
by sherman L fleek springvilleSpringville utah A nonscholarlynonscholarly
popular magazine devoted to LDS heritage and history

MWF mormon womens forum 5 1994 published quarterly
by the mormon womens forum salt lake city an LDS

feminist quarterly
nauvoo nauvoo journal 6 1994 published semiannually by the

early mormon research institute hyrum utah
new era new era 24 1994 published monthly by the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city official pub-
licationli for youth only poetry and short stories are
included for articles consult the yearly indexes published
by the church or the index in the december issue

ND new direction nos 6 8 1994 published irregularly by
A new direction los angeles A magazine for gay and les-
bian mormonscormonsMormons their families and friends and others who
would like to know more about homosexuality
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NP new perspectives 11 1994 published semiannually by
ricks college rexburgredburgRexburg idaho

sunstone sunstone 16 no 8 and 17 nos 1 3 1994 four issues
published in 1994 by the sunstone foundation salt lake
city

thisibis people this people 15 1994 published quarterly by utah
alliance salt lake city contains feature articles and
columns exploring LDS issues and personalities

UHQ utah historical quarterly 62 1994 published quarterly
by the utah state historical society salt lake city

witness witness nos 84 86 1994 published quarterly by the
foundation for research on ancient america indepen-
dence missouri

women latter day women 2 1994 published monthly by
grandin book orem utah ceased publication with
august 1994

WRI wasatch review international 3 1994 published annu-
ally by wasatch review international orem utah A mor-
mon literary journal

in addition there are several mormon content periodicals
which are not indexed herein including electronic journals and
forums for a bibliography of these organizations periodicals
and electronic journals and forums please consult bryan water
mans A guide to the mormon universe mormon organizations
and periodicals sunstone 17 december 1994 44 65

anthologies analyzed by chapter

allegory ricks steven D and john W welch eds the allegory
of the olive tree the olive the bible andjacoband jacob 5 salt
lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994

AML annual the association for mormon letters annual 12 vols
salt lake city association for mormon letters 1994

apostle the apostle paulpauk his life and his testimony the 23d
annual sidney B sperry symposium salt lake city
deseret book 1994

christmas christmas treasures stories and reminiscences from
general authorities salt lake city deseret book 1994
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contemporary cornwall marie tim B heaton and lawrence A young
eds contemporary mormonism social science per-
spectivesspectives urbana university of illinois press 1994

covenant anderson dawn hall and susette fletcher green eds
women in the covenant of grace talks selectedfromselected from
the 1993 womens conference sponsored by brigham
young university and the relief society salt lake city
deseret book 1994

differing launius roger D and linda thatcher eds differing
visions dissenters in mormon history urbana uni-
versity of illinois press 1994

DLLS deseret language and linguistics society selected
papers from the proceedings twentieth annual sym-
posium provo utah brigham young university 1994

DS brigham young university 1993 94 devotional and
fireside speeches provo utah university publications
1994

families families addresses on strengthening families by gen-
eral authorities and general officers of the auxil-
iaries of ydethe church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city deseret book 1994 most articles
are reprints from the ensign and are not analyzed
herein

foundations proceedingsproceedingsfor torfor the third annual laying the founda-
tions symposium provo utah brigham young univer-
sity 1993 cl994c1994

kings jackson kent P and robert L millet eds 1 kings to
Malacmalachimaiacbi studies in scripture vol 4 salt lake city
deseret book 1993

miracle ball deanna and terry ball each one a miracle inspi-
rational romanian adoption stories orem utah
grandin book 1994

multiply corcoran brent ed multiply and replenish mormon
essays on sex and family salt lake city signature
books 1994

people thyiby people shall be my people and thy god my god
the 22d annual sidney B sperry symposium salt
lake city deseret book 1994

religion smith george D ed religion feminism and free-
dom of conscience A mormonhumanistMormon Humanist dialogue
buffalo NY prometheus books salt lake city signa-
ture books 1994
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serving serving with strength throughout the world favorite
talkstalksfromfrom especiallyforespecially forrorrof youth salt lake city deseret
book1994Book 1994

temples parry donald W ed temples of the ancient world
ritual and symbolism salt lake city deseret book
provo utah FARMS 1994

truth roberts B H the truth the way the7be life an ele-
mentary treatise on theology provo utah BYU stud-
ies 1994

turning card orson scott and david dollahite eds turning
hearts short stories on family life salt lake city
bookcraft 1994

watch watch and be ready preparing for the second com-
ing of the lord salt lake city deseret book 1994

FOREIGN LANGUAGE periodicals

the church publishes the international magazine in various
languages contact 801 2405275240 5275 or church magazineschurchMagazinesChurch
news PORO box 26368 salt lake city UT 84126036884126056884126 03680568 for subscrip-
tion information

non english periodicals are published for the mormon com-
munity by entities other than the church ofjesus christ of latter
day saints ifyou publish or know of others who publish non english
periodicals not listed herein please contact dennis rowley at
4040 HBLL brigham young university provo utah 84602685584602683584602 68556835

bertrachtungen reflections co H weissmann 64 rue albert joly 78000
versailles france or co hartmut weissmann gdrtnerplatzgartnerplatzGartnerplatzpiatz 10 61130
nidderauniederau ostheim A european LDS journal printed in english french
and german beginning in january 1993

mormonmonnon forum 1441 4 kamitokimune kudamatsu shi yamaguchi ken
744 japan an 82 page semiannual magazine in japanese modeled
after sunstone and dialogue but produced entirely by japanese LDS
scholars it deals with current issues in the LDS community

ARTS AND literature
novels childrens books short stories plays poetry critical essays

personal essays music and articles about the arts written by or
about mormonscormonsMormons if you are an LDS literary author and your works
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are not found herein please contact dennis rowley at the address
above so that he may obtain your works

art
christenson richard P heres brother brigham monumental sculpture of

a monumental man pioneer 41 julyaugustJuly August 1994 5 7
hopkinson glen S painting a legacyalegacy MHM marchaprilMarch April 34 39

imagination Is a place interview with cover artist leonard parkin lead-
ing edge no 28 february 1994 42 54

jung paul seeing the choices A conversation with paulPaupauljungljungjung by steven
epperson and elbert peck sunstone september 39 48

oman richard G quiet acts of religious devotion the art ofjudithofjudith mehr
BYU studies no 470 72

oman richard and doris R dant richard burde spiritual reflections
byustudiesBYUbyh studies no 132 40

childrens books

anderson paris claire in nauvoo provo utah precious child 1994 book 2
of claire A mormon girl

claire in zarahemlaZarahemla provo utah precious child 1994 book 1 of
claire A mormon girl

gostick adrian robert eddy and the hubshobshabs salt lake city deseret book
1994

hawley judith neobinephi and lehi mighty men of god independence mo
OM resource center 1994 booklet

hughes dean lucky comes home salt lake city deseret book 1994 con-
clusion to the lucky ladd series

johnson sherrie and tyler lybbert abinadi salt lake city deseret book
1994
alma at the waters of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1994
ammon and the king salt lake city deseret book 1994
the broken bow salt lake city deseret book 1994
captain moronis title of libertyofliberty salt lake city deseret book 1994
the7 be gadiantonGadianton robbers salt lake city deseret book 1994
jesus Is born salt lake city deseret book 1994
nephi and lehi in prison salt lake city deseret book 1994

littke lael the bridesmaids dress disaster salt lake city deseret book
1994
theres a snake at girls camp salt lake city deseret book 1994

smurthwaite donald the search for wallace whipple salt lake city
deseret book 1994 young adult fiction

critical essays

anderson tory C where are the mormon writers WRIWJUwya 1 20
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bamesbarnes jacqueline C sacrifice to the proper gods in AML annual
178 83

berlin linda the strengths and weaknesses of virginia sorensenssorenseniSorensens on this
star ininamlannualAML annual 151 56

bradford mary lythgoe virginia sorensen literary recollections from a
thirty five year friendship in AML annual 197 104

card orson scott families in fiction in turning 1 4
cracroft richard H attuning the authentic mormon voice stemming the

sophicsophiesophle tide in LDS literature in AML annual 134 43
mormon biography tracking the well written LDS life BYM

may 62 63
realizing A personal and possessed past mormon community and

values in wallace stegnerssteggersStegners recapitulation in AML annual
1124 31

tracking the grand design through current LDS books BYM
august 16 17

A usually dazzling world the poetic mormon humanism of
emma lou thayne in AMLAHL annual 1145 53

dallimore ludene mercy zina and kate virginia sorensenssorenseniSorensens strong
women in a mans society in AML annual 16367163 67

dollahite david family stories and family relationships in turning
296 302

embry jesse L overworked stereotypes or accurate history images of
polygamy in the giantjoshuagiantjosbuaGiant Joshua in AML annual 11105105 13

england eugene books that teach tolerance bisthis2 people spring 848984 89
douglas thayersthadersThayers mr wahlquist in yellowstone A mormonscormonsMormons chris-

tian response to wilderness BYU studies no 152 72
virginia sorensen as the founding foremother of the mormon per-

sonal essay in AML annual 144 50
england karin anderson confronting the personal voice ethics and the

personal essay in technical writing in AML annual 2297 300
feminine voices in the works ofofjuanitajuanita brooks in AML annual

2183 89
evenden michael angels in a mormon gaze or utopia rage communitascommunitalCommunitas

dream dialogue and funhousedunhouse mirror aesthetics sunstone septem-
ber 55 64

evenson brian chaotic matter eugene englandsglandsEn the dawning of a
brighter day dialogue winter 15962159 62

geary edward A joseph and his brothers rivalry in virginia sorensenssorenseniSorensens on
this star in AMLAHL annual 157 62

godfrey audrey M the promise Is fulfilled literary aspects of john D
fitzgeralds novels in AML annual 1112023120231120120 23

hansen helynne H in search of womens language and feminist expres-
sion among nauvoo wives in A little lower than the angels dial-
ogue summer 93 102 also in AML annual 184 90

hogge robert M levels of perception in michael fillerupsFillerups visions and
other stories in AML annual 2154 57

howe susan elizabeth little books from a large soul the private poetry
of virginia sorensen in AML annual 191 96
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jorgensen bruce W to tell and hear stories let the stranger say in AML
annual 119 3533

kellner mark A mormon history under scrutiny christianity today 38
october 3 1994 68

koldewyn derk michael though like the wanderer outside the group
in mormon short fiction in AML annual 2234 38

kramer neal W reading mormon stories an ethical dilemma in AML

annual 2239 45
mcallister mick embracing the other the beloved alien and other ethical

fictions ofoforsonorson scott card in AML annual 2158 65
munger maryjan gay A look at contemporary mormon poetry one har-

vesters opinion in AML annual 2166 70
nichols julie J and others domesticity and the call to art A panel in

AML annual 2284 96
peterson joe franklin fishers bones the effaced identity of the mormon

missionary in AML annual 2171 76
peterson levi S AML unlikely skirmisher in the battle of the books in

AML annual 11518115 18
samuelsen eric rebels subversives iconoclasts the case for mormon

drama inn foundations 159 65
smith grant T women together kate alexanders search for self in the

evening and the morning in AML annual 168 77
smith nola D madwomenmadwomanMadwomen in the mormon attic A feminist reading of sat-

urdays warrior and reunion in AML annual 11139139 44
tanner john S of hymns herbert and the aesthetics of faith in AML

annual 11 7
thayne emma lou clarice short earthy academic in AML annual

1132 38
waterstradt jean anne in hims of praise the songs of zion in AML

annual 2190952190 95
wilson william A the power of the word in AML annual 18 14

drama
bronsonBronsobronsonjnJJ scott confessions WRI 97 130
hanson brent L coming of age in LDS drama arnold van gennepsgennelsGenneps sepa-

ration transition and incorporation applied to samurdasaturdasaturdaysy s warrior
and huebner phd diss brigham young university provo utah
1993

samuelsen eric accommodations A play in three acts sunstone june
30 55

novels

barber phyllis and the desert shall blossom salt lake city signature 1993
bezzant pat angie new york fawcett 1994 young adult
bills greg consider this home new york simon and schuster 1994
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brown marilyn royal house american fork utah covenant communica-
tions 1994

crane cheri J kates turn american fork utah covenant communica-
tions 1994

crowe chris two roads salt lake city bookcraft 1994
davis gary L friends american fork utah covenant communications

1994
decker rod an environmentforenvironment fortor murder salt lake city signature books

1994
eatonbaton ed strike two american fork utah covenant communications

1994
evans richard paul the christmas box salt lake city steinway 1993
gibson arvin S loves eternal legacy A novel based on near death expe-

riencesriences bountiful utah horizon 1994
hainsworth brad E camp of the saints springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1994
hansen jennie L when tomorrow comes american fork utah covenant

communications 1994
havens virginia roxeys choice american fork utah covenant communi-

cationscations 1994
hendershot eric jimmy stillman I1I1 will always love you salt lake city

bookcraft 1994
hilton joni scrambled home evenings american fork utah covenant

communications 1994
irvine robert the hosanna shout A moroni traveler mystery new york

st martins 1994
jarvis sharon downing the healing place salt lake city deseret book

1994
johnson choong shelly the jewelry box american fork utah covenant

communications 1994
lund gerald N A season ofloyofjoyof joy A historical novel vol 5 of the work and

the glory salt lake city bookcraft 1994
three adventure novels one in thine hand the alliance leverage

point salt lake city deseret book 1994 complete and unabridged
texts of the original editions

marcum robert death of a tsar salt lake city deseret book 1994
mccloud susan evans the heart that truly loves salt lake city bookcraft

1994
mouritsen laurel the passageway american fork utah covenant com-

munications 1994
neilson deanne perfect neighbors greensboro NC hatrack river 1994
nelson lee storm gold springvilleSpringville utah council press 1994
paget becky the belle ofnauvooof Nauvoo A novel of love and betrayal american

fork utah covenant communications 1994 fictionalized biogra-
phy

perkins luisa M shannonashannonsShannons mirror orem utah grandin book 1994
perry anne the hyde park headsman new york fawcett 1994

the sins of the wolfoot new york fawcett 1994
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poulson clair samuel gadiantonsGadiantons foe american fork utah covenant
communications 1994

richardson boyd knife throwerYhfowerrower A mormon boy among the pawnee
american fork utah covenant communications 1994

robinson bonnie B through the mists of darkness A book of mormon
novel american fork utah covenant communications 1994

robles rob the claim A mormonscormonsMormons fight against all odds A novel amer-
ican fork utah covenant communications 1994

ryan gordon dangerous legacy salt lake city shadow mountain 1994
sebra diane anna orem utah grandin book 1994
stansfield anita first love and forever american fork utah covenant

communications 1994
tilton jane and lynn tilton segundo A novel salt lake city bookcraft

1994
vandagriff G G cankered roots A mystery salt lake city deseret book

1994
walker J todd thrice in time A novel of the saviors love bountiful

utah horizon 1994
weyland jack weyland five complete novels salt lake city deseret book

1994 peppertidePepperTide A new dawn the understudy brenda at the
prom kimberly in one volume

white stephen higher authority A novel new york viking 1994
wolverton dave the golden queen new york tor 1994

star wars the courtship ofofprincessprincess leia new york bantam books
1994

yates almaaimaalmajalhajJ no more strangers please salt lake city deseret book 1994
yates dan angels dont knock american fork utah covenant communi-

cationscations 1994
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason the soderberg saga salt lake city

deseret book 1994 complete novels in search of steenie berg-
man the bishops horse race brother brighamsBrighams gold seven days
for ruby

young S dilworth an adventure in faith orem utah grandin book
1994

personal essays

abbot daryl contemplating excommunication NDAD no 819 22
immorality and being morally straight ND no 73573 5 28

alienallenailen richard eliot taiwan trilogy dialogue winter 57 76
alley robert the politics of exclusivity in religion 9 15

alvarez lino christmas with family in christmas 25 26
andersen neil L room in the inn in christmas 41 43
archibald dallas N the greatest gift in christmas 27 29
ballard leanna spjut navigating the rapids course corrections in cove-

nant 231 40
ballard M russell christmas in the holy land in christmas 15 18
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beck martha N invincible summer finding grace within in covenant
79 94

bell james P suit yourself one sons attempt to prevent his parents from
doing the right thing digest july 36 40

bell stephanie the optimum size for a purse women april 76 77
bennion john doubt and the desert ininaafzAML annual 22656922636922652263 69
bennion molly mclellan in the garden sunstone june 21 24
benson ezraezratafttaft the joys of christmas in christmas 136 40
berlin linda him exponent no 48 10
beytien alyson whoschos in control the ups and downs of fertility expo-

nent no 24 6
bickmore lisa orme this place this place the private and the secret

and a place for making MWFMWT november 1181118811silsii8 11

bitton dennis canned stew digest june 26 28
daddy why dont you cry digest april 666866 68

block polly little old ladies women april 71 74
brooks joanna de colores sunstone september 18 19
brough monte J A christmas gift of freedom in christmas 83 84
bullough rosemary price what more could I1 ask exponent no 46746 7
bunnell steven D the birth of my values digest august 56 59
bush laura L on being single exponent no 45
cannon ann edwards ghosts this people holiday 13 14

in praise of older women tuisthis people spring 14
cantwell lee G waking up on the farm this people spring 12 13
carmack john K our last california christmas in christmas 67 70
christensen joe J some christmas thoughts in christmas 115 16
clarkdarkoark andrew the fading curse of cain mormonism in south africa dial-

ogue winter 41 56
clayson jane the museum and LI1 digest august 394339 43
cloward cherie saturdays insight winter 14
coleman garygaryjbaryjJ A christmas gift of the gospel in christmas 81 82
craven rulon G all kinds ofchristmasesofchristmasesChristmases in christmas 113 14

dal porto susan wakefield reflections from a high risk mom exponent
no 27 8

day larry bientensBientens for maria garrat digest june 20 22
debbie spiritual override A lesbian Is baptized ND no 83483 4 24
dellenbach robert K gratitude from jerusalem in christmas 111 12
densley keni sweet dreams are made of these exponent no 43
de rubilar lisausa madsen plantainsPlantains WRI 57 75
dixon helen E an old melody gone awry women june 5 7

im finally getting a grip women july 4 6
the mary and martha in all of Us women april 4 7

england eugene the joy of unlimited salvation sunstone february 19
fogg B J the more we get together dialogue winter 109 19
gelter donna harlowhardowhaddow the business of motherhood women may 77 79
goaslind jack H christmas memories in christmas 959895 98
goldberg melody lebaron in our arms women june 636763 67
gorton H clay the old oak tree digest june 535354555454
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green dean M im not the man I1 used to be digest february 35 39
hardy nedra when a marriage Is not celestial in covenant 50 56
harris john S risk and terror inamlinamiin AML annual 2270 74
hawes michelle moench never assume MWFMWYmuymum july 11

hawkins claire rummaging in the attic missionary memos in covenant
99 105

hill mary my cancerjournalmycancerjournalCancer Journal exponent no 412 13
hollis al the wilderness digest february 56 58
holmes margie G firstbornFirstborn in covenant 155 59
izattjeraldizatt jerald R luciferscifersluciferoLu legacy dialogue winter 103 7
jamison rebecca perfect rhythm women july 46 53
johns linda pseudpseudo my search for the mother and daughter dialogue

summer 41 53
johnston jerry picture postcards ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis dream sunstone february 18
jordan sara we are all single exponent no 47
kendrick L lionel the letters in christmas 74 76
kimball linda hoffman punctuation of the divine in covenant 187 94
kisor henry zephyr tracking a dream across america new york ran-

dom house 1994 brief mention of mormonscormonsMormons
kofford creecreelL remembering in christmas 119 22
koldewyn derk somewhere between love and agony insight winter

1 6
lamb kwon tracietrade the coyote hunter dialogue spring 229 35
lee rex E the passing and the appointment of a prophet BYM august

4 5

lindsay richard P the real christmas in christmas 77 78
lipscomb karen mckinney 1 I am a cancer survivorhooraySurvivor Hooray so far so

good exponent no 411 12
lybbert merlin R the most beautiful christmas tree in christmas

99 100
malouf patricia A childs heart digest january 4 12
mcgee paula sisters help sisters speak exponent no 315 19
meloy ellen ravens exile A season on the green river new york henry

holt 1994 utahs red rock country mormon references
mery deborah the hand digest may 49 50
munk margaret rampton pillars of my faith exponent no 31214312 14

delivered at the sunstone symposium may 1985 washington DC
nadauld stephen D merry christmas murphy in christmas 49 52
nelson guenevere mama dialogue summer 129 36
nelson marian drinking and flirting with the mormon church in AML

annual 2275 81
nelson russell M christmas thoughts of home and of prague in christ-

mas 32 35
newell linda king A time to speak emma smith the church and me

MWTmutmwfjvtyjuly 1133 7
nibley hugh promised lands digest february 4 20 reprinted from

darkclark memorandum spring 1993 2 10.10iolo
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ormeonne genet the longest four blocks I1 have ever walked BYM novem-
ber 36 41

pack hilda kathryn erickson 1I must speak up dialogue summer 15764157 64
papanikolas helen ethnicity diversity and conflict dialogue winter

1 12
parrott alfred in his name ND no 825 26
paxman sue and jenny atkinson annus horribilusHorribilus exponent no 32
paxton trynaryn elva her trace women january 25 30

ringing up zero WRI 23 31
pearson carol lynn the larger circle sunstone december 15
peck elbert eugene pondering hearts sunstone june 9

voices from the dust sunstone september 9
pinnock hugh W the best christmas ever in christmas 56 57
pitcher kathryn S my cancer song exponent no 413 14
poll richard D A liahona latter day saint sunstone september 353835 38
rawlins paul cemetery day digest may 525752 57
robertson don we need more gay bishops ND no 87 8 18
robison joleen ashman dancing to my own drum exponent no 216 17

20
the sweetness of cherry coke dialogue summer 165 67

ross mary elizabeth the missing rib exponent no 44
rutter michael 1I married a quarterback women june 73 75
seshachariSeshachari neila C uprooting and Rerooting an immigrants escapades in

mormon utah dialogue winter 15 27
sexton chris easter has been canceled this year sunstone september

19 20
smith marcus L belonging to a people digest june 76 79

summers biggest splash digest august 4 6
smith michael looking for grandparents heroic lives and deaths digest

february 48 54
southwick cahoon stephanie A mother in the making exponent no

24 6
stark helen candland A personal report 1976 exponent no 212 14

reconciling the opposites sunstone february 64 71
stephenson vaughn joan and joseph la pucelle and the prophet NP

april 19 21
sweeten colencoiencolenjrnolenjrjr what makes mothers grow great digest may 46 47
swenson sharon lee esplin redeeming reality images of womens lives

in covenant 195 203
tai kwok yuen A hong kong christmas in christmas 37 38
taylor samuel W the temple excursion sunstone february 72 73
temple myrene facing our own icebergs exponent no 33
tenorio horacio A christmas traditions in mexico in christmas 105 8
thayne emma lou let me count the whysghys exponent no 36736 7
thurston dawn thoughts on thanksgiving while stuffing my twenty

sixth turkey exponent no 29
tingey earl C christmas experiences in christmas 394039 40
ulrich laurel thatcher border crossings dialogue summer 1 7
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van keizerswaard marilyn obsessive scavenger in covenant 160 62
vanwagenen belle dejong marionettes and roses women june 76 78

the promise women february 34 36
voros J frederic jr the first step Is the hardest sunstone february

16 17
WashbuwashburnwashbumjmJJ ballard the help of the lord in christmas 85 86
wilcox val C adamu avenue women february 28 31
williams terry tempest an unspoken hunger storiesfromstories from the field new

york pantheon books 1994 mormon references
woodbury wendy K A lesson about elbows women february 70 71
zukin nicholas golf lessons insight winter 32

poetry

abegg skyler zion the new jerusalem digest february 21
agrelius M the church poem digest june 28 reprinted from espe-

ciallyciallyforforfoktok anyone vol 1 npap happy valley 19801980.198011980.1

ana A hard thing to say women february 73
andersen steve song for an empty time NP december 39
anderson colleen water babies leading edge no 28 february 1994

24 25
aright claris symphonies of gray new era february 51
asplund campbell mami for the girl who saw her mother cold dial-

ogue summer 9 13
sariah dialogue spring 106 7

baker virginia ellen dying sunstone february 32
god translucent sunstone december 37
silence in ursa major sunstone june 29

baldwin joel ordination day WRI 32 33
barlow heather sunset new era march 5511

bates alisa faded wedding pictures ensign august 45
bedore laura awakened women february 75
bell M shayne in a far land dialogue fall 114

listening to mozartsmomartsMozarts requiem while crossing the san rafael dial-
ogue fallfalifail 115 16

the time traveler comes to cana dialogue winter xi xii
bernhiselBemhisel donna clean dialogue fall 195 96

my mamas hands dialogue fall 273 74
bezzant pat A speck in time sunstone february 78
bosse joanne my heroes new era october 5511

boyer elizabeth H the wind cries sunstone february 63
brendan brown sean why nothing beautiful knows exactly why sun-

stone february 39
wounded jesus sunstone december 74

brooks joanna pilgrimage dialogue fall x xii
browne edna A psalm for today after watching the evening news

women july 71
bryce robert W under the rim A wanderers chant digest may 79
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buckner pat diane snow new era january 51
bushman carltoncariton marilyn bathing a child dialogue winter 165
cain seymour toldotgenerations dialogue winter 208
candland lara enclosure pre mourning on my mothers death women

august 57
cheney donna R catching light sunstone september 64
chidester E leon review at eight WRIWIRIwirluirl 76 83
clarkdarkoark harlow soderborg to joseph of nazareth patron saint of fathers dis-

possessed dialogue spring 236 37
clarkdarkoark MardemardenmardenjmardenanJJ on xingX ing dialogue fall 287

snows dialogue winter 14
sonnet on his blindness to autumn dialogue fall 319

collings michael R classical music digest june 22
dedication digest june 75
into bread sunstone september 48
islands sunstone june 55
lines for a newly released bishop digest february 55
mission call digest january 56
monolith the teller and the tale women july 73
nestling dialogue summer 54 55
ordination digest january 57
photographs digest april 78
seaward women april 27

cook brett A moments NP april 21
seeds of life NP april 37
true riches NP december 41

croasmun martha eyes to see NP april 48
in the season thereof NP december 29
the law of the harvest NP december 29

dixon thaithal angels came to teach him new era december 51
evans melinda A cambodian mother in houston texas women january

50
viewing the family from the observation deck women january

36
farmer deborah an evening stroll new era august 24

grandmasgrandeasGrandmas butterfly new era august 23
feezor katherine A friend Is like a rose new era august 22

life new era august 22
life sculptures new era august 25

fisher joseph A courtship dialogue fall 288
the violent woman dialogue winter 102

fleming anne maker women february 68
forbis dianne dibb fledgling genealogist NP april 55

my mother dancing NP april 49
gerald elsie F APE all possible experiences orem utah by the author

1994
gibson karen keith openings digest january 69
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glenn sharlee mullins mimesis upendedunendedUpended A reluctant nod to mr wilde
byustudiesBYUStudies no 47879478 79

gorton stephen R the prodigal digest may 50
hall randall L nine moons BBYUYU studies no 4108
hamblin laura mormon conversions dialogue summer 71 72
hamblin pamela brilliance BYU studies no 173
hansen amy answered prayers new era august 24
hart edward L processional BYU studies no 130 3311

helps louise As the smoke rises digest march 68
hickman trenton L nursing jehovah byustudiesBYU studies no 141
hicks michael advent BYU studies no 142
hoagland maria beuchat blind conceit women february 56

problems of supremacy digest january 68
howard F burton peace on earth in christmas 66
howard sherwin W two voices at easter ensign april 303130 31 mary

mother of jesus goodbyegood bye at golgotha stephen a blind child wit-
ness to the resurrection

howe susan elizabeth the blessing MWFATWTatut july 12

the gathering of peace in covenant 95 98
A prayer for iris lgb 52

hunsaker leland hymn on the prospective temple in vernal utah NP
december 39

jenkins dorla R maps NP april 51
jensen lucile family ties in covenant 126
jensen mark gordon sunstone june 20

home sunstone september 54
johnston jerry basilica dialogue winter 185

first snow WRIWRYweiwel 96
klein rosemary A harlequin sunstone september 17

insomnia french knots sunstone december 22
koldewyn derk M cap meets the prophet brigham dialogue winter 39

to the single men of the church dialogue fall 316
lane lea nielson the lambs wool quilt women june 21

larsen lance hobby horses dialogue spring 228
naked dialogue winter 77 78
serving the papers dialogue summer 137

lewison daniel A his last garden digest may 68
lisonbee bianca palmieri to the gate in covenant 62
lord michelle holgate atonement new era april 5511

maynard paul calendar new era august 27
doubt new era august 26

mccaslin susan A canticle for mary and martha lgb 95 109
mclean lou gold seekers new era june 5511
messer neidy moonlight and roses in covenant 106 7

the way back in covenant 45
when my mother visits in covenant 204

meyer casualenecassaleneCasualene alexandria bay bibliophile BYU studies no 128 29
cosmic dishtowelsDishtowels BBYUYU studies no 480
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morleymorneymonney todd citadel sunstone february 15
munger maryjan easter morning in covenant 253 54

in the house of grace in covenant 261
lifes song women march 51

munk margaret rampton kinship exponent no 26
mothers day exponent no 314

on the recent excommunicationscommunicationsEx sunstone september 20
owen H joan 1 I cannot kneel women june 43

viewpoint women january 57
pace brent ireland dialogue spring 28182281 82

marcus dialogue summer 247
papworth jim peeling an orange NP december 42
partridge dixie the bodies of trees sunstone september 25

detour n BYU studies no 1101
movements giving off light dialogue spring 19293192 93
reprints sunstone june 24
water temples sunstone december 13

paxman david mummy pendulum dialogue spring 150 51
pedersen Marvmarvamarvajeannejeanneajeanne just plain crazy women june 43

more than a suitcase women june 202120 21
powley william potatoes sunstone february 71
pulido elisa in a black sedan in covenant 77 78

my hat dance in covenant 16970169 70
quetchenbach bernard mormon trail petroglyph A journal of creative

natural history 5 1994 35
reynolds tamary grandmother always made women may 76
rhodes carrie anne moonrise new era july 5511

star floats leading edge no 29 august 1994 27
shaw marc so where Is heaven new era august 25
shorten richard A touch of sun sunstone june 61
shunn D william salt crusted on automotive glass sunstone february

63
sillitoe linda public themes and private expressions MWFMWT november

161 6 collection of poems
purged sunstone december 70

smith cathleen patchwork heart women june 34
smith le grande W sonnet digest january 68
smith marcus L the fish sermon digest april 52 55

sane sound women february 75
smith michael S creased words digest march 69
smith robert L the anthol street organ NP april 18
stone diane S windowpanes women may 76
swensen paul transcendental WRI 54 56
talley douglas L the former rain ensign august 45
tanner anita early winter dialogue fall 232

going dark dialogue summer 184
his sermon dialogue summer 1034103 4
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thayne emma lou A rose Is a rose or remember me in cove-
nant 211

A valentine forformelmelmei in covenant 186
thompson diane convert new era may 51
thompson robert M childrens summer field new era august 27

one tree new era august 20
rain new era august 20
the return new era august 21
to a good friend new era august 22

vanwagenen belle dejong 1 I could scream digest february 41
walch karen the beast and beauty leading edge no 28 february 1994

70
wamerwarner colette seesaw digest may 78
weber kathleen about heaven sunstone september 38
welker holly beautiful naked women dialogue summer 168

the invisible woman dialogue summer 218
white philip 1844 dialogue winter 28

intensive care sunstone september 34
storytimeStorytime dialogue fall 248

wilcox val C earie conversation women january 77
hard words ensign august 45
monster in my bedroom women january 49

williams thais dichotomy women august 71
june in women march 5511

navajo lady women julyjuthjuby 72
sorceress women march 50

wolverton dave man of corn sunstone december 43
yambra marlena tanya for ciera 52681 21783 women august 56
zydek fredrick things hoped for things unseen lgb 30

short stories
altizer mary K reflections in a minor key women february 57 61
andrus rae not getting pregnant sunstone february 40 44
austin daniel A nei wei dialogue winter 167 73
baker virginia dierdra alive and dead tomorrow 2 june 1994 46 55
barber phyllis dust to dust A mormon folktale dialogue winter

175 84
prophet by the sea dialogue fall 299 302

bell M shayne mrs lincolnsLincolns china alimovsasimovsAsimovs science fiction 18 july
1994 68 78

naked asylum tomorrow 2 june 1994 14 16
berry justin staying afloat new era august 36 39
bessey sian owen in her eyes new era july 40 44
black dianna rebeccas song women april 24 27
blaineblamebiame larene rowley nightwatchNightwatch sunstone december 38 43
blanda carl the journey digest january 444844 48
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brereton lisa gosper A name and a blessing women july 17 20
brown marilyn the house away from home WRI 849584 95 excerpt from

road to covered bridge copy in special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah

browne edna smith law of averages women august 25 29
the needles point women march 22 35

card orson scott atlantis in grails quests of the dawn ed richard
gilliam martin H greenberg and edward E kramer 185 255 new
york penguin books 1994

worthy to be one of Us in turning 264 95
clyde mary faith hope and charity dialogue summer 227 34
cole holly green sick women february 65 67 reprinted from inscapeInscape

no 1 1990 45 49.49
cracroft richard H that my soul might see in turning 168 81
crowe chris no pain no gain new era september 44 49
dalton woodbury kathleen more than marks on paper in turning 132 46
davis charles E ferger brown new era march 40 44

foreign exchange new era november 44 48
time to fly new era april 40 44

dollahite david possum funeral in turning 5355 35
edwards jaroldeenharoldeenJaroldeen me and the big apple in turning 91 105
fagg ellen ed nethe way we live stories by utah women salt lake city

signature books 1994
gostick adrian impressing janette new era january 38 43
griffith james L blue birds in a christmas tree NP december 40 41
gundry linda ririe just call me susie new era june 44 47
hall randall L father forgive Us in turning 61 67
hammond F melvin the boy who sang in christmas 87 89
harker herbert flower girl in turning 147 59
helps louise aunt myrtles hot fudge sundae clean your plate overweight

cure women march 71717474
miss melindasMelindas anniversary women june 36 41

number twenty seven digest july 666966 69
jarvis sharon downing sandwich filling in turning 214 35
jordan james gladu stormstorin jumper in ZL ron hubbard presents writers

of the future ed dave wolverton 204 68 vol 10 los angeles
bridge publications 1994

keefnerkeefferkeennerkeefferjoKeefferJojo anne papered ceilings digest may 26 32
kroupa susan J the healer in L ron hubbard presents writers of the

future ed dave wolverton 311 44 vol 10 los angeles bridge pub-
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digest april 22 30 dong sull choi

smith marcus L jean rio baker 0 slavery how I1 hate thee women july
394539 45

jean rio baker sunday a beautiful morning women june 29 34
jean rio baker unseen and unknown danger women august

50 55
haorisaori liii low repaying the feeling women march 9 20

smith thales A balkan adventure humanitarian missionaries in albania
jckJCAjc4 fall 263326 33

smith timothy K whats so effective about stephen covey fortune
december 12 1994 11626116 26

smoot margaret first a dream BYM november 343 4 abraham 0 smoot
snow walter H harold stafford snow servant of god st george utah by

the author 1994
solomon mary karen bowen and donna jenkins bowen elizabeth den-

nistoun kane publicansPublic ans sinners and mormonscormonsMormons in covenant
212 30

sorensen carole gates gates of hellhole an authorized biography of
tuomasthomas gates superintendent yuma territorial prison 1886 1888
189318961893 1896 bountiful utah carr publishing 1994

sorensen daniel P richard wirthlin theres no place like home utah
business 7 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1994 28 34
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south kristin hacken introduction to the journal of emma lorena barrows
brown BYU studies no 435 45

ed emma lorena barrows brown journal january 1878 september
1879 BYU studies no 446 69

tanner obert C one mansjourneymans journey in search of freedom salt lake city
humanities center university of utah 1994

taylor beth hobbs and genan T anderson G lloyd hobbs A pioneer boy
remembers salt lake city international society daughters of utah
pioneers 1994

taylor samuel W taylor made tales salt lake city aspen books 1994
williams terry tempest the village watchman salt lake city magazine

5 marchaprilMarch April 1994 606460 64 alan romney dixon
tewtewjeaninejeanine gerald N lund behind ebethe work and the glory ebisthiseuis peo-

ple holiday 606260 62
thurston dawn paula burton teaching liberty and justice for all

women july 556355 63
trailblazer idahos quiet man larry echohawk may become the nations

first native american governor people weekly june 6 1994 128
tuethe two worlds ofjobnof john peacock wood 2dad ed npap 1994
van orden bruce hyrum smith brother of the prophet MHM july

august 182318 23 48
van wagoner richard S sidney rigdon A portrait of religious excess salt

lake city signature books 1994
van wyngarden bruce man of vision ophthalmologys roger hiatt Is step-

ping down after nearly thirty years JCA spring 50 54
verschoof claire marina noorlander musical notes on transparent paper

women may 67 73
vetterli richard and brad E hainsworth in the lions den the story of

senator orrin hatch springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1994
vogel dan james colin brewster the boy prophet who challenged mor-

mon authority in differing 120 39
walker joseph jane elizabeth manning james A profile in courage faith

resiliency and hope pioneer 41 maejunemayjuneMay June 1994 16 19
wallace Raranelleneffe and curtis taylor the burning within carson city nev

gold leaf press 1994
warner karen kuebnehuebne barbara lockhart and klara nesterovaNesterova beyond the

gold women august 59 70
winn kenneth H such republicanism as this john corrillscorrallsconCor illsrillslilsliis rejection of

prophetic rule in differing 45 75
winters charlene prisoner BYM may 44 47 james A bell
white arnold dee comp JJ golden kimballsKimballs golden moments spring

ville utah cedar fort 1994
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason joseph smith tarred and feath-

ered orem utah grandin book 1994 childrens
joseph smiths eleven dollar surgery orem utah grandin book

1994 childrens
yorgason brenton G quiet miracles A true story of love and courage

american fork utah covenant communications 1994
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contemporary ISSUES

issues facing mormonscormons and the mormon church

abbott scott will we find zion or make it an essay on Postpostmodemitypostmodernitymodernity and
revelation sunstone december 16 21

adams gregory L LDS catholic and secular perspectives on development
in the dominican republic masters thesis brigham young univer-
sity 1994

adler jerry and daniel glick no room no rest newsweek august 1

1994 46 52 mormonscormonsMormons objecting that limits of six on backcountrybackcountry
camping parties places a hardship on families

allredauredanredailredalired nissa C bengtson active latter day saint working mothers their
effect on their daughters future plans masters thesis brigham
young university 1994

anderson lavina fielding the september six in religion 383 8
anderson lynn matthews under the umbrella MWTMWFmut march 8 relief

society
anderson robert D toward an introduction to a psychobiographyPsychobiography of

joseph smith dialogue fall 249 72
ashurst mcgee angela great with child pregnancy narratives by mormon

women honors project brigham young university 1994
austin mike gender and spirituality in the post industrial LDS family

MWFMWT march 1 3

bahr stephen J religion and adolescent drug use A comparison of mor
mons and other religions in contemporary 118 37

ball terry B faith and the scientific method in a school in zion in foun-
dationsdations 127 33

barker shane be the hero of your own life story salt lake city bookcraft
1994

bamesbarnes fred donkey kong campaign94campaign 94 new republic 211 november 14
1994 12 13 kennedy vs romney

benson alvin K teaching scientific and religious truths at a school in
zion in foundations 135 43

benson era comes to a close mormonism researched fall 1994 4 8
bergera gary james religion and academics at brigham young university

A recent historical perspective in religion 93 113
bergin alienallenailen E and others religion and mental health mormonscormons and

other groups in contemporary 13858138 58
bisexual mormonscormons face AIDS crisis ND no 813

borzillo carrie moral values are bottom line at bonneville mormon
owned web seeks to better community billboard 106 february 5

1994 86
boyce janine messages from the manuals twelve years later dialogue

summer 205 17
bradley martha sonntag the struggle to emerge leaving brigham young

university in religion 123 39
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brinley douglas E strengthening your marriage and family gospel per-
spectivesspectives for becoming better companions and parents salt lake
city bookcraft 1994

brookhiser richard true west manners in hawaii national review 46
december 31 1994 63 64

browning gary L out of obscurity the emergence of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in that vast empire of russia in DS
27 35

buchanan frederick S academic freedom forever however in reli-
gion 73 85

bullough bonnie A feminist comparison ofofmormonismmormonism and humanism
in religion 117 22

bullough vern L A humanist view of religious universities in religion
63 72

bunderson eileen D side by side desk by desk gender equity in the
schools in covenant 116 25

burgess allan K and max H molgard being a terrific teen in troubled
times guidance and inspiration for youth parents and leaders
salt lake city bookcraft 1994

bush lester E ethical issues in reproductive medicine A mormon per-
spectivespective In multiplyinmultiplyunmultiply 183 215

bytheway john what I1I1 wish id known in high school A crash course in
teenage survival salt lake city deseret book 1994

callahan sidney two by two the case for monogamy commonweal
121 july 15 1994 6 8 brief mention of mormonscormonsMormons

cannon J W mathematical parables BYU studies no 481 107
case tony are editors missing the boat editor and publisher 127 may

21 1994 14 15 beliefs outside the judeofudeo christian mainstream
buddhism mormonism the new age movement routinely are over-
looked

chadwick bruce A and stan L albrecht mormonscormonsMormons and indians beliefs
policies programs and practices in contemporary 287 309

chamberlain mark david the role of religion in coping A qualitative
study of eight mormonscormonsMormons phd diss brigham young university 1993

chandler rebecca of primary concern sunstone december 667066 70
chase dallas deseret book releases book on homosexuality INDND no

712 27 28
idaho narrowly defeats anti gay initiative NDAD no 86

chazanov mathis A matter of silence NDAD no 827 30
christensen harold T the persistence of chastity builtinbuilt in resistance in

mormon culture to secular trends in multiply 67 84
cline vivian R dating dining dancing and other teen dilemmas salt

lake city bookcraft 1994
cole jeffrey thomas religion in eastern germany spiritual force or

anachronism masters thesis california state university fullerton
1994 mentions freiberg mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons

corcella karen the soul of a charitable machine wall street and tech-
nology 11 may 1994 72 74 76 77 deseret trust company
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cornwall marie the institutional role of mormon women in contempo-
rary 239 64

introduction toward a sociological analysis of mormonism in
contemporary 191 9

dalphonse sherri inside the temple for twenty years its been a shining
light washingtonian 30 november 1994 96969999

dastrup suzanne little perspectives on divorce tuna on brown bread in
covenant 56 61

the defender rush utahs newsletter 1 2 1993941993 94 published in peoria
arizona by eborn books on anti mormon activities

demont john A lion in winter macmeansmacleansMacleans october 31 1994 35 37
mitt romney

denniston lyle church v state room for improvement in kiryaskirbas joel
the american lawyer julyaugustJuly August 1994 97 99

dimond amy E keep this from your kids all work and no play strains
family life BYM august 6 7

dixon helen E money wont buy it women january 4 7
doubleday veronica holy cities salt lake city new york dillon press

1994
dugan beth religion and food service cornell hotel and restaurant

administration quarterly 35 december 1994 80 85
dushku judy A parable for our times exponent no 215

remembering sonja exponent no 35
dyer william G and phillip R kunz 10 critical kekeysys for highly effective

mormon families insights from 200 successful latter day saint
families springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1994

embry jessie L black saints in a whirewhiteirefreite church contemporary african
american mormonscormonsMormons salt lake city signature books 1994

england eugene no respecter of persons A mormon ethics of diversity
dialogue winter 79 100

what covenant will god receive in the desert sunstone septem-
ber 26 34

eyre linda and richard eyre teaching your children responsibility new
york simon and schuster 1994 previously published as teaching
children responsibility salt lake city deseret book 1982119821982.1982.1

farr cecilia konchar dancing through the doctrine observations on reli-
gion and feminism in religion 141 51

mandezfernandezFe sandy M mormon biblical scholars views lead to charge of
apostasy chronicle of higher education 40 march 2 1994 aigalg
david P wright

fineman howard slouching toward defeat newsweek october 10
1994 30 3311 mitt romney

fischer lane whitherauthervutherXUther thou goestboest will I1 go but I1 say unto you that ye
resist not evil AMCAP 94 102

flinders neil J scholarship and the latter day saints hubris or humility
in foundations 103 11

frame randy quick change artists republican revolution becomes a
reality with the help of conservative christians christianity today
38 december 12 1994 50 53 mitt romney
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gantt edwin E approaching olympus or approaching zion sisyphus
moses and the myth of academic freedom in foundations 81 86

gilkey carolyn flatley verbal performance in mormon worship services
phd diss university of pennsylvania 1994

gleave robert L ye are the light of the world AMCAP 103 7
gore urges religious tolerance activism christian century 111 febru-

ary 16 1994 16263162 63 notes murder of joseph smith
graves bill americas outback manti utah trailer life 54 november

19941301291994 130 129
greaves sheldon cybersaints mormon settlements on the electronic fron-

tier sunstone september 212521 25
gregersen juel D mormonism and the misuse of alcohol and other drugs

family perspective 27 no 1 1993 59 76
gregory sophfronia scott saints preserve Us time june 13 1994 65 66
grover mark L relief society and church welfare the brazilian experi-

ence dialogue winter 29 38
gumonaumon emily minority mormonscormonsMormons christian century 111 february 16

19941571994 157 59
hafen bruce C diligence and grace BYM february 3 4
hales robert D A testimony of prophets in DS 159 66
hancock ralph C what Is a mormon intellectual this people fall 21 34
hansen bruce two worlds one university insight winter 21 27
hansen nadine R speaking to the media exponent no 314
harding becky badger mormon myth conceptions this people holiday

74 76
harris mark A pornography and premarital sexual activity among LDS

teenagers masters thesis brigham young university 1994
harris quinton S those who desire to serve god are called JCA fall 7
hawkins alanalanjaladjJ and kathryn pond sargent within the walls of our own

homes the fathers involvement in child care in covenant 127 39
heaton tim B the demography of utah mormonscormonsMormons in multiply 24962249 62

familial socioeconomic and religious behavior A comparison of
LDS and non LDS women dialogue summer 16983169 83

heaton tim B kristen L goodman and thomas B holman in search of a
peculiar people are mormon families really different in contempo-
rary 87 117

heaton tim and tamlyn heaton Is feminism a threat to the family sun-
stone september 14 17

heidinger lisa schnebly colorado city A people on the cusp of time
arizona highways 70 august 1994 38 44

helps louise breaking new ground in hanoi women february 41 51

hendrickson robert happy trails A dictionary of western expressions
vol 2 new york facts on file 1994 includes mormonmomiondomion references
throughout

hersh burton november song esquire 122 september 1994 127 32
mitt romney

hinckley gordon B the lord Is at the helm in DS 109 18
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hoang jade lifes little book of remindersforreminders for latter day saints american
fork utah covenant communications 1994

holman thomas mark chamberlain and darrel chamberlain I1I1 do I1I1 did
what now couples talk about making marriage better american
fork utah covenant communications 1994

holmes gail geo doors opening now to old council bluffs nauvoo
spring 3 7

horak kathy mormon pension fund buys northsideNorthside building jack-
sonville businessjournalbusiness journal 9 september 162216 22 1994 11

iannacconelannaiannaccone laurence R and carrie A miles dealing with social change
the mormon churchschurche response to change in womens roles in
contemporary 265 86

an interview with john bennion WRIWRAweiwel 133 44
introvigne massimo almost mormon almost christian the image of the

RLDS church in contemporary antiantl mormonism JWHAJ 11 23
the devil makers contemporary evangelical fundamentalist anti

mormonism dialogue spring 153 69
ireland doug troubles of teddy last hurrah for the last brother nation

259 november 14 1994 569 73 mitt romney
jacobson cardell K and others black mormon converts in the united

states and africa social characteristics and perceived acceptance in
contemporary 326 47

jamison rebecca the use of formulaic expressions in mormon meetings
in DLLS 55 57

johnson eric jeffrey holland becomes apostle howard W hunter LDS

prophet number fourteen mormonism researched fall 1994 5
johnson matthew ty the development of a computer based book of mor-

mon reading program for the MTC classroom masters thesis
brigham young university 1994

jones barbara barrington and brad wilcox straight talktaiktalkforfortor parents what
teenagers wish they could tell you salt lake city deseret book
1994

judis john B campaign 94 Stormin mormon new republic 211 novem-
ber 7 1994 20 22 mitt romney

kadlecek jo public school students get rebiRefirebbreligionrefigiongionglon legally christianity
todaytoday 38 november 14 1994 74 released time religious educa-
tion

kapp ardeth greene what stripling warriors learn from their mothers
women may 484 8

kilbride philip L plural marriage for our times A reinvented option
westport conn bergin and garvey 1994

knowlton david gringo Jeringo anglo mormon missionary culture in
bolivia in contemporary 218 36

kristol irving why religion Is good for the jews commentary 98
august 1994 19 21 mention of the mormon population

kurtz paul overview humanism and the idea of freedom in religion
xvii xxiiicxiiixviii
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lebaron E dale black africa prepared and waiting for the glorious day
MHMMHH marchaprilMarch April 18 27

lockhart barbara day absolute truth in academe in foundations 11926119 26
lofgreen charlotte D mongolia the morning breaks women february

9 26
loveless cheri who put the self in self esteem this people fall 45455050
lyon joseph L kent gardner and richard E gress cancer incidence

among mormonscormons and non mormonscormons in utah united states 1971851971 85
cancer causes and control 5 march 1994 14956149 56

mackelprang romel W they shall be one flesh sexuality and contempo-
rary mormonism in multiply 47 66

maremont mark mitt romney could be teddysteddye bugbear business week
february 7 1994 34

markstrom adams carol greta hofstra and kirk dougher the ego virtue
of fidelity A case for the study of religion and identity formation in
adolescence journal of youth and adolescence 23 august 1994
453 69

marwick laura M from mormon to evangelical A look at disaffiliation and
conversion masters thesis brigham young university 1994

mattson rondi and janet S scharman divorce in mormon women A qual-
itative study AMCAP 39 60

mauss armand L the mormon struggle with assimilation and identity
trends and developments since midcenturyMidcentury dialogue spring 129 49

refuge and retrenchment the mormon quest for identity in con-
temporary 24 42

maxwell neal A out of the best faculty BYM february 30 33 48
mccully sharon P childrens voices who Is listening in covenant

108 15
mcfarland peggy A and cheryljcherylCherycherscherylelJJ carter becoming women of strength

american fork utah covenant communications 1994
mcghie lynn the gardens at temple square the four seasons utah

lynn mcghie assocalsoc 199419941

mckean jim church reaches worldwide membership via integrated
telecommTelecomm communications news 31 july 1994 10 12

mcnamara mary lou secularization or sacralization the change in LDS

church policy on blacks in contemporary 310 25
mcpherson david L trust no one to be your teacher teaching at BYU a

sacred trust in foundations 153 58
measuring mainline vital signs christian century 111 december 21

1994 1214 mormonscormonsMormons underrepresented in positions of power com-
pared with their presence in the general population

meier reinhard americas prosperous mormonscormonsMormons swiss review of world
affairs december 1994 26 28

milne kirsty municipal mormonscormonsMormons new statesman and society 7 febru-
ary 4 1994 23

mooney carolyn J biblical scholar at brandeis Is excommunicated by
church of jesus christ of latter day saints chronicle of higher edu-
cation 40 may 18199418 1994 a18 david P wright
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mormonscormonsMormons at days end economist april 9 1994 30
morrison alexander B let your light so shine in covenant 63 76
nebeker scott an honor code in a school in zion recognizing the

covenant community in foundations 21 24
nelsen kaylene spiritual experience helps keep teens on track study

shows BYM august 10

nelson dennis E professional organizations whither thou goestboest will I1

go AMCAP 81 93
response has the light of the world experienced brownout

AMCAP 115 17
response to love the lord Is to hate evil proverbs 813 AMCAP

10814108 14
new president for mormon church christian century 111 june 15 22

1994 600601600 601
newell L jackson freedom of conscience individual right or social

responsibility in religion 31 39
nicholls shelly risk taking predispositions among mormon women

improving communication about health and environmental risks
masters thesis brigham young university 1994

nichols elizabeth L the international genealogical index igligiIGI 1993 edi-
tion genealogicaljournalgenealogicalGenealogic journalalJournal 22 no 3 1994 45 58

nielsen talmage like unto leaven jckJCAjc4 fall 8 11 church medical mis-
sions

nielson john D racial mixing in brazil the spread of the gospel and
nephis racial and ethnic attitudes NP december 32 35

obrien elizabeth and others founder effect assessment of variation in
genetic contribution among founders human biology 66 april
1994 185 204 mormon population subject of study

genetic structure of the utah mormonscormonsMormons comparison of results based
on RFLPs blood groups migration matrices isonymy and pedigreespedigreedPedigrees
human biology 66 october 1994 743 59

olson terrance D why Is it so hard to raise todays children this peo-
ple holiday 24 31

ostler david R and brent H ostler whats in that glass of water JCA
fall 34 39 missionaries in russia water nitrationfiltration

oswald delmont R A lone man in the garden in multiply 231 38
otterstrom samuel M the international diffusion of the mormon church

masters thesis brigham young university 1994
owen carolyn G the real writing process or what I1 will tell my writing

students if im being honest in foundations 31 38
parker todd B Is it love the feeling you feel when you feel you are

going to feel a feeling you never felt before in serving 185 95
parry keith the mormon missionary companionship in contemporary

182 206
paxman sue adding another floor exponent no 42

goodbye helen andandjoleenjoleen exponent no 32 5
sustaining each other exponent no 22
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pearson dale F absolute truth and an imperfect world the search for
knowledge and understanding in foundations 113 18

peck elbert eugene its the community folks sunstone december
101110 11

the outer limits sunstone february 10 12 tolerance
peterson F ross tenure as a tool in religion 87 92
peterson levi S the art of dissent among the mormonscormonsMormons sunstone feb-

ruary 33 39
in defense of a mormon erotica in multiply 239 47

plenert gerhard the gospel and business goals digest january 71 73
reprinted from international industrial goals Is there a gospel con-

text to guide Us in proceedings of the laying the foundations sym-
posium march 22 23 1991 ed neilnellnelineiljneilaJ flinders and valerie holladayHoUaday
99 100 provo utah college of education brigham young university
1992.1992

preston cheryl B armies of light A report on troop morale in covenant
177 85

the prophets mantle economist 331 june 11 1994 24 howard W
hunter

pugmire menillmerrillmen illlii knowledge CDs and scripture digest january 29 33
quinn D michael dilemmas of feminists and intellectuals in the contem-

porary LDS church sunstone june 67 73
rich laura salt lake city the promised land inside media march 30

1994231994199425 23 24
richards P scott and richard W potts spiritual techniques and issues in

counseling A preliminary report of a survey of LDS psychotherapists
in foundations 87 89

robbins jim aggressive mormonscormons aim at latin america catholics lose
ground in evangelical ferment national catholic reporter 30 janu-
ary 28 1994 8

roberts alienallenailen dale academic freedom at brigham young university free
inquiry in religious context in religion 43 62

rosenberg debra see teddy run scared newsweek august 1 1994 25
mitt romney

rowles genevieve temple square throws the switch sunset 193
december 1994 16 17

rubin rita deadly family trees A new project tracks a high cholesterol
gene that kills early US news and world report january 24 1994
717271 72 uses the vast genealogy resources of the church

sandberg karl C mormonism and the puritan connection the trails of
mrs anne hutchinson and several persistent questions bearing on
church governance sunstone february 20 32

scharman janet S relationship issues in LDS blended families AMCAP
15 38

shepherd gordon and gary shepherd sustaining a lay religion in modem
society the mormon missionary experience in contemporary
161 81
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shipps jan making saints in the early days and the latter days in con-
temporarytemporary 648364 83

skinner andrew C to be or not to be a renaissance man some histori-
cal roots help resolve the dilemma in foundations 145 51

smith le grande W trial and triumph in thessalonikiThessaloniki the challenge of
opening greece for the preaching of the gospel digest july 20 34

smith marcus L pipes that speak praise digest january 15 25
smith marion B the silence of sexual abuse MWTMWF july 1 8 10
smith scott S A closer look at betty eadies near death experience fate

47 march 1994 54 59
smolowe jill tough time for teddy time october 10 1994 32 mitt

romney
sonne kathryn turley re visioning women and men in a feminine spiri-

tual context MWFMWT march 3 5
sorensen elaine shaw perspectives on divorce peace after divorce in

covenant 46 50
sowell thomas how about it hillary forbes january 3 1994 80 mor

mons live a decade longer than other whites
stark rodney modernization and mormon growth the secularization the-

sis revisited in contemporary 13 23
starobin paul this ones no snap for ted kennedy nationaliournalnational journal 26

october 22 1994 2465 66 mitt romney
station cancels shows critical of churches national catholic reporter 30

january 21 1994 3
stewart michael daddy come out and playplaya inspirationorinspirationporforor leading and

nurturing your family american fork utah covenant communica-
tions 1994

stone ann gardner fertile ground exponent no 22
stott suzanne thoughts on impaired fertility exponent no 23
stout daniel A resolving conflicts of worldviewsWorldviews LDS women and tele-

vision AMCAP 61 79
take one book of mormon movie magic this people fall 36 39
technology in utah software valley economist 331 april 23 1994

69 70
thomas mark D the continuing quest for the historical jesus dialogue

winter 121 23
thompson jan like a rope lowered from heaven this people summer

122112 21
tickle phyllis mormon church excommunicates five scholars over their

books publishers weekly april 25 1994 12
toscano margaret menillmerrillmen illlii if mormon women have had the priesthood

since 1843 why arent they using it dialogue summer 219 26
toscano paul james the sanctity ofdissentof dissent salt lake city signature books

1994
townsend johnny can gays really love ND no 63663 6 29
utah disciples seek high ground ministry in mormon country disciple

132 august 1994 7 9
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von harrison grant use the book of mormon to teach reading hand-
book for parents for use with children between 5 and 12 years of
age provo utah by the author 1994

waller douglas and evan thomas the old boys club fights for its exis-
tence newsweek october 10 1994 32 34 CIA recruits mormonscormonsMormons

weigand robert E managing beliefs managing silence business hori-
zons 37 novemberdecemberNovember December 1994 58 65 marriott hotels mor-
mon beliefs

weisberg jacob family matters ted kennedy Is running a lackluster cam-
paign against a strong opponent in an anti incumbent year so why
does it look like hell win new york magazine 27 november 7
1994 28 30 mitt romney

west stevenstevenaA pure religion darkclark memorandum fall 1994 14 2211

whitaker richard jr precept guided patterning processes A qualitative
study of how LDS church members are prepared for marriage phd
diss brigham young university 1994

white randall and erica frank health effects and prevalence of vegetari-
anism western journal of medicine 160 may 1994 465 70 com-
pares seventh day adventists with mormonscormonsMormons

williams richard N where your heart Is there will your treasure be
also intellectual allegiance in a school in zion in foundations
75 79

williams terry funds try new realty route limited liability company
used as investment vehicle pensions and investments 22 march 2211

1994 52 mentions mormon church pension fund
willmer wesley K giving to religion in the 21st century boom or bust

fund raising management 25 april 1994 44 51 americans are
becoming more catholic mormon and unaffiliated

wilson william A powers of heaven and hell mormon missionary narra-
tives as instruments of socialization and social control in contempo-
rary 207 17

wittwer sherri devashrayee gone too soon the life and loss of infants
and unborn children american fork utah covenant communica-
tions 1994

wixom hartt and judene wixom when angels intervene to save the chil-
dren springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1994 Cokeville wyoming bomb-
ing incident

wolper allan off campus paper took heat for expose on athletes editor
and publisher 127 november 5 1994 16 18

wood david R investigating the impact of family religion education and
gender on the future adult role orientations of LDS youth phd
diss brigham young university 1994

woodard joe A church that wont compromise mormonscormons use harsh
measures on malcontents british colombia report 5 november 15

1993291993 29 30
an unapologetically illiberal church the mormonscormons draw flak for

expelling feminists and other leftist activists alberta report 20
november 15 1993 38
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worrell robert prepare to perform miracles NPAP december 6 10
wright randal A the caseforcase rorforrof chastity helping youth stay morally clean

npap national family institute 1993
the power of love and affection digest february 60 69 con-

densed from the case for chastity npap national family institute
1993119931993.1993.11995

why good people see bad movies this people spring 30 37
comp building better homes and families 1401 ideas npap

national family institute 1994
wright robert the gay divorce the new republic 211 december 19

1994 6 mention of polygamy
wright ruth B precious children responding to a disclosure of abuse

in covenant 140 44
young lawrence A confronting turbulent environments issues in the

organizational growth and globalization ofofmormonismmormonism in contem-
porary 43 63

epilogue in contemporary 349 53
zirker sherri and ronald zirker families in focus women january

59 60

DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURESCPJPTURE

works of a doctrinal nature as well as works published about
aspects of the mormon scriptures

abanes richard embraced by the light and the bible betty eadie and
near death experiences in the light of scripture camp hill pa hori-
zon books 1994

adams william J jr lehisgehis jerusalem and writing on metal plates JBOMS
spring 204 6

allred janice toward a mormon theology of god the mother dialogue
summer 15 39

anderson farleyparley the book of revelation today new insights for last
days survival bountiful utah horizon publishing 1994

anderson lynn matthews toward a feminist interpretation of latter day
scripture dialogue summer 185 203

anderson richard lloyd pauls witness to the early history of jesus min-
istry in apostle 1 33

armstrong richard N the rhetoric of david 0 mckay mormon prophet
american university studies series 7 theology and religion vol 92
new york peter lang 1993

ashton marvinmarvinjJ the child in the manger in christmas 134 35
aston warren P and michaela knoth aston in the footsteps of lehi new

evidenceforevidence forrorrof lebisjourneyLebis journeytourney across arabia to bountiful salt lake city
deseret book 1994

ball terry isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs imagery of plants and planting in people 17 34
ball terry B old testament prophets in the book of mormon lehi

zenock neum zenos ezias in kings 258 63
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ballard suzanneSuzarme these Fs are great on your eternal report card in serv-
ing 14 23

barber brian K choosing to choose issues of freedom and agency
digest april 70 77

barkdull larry resist not evil women february 4 7
barney kevin L enallage in the book of Momormonrinon JBOMS spring 113 47
barrois bertrand C gnosticism reformed dialogue spring 23952239 52
bateman merrill J secular learning in a spiritual environment in foun-

dationsdations 1 8
birch A jane we have a rich tradition but we havent received it have

we sacrificed enough in foundations 991414
bird randall C receiving the mind and will of the lord in serving 425242 52
bishop barbara feminine spirituality A mode of being MWFAIWIF march 5 6
bitton davis A masterwork of mormon theology in truth xxxix xiv
black susan easton living by grace A new frontier in covenant

255 60
the spirit of elijah tenth annual harman lecture provo utah

brigham young university division of continuing education 1993
boehm bruce J wanderers in the promised land A study of the exodus

motif in the book of mormon and holy bible JBOMS spring 187 203
brewster hoyt W jr behold I1I1 come quickly the last days and beyond

salt lake city deseret book 1994
brooks joanna gender and spirituality or why the guerrilla Is the most

feminine creature in the spiritual jungle MWFMWTmut march 6 7
brown S kent the book ofofhoseahosea in kings 616761 67
brugger william the doctrine and covenants as literature NP april

22 30
bunker gary L the ultimate paradox in DS 97 108
bunker robert L the design of the liahona and the purpose of the second

spindle JBOMS fallfaufanfailfali 1 11

burgess alienallenailen K and max H molgard straight talk about gospel princi-
ples what they are what they are not salt lake city bookcraft
1994

burton gideon 0 towards a mormon criticism should we ask Is this
mormon literature in AML annual 2227 33

burton R scott the hymnal of ancient israel psalms part 1 in kings
407 25

the nature of god in the psalms psalms part 2 in kings 426 47
burton rulon T we believe doctrines and principles of the7 be church of

jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city tabernacle books
1994

campbell beverly mother eve mentor for todays woman A heritage of
honor jckjc4JCA spring 37 49

cannon elaine beyond baptism A gufGuiguideforguidedeforrorfor new converts salt lake city
bookcraft 1994

chase dallas LDS church takes a stand ND no 76
christensen bernellberneil L comp the prophets speak to fathers with addi-

tional quotesfromquotes from various general authorities american fork utah
covenant communications 1994 booklet
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christensen kevin A response to david wright on historical criticism
JBOMS spring 74 93

clark harlow soderborg in the territory of irony inamlannualinamiinamz annual 2256622256 62
toward a theory of literary value the necessity of bearing personal

testimony in AML annual 2246 55
classic speeches 22 selectionsfromselections from brigham young university devotional

and fireside speeches vol 1 provo utah publications and graphics
brigham young university 1994

cook gene R christmas giving in christmas 62 65
dahl larry E the second comings of the lord in watch 134 66
daleiden joseph L church of jesus christ of latter day saints the mor

mons in the final superstition A critical evaluation ofofthejudeothe fudeojudeo
christian legacy 28 37 amherst NY prometheus books 1994

dant doris R attitudes and beliefs concerning women in truth iviiavii

lxxii
darosa victor Is spousal abuse an unforgiveable sin mormonism

researched fall 1994 6
blood atonement if it was never taught why do some mormonscormons

believe it mormonism researched winter 1994 4 6
davis todd B approaching the question of truth in light of the restora-

tion lain foundations 25 30
dayley K newell and also by faith in DS 758475 84
dixon helen E the trouble with talent women august 4 7
draper richard D the book of daniel in kings 320 33

the book of malachi in kings 365 72
the book of zechariah in kings 351 58
hubris and ataateaoe A latter day warning from the book of mormon

JBOMS fall 12 33
eames rulon D the book ofofzephaniahzephaniah in kings 178 83
ehat andrew F who shall ascend into the hill of the lord sesquicenten-

nial reflections of a sacred day may 4 1842 in temples 48 62
england eugene fidelity polygamy and celestial marriage in multiply

103 22
evenson william E science the universe creation and evolution achschs

3 5 9 10 12 21 23 25 293229 32 in truth cxiaxi cxxix
eyring henry B blessed are the peacemakersPeacemakers in DS 85 96

the marketplace of ideas provo utah FARMS 1994 booklet
faulconer james E how to study the book ofmormonof mormon provo utah FARMS

1994 booklet
the olive tree and the work of god jacob 5 and romans 11II in

allegory 347 66
faust james E enhancing secular knowledge through spiritual knowledge

and faith in addresses delivered at the 1994 annual university
conference provo utah brigham young university 1994 26 29

the voice of the spirit in DS 1 8
ferraiuolo perucci scholars scrutinize popular dakes bible christianity

today 38 january 10 1994 50 mention of mormon theology
flake kathleen rendering to the corporation A personal ecclesiology

sunstone december 23 28
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foster lawrence between heaven and earth mormon theology of the
family in comparative perspective in multiply 1 17

fowles john L the jewish lectionary and book of mormon prophecy
JBOMS fall 118 22

freeman robert C pauls earnest pursuit of spiritual gifts in apostle
34 46

fuller barney R the burning of a strange fire forty years in mormonism
lafayette la huntington house 1994

gee john and daniel C peterson graft and corruption on olives and
olive culture in the pre modem mediterranean in allegory 186 247

gibbons ted L nowhere else to go digest april 16 20
gileadi avraham the literary message of isaiah new york hebraeusHebraeus

press 1994
gillum gary P romans 1117 24 A bibliography of commentaries in

allegory 367 72
gladstone bill report from salt lake city utah avotaynu 10 spring

1994 10 11 includes side article mormonscormonsMormons baptize holocaust vic-
tims

godfrey donald G zina young williams card no ordinary frontier
woman paper presented at the mormon history association may
19 22 1994 park city utah

gorton H clay nethe legacy of the brass plates ofoflabanlubanlaban A comparison of
biblical and book of mormon isaiah texts bountiful utah horizon
1994

the transitory nature ofoftelestialtelestial knowledge digest march 53 66
griffith michael T A ready reply answering challenging questions about

the gospel bountiful utah horizon 1994
griggs C wilfred an hebrew of the hebrews pauls language and

thought in apostle 476447 64
hadfield garygarymgaramM and john W welch the decapitation ofofshizshiz insights

no 972
hafen bruce C and marie K hafen the belonging heart the atonement

and relationships with god and family salt lake city deseret book
1994

eve heard all these things and was glad grace and learningleaming by
experience in covenant 16 33

hall john franklin the olive in greco roman religion in allegory
248 61

hamblin william J history of religion achschs 11 13 15 20 22 46 in
truth cxxxcoxx cxxxi

metal plates and the book of mormon insights no 952
sacred writings on bronze plates in the ancient mediterranean

provo utah farmsFAJRMSearms 1994
temple motifs in jewish mysticism in templestemples 440 76

hammond F melvin balance A perspective of peace AMCAP 1 14
hanks marion D christ manifested to his people in temples 3283 28

truth A shield to memory digest july 10 19 reprinted from
darkclark memorandum fall 1990 2629.262926 29
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hansen lorin K the moral atonement as a mormon interpretation dial-
ogue spring 195 227

hatch gary layne paul among the rhetoricians A model for proclaiming
christ in inapostleapostle 65 79

rhetoric in truth xlviix1vii lv
saints and Sophis ts rhetoric and the restored gospel in founda-

tions 39 45
hauck F richard ancient fortifications and the land ofofmantimantimantl this peo-

ple summer 46 55
archaeology and the setting of the book of mormon inisthisibis people

spring 708370 83
in search of the land ofofnephinephi bisthis7 people fall 526352 63
the trail to zarahemlaZarahemla thisibis people holiday 64 70

hauglid brian M sacred time and the templetempie in temples 636 45
hess wilford M and others botanical aspects of olive culture relevant to

jacob 5 in allegory 484562484 562
hinckley gordon B what shall I1 do then with jesus which Is called

christ in christmas 151 5

holmes david I1 vocabulary richness and the book of mormon A stylo
metric analysis of mormon scripture research in humanities com-
puting 3 1994 18 3311

holzapfel richard neitzel establishing zion in preparation for the second
coming in watch 10533105 33

holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my fathers house tem-
ple worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city
bookcraft 1994

homer michael W similarity of priesthood in masonry the relationship
between freemasonry and mormonism dialogue fall 1 113

honey david B the secular as sacred the historiography of the title
page JBOMS spring 94 103

hopkins richard R biblical alofAlormormonismmonism responding to evangelical criti-
cism ofofldsoflasLDS beologytheology7 bountiful utah horizon 1994

homhornhob vim charity the pure love of christ witness no 846 8
hoskisson paul Y the allegory of the olive tree in jacob in allegory

70 104
huff kentkentwkenowW brigham youngs united orderorden A contextual interpretation

casebook edition provo utah theological thinktankThink tank 1994
hunter howard W more humility and patience and forgiveness sun-

stone september 88
jack elaine L from grace to grace in covenant 1 3

jackson kent P all things point to christ in kings 1 3

authorship of the book of isaiah in kings 80 85
avoiding deception in the last days in watch 1 15

the book of joel in kings 359 64
A chronology of the old testament in kings 484 88
comfort my people isaiah 34 50 in kings 12845128 45

1 I willwui be your god ezekiel 25 36 in kings 286 99
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jackson kent P the lord Is there ezekiel 37 48 in kings 300 319
ed and comp joseph smiths commentary on the bible salt lake

city deseret book 1994
jacobs curtis L the great game plan of god in serving 138 45
jensen jay E likening luke 2 to our lives in christmas 109 10
johnson clare hardy keeping the second estate A womanscomans choices

JCA spring 20 27
johnson D lynn the missing scripture n JBOMS fall 84 93
johnson markjmaraj the exodus ofoflehilehilehl revisited JBOMS fall 123 26
jones barbara barrington listening to the still small voice in serving

155 62
judd frank F jr melchizedek seeking after the zion of enoch in people

35 48
keller jeffrey E gender and spirit in multiply 171 82
keller roger R the book of esther in kings 386 90
king arthur henry language themes in jacob 5 the vineyard of the lord

of hosts Is the house of israel isaiah 57 in allegory 14073140 73
kraut ogden comp sermons and writings of the restoration vol 1 salt

lake city pioneer press 1994
lambert neal E and there was a new writing the book of mormon

as a never ending text in AML annual 21962002196 200
lamoreaux adam D the work of ezra and nehemiah ezra 7 10

nehemiah in kings 373 85
lane jennifer clarkdarkoark hebrew concepts of adoption and redemption in the

writings of paul in apostle 80 95
the lord will redeem his people adoptive covenant and redemp-

tion in the old testament in people 49 60
lane keith H after ye have received so many witnesses symbolic

action in alma 32 34 in AML annual 2201 6
the persuasive book of mormon digest january 35 42

larson kenneth lloyd guybreezeguifgulfGuyguly breeze UFOs measures of the planet earth and
designs of the newjerusalemnemnew jerusalem los angeles calif by the author 1994

larson stan ed the truth the way the life an elementary treatise on
theology the masterwork ofbh roberts san francisco calif smith
research associates 1994

laruelame gerald A secular and religious interpretations of scripture in reli-
gion 173017 30

lebaron E dale elijahselijassElijahs mission his keys powers and blessings from the
old testament to the latter days in people 61 73

leigh alienallenailen W A look at ephesians 28 9 dialogue winter 163 64
lockhart barbara day what it really means to be fit are we laying foun-

dations of gospel truth digest january 50 55 adapted from
observations of a newcomer are we laying the foundations of

gospel truth or are we laying gospel truth aside in proceedings
of the laying the foundations symposium march 22 23 1991 ed
neilnellnelineiljneilaJ flinders and valerie holladayhonHoUaday 107 10 provo utah college of
education brigham young university 1992.1992
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loveless A scott what in the world Is love this people holiday 40 5511

loveless cheri entering the ark this people holiday 32 38
ludlow daniel H ed jesus christ and his gospel selections from the

encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism salt lake city deseret book 1994
ludlow victor L the book of habakkuk in kings 18792187 92
lund gerald N if ye are prepared ye shall not fear in watch 192 219
lundquist john M the legitimizing role of the temple in the origin of the

state in temples 179 235
temple covenant and law in the ancient near east and in the old

testament in temples 272 94
what Is a temple A preliminary typology in temples 83 117
what Is reality in temples 622 35

madsen truman G the olive press A symbol of christ in allegory 1 10
philosophy achschs 1 3 8 262726 27 33 in truth ixxiiilxxiii xcvicv

the radiant life salt lake city bookcraft 1994
the temple and the atonement in temples 63 79

the temple and the atonement provo utah FARMS 1994 booklet
marsh W jeffrey unto Us a child Is born salt lake city bookcraft 1994
marsh W jeffrey and ron R munns miracles and blessings old testament

stories with present dadayy parallels salt lake city bookcraft 1994
the new testamenttestamentforfortor today salt lake city bookcraft 1994

matthews darrell L the book of obadiah in kings 264 66
matthews robert J behold the messiah new testament insights from

latter day revelation salt lake city bookcraft 1994
the jerusalem council in apostle 96 109
our heritage from joseph of israel in people 1 16

the role of the house of israel in the last days in watch 63 104
maxwell neal A called to serve in DS 12738127 38

the christmas scene salt lake city bookcraft 1994 booklet
lord increase our faith salt lake city bookcraft 1994

mcconkie joseph fielding false christs in watch 396239 62
sons and daughters of god the loss and restoration of our divine

inheritance salt lake city bookcraft 1994
mccune george M the blessings of temple marriage in the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints 2dad ed salt lake city hawkes 1993
mckeever bill W J an american garden of eden mormonism

researched summer 1994 4 5

quetzalcoatl mythical god or the jesus of mormonism mormon-
ism researched winter 1994 5

mckinlay daniel B temple imagery in the epistles of peter in temples
492 514

mellott ed christian assurance mormonism researched winter 1994
68

meservy keith A god Is with Us isaiah 1 17 in kings 86 107
middleton michael W tnin process of time working and waiting for zion

in foundations 15 19
paul among the prophets obtaining a crown in apostle 110 3311
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millet robert L the atonement in the book ofmormonof mormon provo utah FARMS

1994 booklet
christ centered living salt lake city bookcraft 1994
life in the millennium in watch 16791167 91

the power of the word saving doctrinesfromdoctrines from the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book 1994

walking in newness of life doctrinal themes of the apostle paul
in apostle 132 50

miner alan C A chronological setting for the epistles of mormon to
moroni JBOMS fall 94 113

mulder william telling it slant aiming for truth in contemporary mor-
mon literature ininamiinamzAMLabl annual 2216262216 26

nadauld stephen D increasing faith reaffirming trust rekindling love
indsandsin DS 119 26

newell lloyd D may peace be with you messages from the spoken
word salt lake city deseret book 1994

newmeyer karen haroldsen true patriotism women july 75 79
nibley hugh W ancient temples what do they signify in temples

399 410 reprint from ensign 2 september 1972 46 49.49
brother brigham challenges the saints collected works of hugh

nibley vol 13 salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994
A house of glory in temples 29 47
on the sacred and the symbolic in temples 535621535 621

oaks dallin H gospel teachings about lying clarkdark memorandum spring
1994121994 12 19
the historicity 0off the book of mormon provo utah FARMS 1993

transcript of a talk given at the october 29 1993 FARMS annual din-
ner

sins and mistakes indsandsin DS 195 204
ogden D kelly the book of amos in kings 526052 60

the book ofofmicahmicah in kings 68 74
the book of nahum in kings 18486184 86
the spirit of prophecy Is the testimony of jesus in people 74 83

okazaki chieko N grace and glory strength from our savior in cove-
nant 241 52

olsen steven L abridging the records of the zoramiteZoramite mission mormon as
historian in AML annual 2212 15

ostler craigjcraigcraigeJ what Is a mortal messiah in apostle 151 65
owens lance S joseph smith and kabbalahKabbalah the occult connection dial-

ogue fall 117 94
packer boyd K for time and all eternity the parable of the three keys

salt lake city deseret book 1994 booklet
parry donald W demarcation between sacred space and profane space

the temple of herod model in temples 413 39
garden of eden prototype sanctuary in temples 126 51
introduction in temples xi xxiv
ritual anointing with olive oil in ancient israelite religion in alle-

gory 262 89
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symbolic action as prophecy in the old testament in people
84 100

parry jay A and donald W parry the temple in heaven its description
and significance in temples 515 32

paulsen david L theology achschs 6 7 13 20 23 42 in truth xcvii cx
pearson carol lynn the interfaith search for the divine feminine MWF

november 12 15
peay E L the lands of zarahemlazarabemlaZarahZarabemlaemia nephis promised land in central

america A book ofmormonof mormon commentary vol 2 provo utah by the
author 1994

perkins jerry M the patriarchal order of the priesthood of god digest
april 33 43

perry L tom to every thing there Is a season in DS 19 25
peterson daniel C LDS scholars refute attacks on the book of mormon

inisthisibis people summer 28 33
ed review of books on the book of mormon 6 provo utah FARMS

1994
peterson kim M what now in serving 196 204
pike dana M the proverbs in kings 448 62

seals and sealing among ancient and latter day israelites in people
101 17

pinnegar stefaneestefineeStefinee nancy wentworth and brian kerr david 0 mckay
spiritual development in teaching and teacher education in foun-
dationsdations 47 53

poole kit stranger at the gate orem utah keepsake 1993 booklet
pope margaret mcconkie tuisthis chosen generation armed with the gifts of

god spiritual gifts in the lives of latter day saints bountiful utah
horizonhorizon19941994

pratt orson the seer prominent works in mormon history vol 1 orem
utah grandin book 1994

pritchett bruce M jr lehisgehis theology of the fall in its preexilicexilic con-
text JBOMSboafoboaf5 fall 49 83

raynes marybeth and erin parsons single cursedness an overview of LDS
authorities statements about unmarried people in multiply 217 30

reddreddjreddaJ lyman aarons consecration its nature purpose and meaning in
people 118 35

rees robert A men and women and love in AML annual 2282832282 83
reeve rex C jr the holy ghost brings testimony unity and spiritual

gifts in apostle 166 77
reynolds noel B nephite uses and interpretations ofofzenoszenos in allegory

21 49
rhodes michael D christ the life achschs 485548 55 in truth clvalv civil

the joseph smith hypocephalus seventeen years later provo
utah FARMS 1994

richards A legrand one latter day saints pedagogy in foundations
97 101

richards stephen L mormon ideas of home in multiply 26369263 69
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ricks stephen D the garment of adam in jewish muslim and christian
tradition in temples 705 39

liturgy and cosmogony the ritual use of creation accounts in the
ancient near east in temples 118 25

olive culture in the second temple era and early rabbinic period
in allegory 460 76

A watchman to the house of israel ezekiel 1 24 in kings
267 85

ricks stephen D and john J sroka king coronation and temple
enthronement ceremonies in history in temples 236 71

ricks stephen D and michael A carter temple building motifs mesopo-
tamia ancient israel ugarit and kirtland in temples 152 76

riddle chauncey C creating zion in foundations 91 95
roberts B H the seventysSeventys course in theology prominent works in mor-

mon history vol 5 orem utah grandin book 1994 reprinted in
one volume

roberts richard C the renewal of the way ch 47 in truth cxlixcxfixcalix
cliv

robinson stephen E enduring to the end in watch 220 29
rust richard dilworth liminalityLiminality in the book of mormon in AML annual

2207 11
recurrence in book of mormon narratives JBOMS spring 39 52

rytting marvin exhortations for chastity A content analysis of church lit-
eratureerature in multiply 85 102

sampson joe written by the finger of god decoding ancient languages
A testimony of ofjosephjoseph smiths translations sandy utah wellspring
1993

schaaljeschwaljeSchaalje G brucebrucejohnjohn L hilton and john B archer comparison of objec-
tive author attribution techniques for original and translated works
in DLLS 81 86

scott john G A triumph of faith pauls teachings in second timothy in
apostle 178 87

seely david rolph the allegory of the olive tree and the use of related
figurative language in the ancient near east and the old testament
in allegory 290 304

the bible and the dispensations from adam to abraham achschs
16 18 34 38 in truth cxxxii cxlcal

the book of jonah in kings 46 5511
ecclesiastes in kings 463 66

11 I am with thee to deliver thee jeremiah 1 20 in kings 214 34
kings and chronicles in kings 4 11

the lord Is our judge and our king isaiah 18 33 in kings
108 27

the lord will bring salvation isaiah 51 66 in kings 14664146 64
the ministry ofjeremiah jeremiah 1 25 29 324532 45 52 in kings

193 213
A prophet over the nations jeremiah 21 24 30 31 46 51 in

kings 235 52
the song of solomon in kings 467 70
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seely david rolph and john W welch zenos and the texts of the old test-
ament in allegory 322322465224646

seely jo ann H lamentations in kings 253 57
shenk robert the coherence of the biblical story of balaam lgb 31 51
shirts randall B on being a mormon scientist james E talmage society

1 fall 1993 3 4
silva erin R matricidal patriarchy some thoughts toward understanding

the devaluation of women in the church dialogue summer 139 55
simon josh who was jesus life december 1994 668266 82 jessieuessiejessleoessie embrysembras

views
skinner andrew C the atonement achschs 19 39 45 in truth cxlicali cxlviii

the book ofofhaggaihaggai in kings 346 50
israel and judah in the ninth and eighth centuries before christ

2 kings 11 17 2 chronicles 23 28 in kings 33 45
jacob in the presence of god in people 136 49
kings and prophets in divided israel 1 I1 kings 12 2 kings 10

2 chronicles 10 22 in kings 20 32
the reign of hezekiah 2 kings 18 20 2 chronicles 29 32 in

kings 75 79
the return from exile ezra 1 6 in kings 334 45

skousen royal critical methodology and the text of the book of mormon
in DLLS 87 97

jacob 464 6 substantive textual variants between manuscripts and
editions in allegoryinallegory 105 39

the original language of the book of mormon upstate new york
dialect king james english or hebrew JBOMS spring 283828 38

slack reed D the mormon belief of an inspired constitution journal of
church and state 36 winter 1994 35 56

smith barbara B and shirleyshirleywshirleyeW thomas words for women promises of
prophets salt lake city bookcraft 1994

smith grant tucker ive a mother there identity language and experi-
ence in mormon womens literature phd diss university of iowa
1993

smoot L douglas the two great promises in DS 167 75
snow edgar Ccjrajr jr of curious workmanship sunstone december 14 15
sorensen elaine shaw evening balm and morning manna daily gifts of

healing grace in covenant 262 71
sorenson john L the book ofmormonof mormon and ancient america provo utah

FARMS 1994 booklet
evidence for tents in the book of mormon insights no 942
was there leprosy among the nephitesNephites insights no 962

stevens thelona the background of the inspired version restoration
voice 93 januaryfebruaryJanuary February 1994 15151717 compiled from the book of
remembrance the brass plates and the inspired version 21 28
independence mo foundation for research on ancient america
1987119871987.1987.1

strathearnStratheam gaye the jewish and gentile missions pauls role in the tran-
sition in apostle 188 205
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strathearnStratheam gaye the wifesisterWife Sister experience pharaohsPharaohs introduction to
jehovah in people 15065150 65

szink terrence L the reign of solomon 1 kings I11 11 2 chronicles 1 9
in kings 12 19

tanner john S the book of job in kings 391 406
thomas M catherine the brother of jared at the veil in temples

38898388 98
the doer of our deeds and the speaker of our words in DS

45 52
from malachi to john the baptist the dynamics of apostasy in

kings 471 83
hebrews to ascend the holy mount in temples 479 91
jacobs allegory the mystery of christ in allegory 11 20
the provocation in the wilderness and the rejection of grace in

people 166 77
using the book of mormon to face the tests ahead in watch

16 38
thomasson gordon C revisiting the land of jerusalem via the dead sea

scrolls insights no 932
whats in a name book of mormon language names and

metonymic naming JBOMS spring 1 27
thompson john S thethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite exodus A literary perspective of a histori-

cal narrative bomsJBOMS50m5 spring 104 12
thompson stephen E searching for the historical jesus sunstone june

58 61
thomson dennis L african religion and mormon doctrine comparisons

and commonalities in religion in africa experience and expres-
sion ed thomas D blakely walter E A van beek and dennis L

thomson 89 99 david M kennedy center for international studies
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translator

the gold was grayed and cold the plates were thin
what mystery lay captive in their runes
his fingers asking traced them to begin
would history unlock its darkness soon
embalmedEmbalmembalmered within the metal robed in glyphsglyphis

the absent millions whisper from the past
he scans the ancient scrawlingsrawlingssprawlingssc thick with mist
until their shadows dawn in him at last
each thought unwieldy first he hefts with sweat
As though ideas were metal heavy dense
he assaysessays words in dozens weighed then set
As heaven trains his prophet seer and lens

to craft the words to tell each symbols pith
the seer apprentice fashioned joseph smith

gideon burton
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